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EXCERPTS FROM CIVIL DOCKET ENTRIES

1950

May 4—Filed proceedings transferred from

Northern Division.

Oct. 31—Filed answer, with demand for jury.

1952

Mar. 12—Filed motion by plaintiff for summary

judgment.

Aug. 25—Ordered motion for summary judgment

denied.

1953

Mar. 24—Filed request by plaintiff for admissions.

Apr. 28—Filed admissions by defendant to request

by plaintiff.

May 11—Jury trial. Jury impaneled. The Court

held that no question of fact for jury to

decide, and on stipulation, case submitted

to the Court on briefs. Jury discharged.

May 26—Filed motion by defendant to set aside

submission and reopen trial.

June 5—Ordered motion to set aside submission

denied.

July 10—Filed order for judgment in favor of

plaintiff.

July 23—Filed findings of fact and conclusions of

law.

July 23—Filed Judgment for plaintiff vs. defend-

ant in sum of $1,519.77, with interest at

6% and costs.
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1953

July 24—Entered judgment.

Aug. 1—Filed motion for new trial.

Aug. 7—Filed order denying motion for new trial.

Sept. 3—Filed notice of appeal by defendant.

Sept. 4—Filed appeal bond in sum of $250.00.

Sept. 30—Filed reporter's transcript of proceedings

of May 11, 1953.

In the District Court of the United States in and

for the Northern District of California, North-

ern Division

No. 6302

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY, a Corpora-

tion,

Plaintife,

vs.

WEST COAST PRODUCTS CORP., a Corpora-

tion,

Defendant.

COMPLAINT FOR FREIGHT CHARGES

Plaintiff complains of defendant and for cause of

action alleges

:

I.

This action arises under a law of the United

States regulating interstate commerce in that it

arises under Section 6(7) and other sections of

Part I of the Interstate Commerce Act of which

this court has jurisdiction under Title 28, United

States Code, Section 41, Subdivision (8)

;
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II.

Plaintiff is now and was during all of the times

hereinafter mentioned a corporation duly created,

organized and existing under the laws of the State

of Delaware, authorized to do and doing business in

the State of California and elsewhere and, as such

corporation, was during all of said times engaged

as a common carrier by railroad in the transporta-

tion of persons and property for hire in interstate

commerce over its lines and in participation with

other common carriers by railroad in and through

various states of the United States

;

III.

That defendant, West Coast Products Corp., is

now and at all times herein mentioned was a cor-

poration organized and existing under and by virtue

of the laws of the State of California and having its

principal place of business in the City of Orland,

County of Glenn, State of California;

IV.

That within two years last past defendant be-

came and is now indebted to plaintiff in the sum of

$1,475.51 as and for undercharges on various ship-

ments of salt cured olives transported by plaintiff

and its connecting carriers at the special instance

and request of defendant from Orland, California,

consigned to and delivered at various Eastern desti-

nations, as evidenced by statement attached hereto,

marked Exhibit A and made a part hereof, and to

which reference is hereby made ; that the transpor-
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tation charges due on account of the transportation

of said shipments, as aforesaid, in accordance with

and pursuant to plaintiff's tariffs at all times herein

mentioned duly posted, published and on file with

the Interstate Commerce Commission, were the sum
of $5,447.64, no part of which has been paid except

the sum of $3,972.13; that plaintiff and its connect-

ing carriers have duly performed each and every

act on their part to be performed; that although

demand has been made upon defendant for said

charges, payment has been refused, and there is

now due, owing and unpaid from the defendant to

the plaintiff herein the sum of $1,475.51

;

V.

That by reason of certain applicable provisions

of the Internal Revenue Act there have accrued

on account of said transportation charges afore-

mentioned taxes due to the United States of Amer-

ica in the sum of $44.26, which by law the plaintiff

is required to collect and pay over to the United

States.

Wherefore, plaintiff prays judgment against the

defendant in the sum of $1,475.51 with interest

thereon, and in the further sum of $44.26 on account

of Federal transportation taxes, for its costs of

suit, and for such other and further relief as to the

court may seem just and proper.

DEVLIN & DEVLIN &
DIEPENBROCK,

/s/ A. T. SUTER,
Attorneys for Plaintiff.



EXHIBIT A
UNCOLLECTEI) FREIGIHT CHAIIGES YUF 1548

Debtor

:

"West Coast Products Co.

From To F/BNo. No.
WaybUl

Date Int.
Car

No. Commodity Weiebt
Tariff

Charges
Freight
BUI No.

Amonnt
Collected

Balance
Due

Orland, Calif. New York, N.Y SP12 SP12 Mar. 8, 1948 Peim 104387 Olives 61080 1304.66 938.18 366.48
" it SP20 SP20 Mar. 17, 1948 Wab 86233 a 61440 1312.36 943.72 368.64
ti

Cleveland, Ohio SP38 SP38 April 6, 1949 TNO 59444 ti 71208 1403.82 1061.37 342.45
ti Buffalo, N.Y. SP39 SP39 April 7, 1949 SP 81989

It 60000 1426.80

5447.64

1028.86

3972.13

Tax

397.94

1475.51

44.26

[Endorsed]: Filed March 20, 1950.

1519.77
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

MOTION TO DISMISS PRESENTINa DE-
FENSE OF FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM

The defendant herein moves the above-entitled

Court to dismiss the above-entitled action because

the complaint fails to state a claim against said

defendant upon which relief can be granted.

/s/ ALBERT PICARD,
Attorney for Defendant.

NOTICE OF HEARING MOTION

To : Messrs. Devlin & Devlin & Diepenbrock,

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

Please take notice that the undersigned will bring

the above motion on for hearing before this Court

at its Courtroom in the Urdted States Post Office

Building, City of Sacramento, County of Sacra-

mento, State of California, on Monday, the 24th day

of April, 1950, at 10:00 o'clock a.m. or as soon there-

after as counsel can be heard.

Dated: April 12, 1950.

/s/ ALBERT PICARD,
Attorney for Defendant.

Authority

:

Rule 12(b) of the Rules of Civil Procedure

for the United States District Courts.

[Endorsed] : Filed April 13, 1950.
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE UNDER
RULE 12(b) OF THE RULES OF CIVIL
PROCEDURE FOR THE UNITED STATES
DISTRICT COURT

The defendant herein moves the above-entitled

Court to transfer the above-entitled action to the

District Court of the United States for the North-

ern District of California, Southern Division, from

the Northern Division of said Court and District

on the ground that the defendant is a corporation

incorporated under the laws of the State of Cali-

fornia with its principal place of business and office

in the City and County of San Francisco, State of

California, which said City and County is located

in the Southern Division of the Northern District

of California, and is the proper place for the trial

of an action against an inhabitant of the said City

and County of San Francisco, in said Southern

Division.

/s/ ALBERT PICARD,
Attorney for Defendant.

NOTICE OF HEARING MOTION

To : Messrs. Devlin & Devlin & Diepenbrock,

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

Please take notice that the undersigned will bring

the above motion on for hearing before this Court

at its Courtroom in the United States Post Office

Building, City of Sacramento, County of Sacra-
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mento, State of California, on Monday, the 24th

day of April, 1950, at 10;00 o'clock a.m. or as soon

thereafter as counsel can be heard.

Dated: April 12, 1950.

/s/ ALBERT PICARD,
Attorney for Defendant.

Authorities

:

Sanders vs. Royal Indemnity Co., Inc., 33

Fed. (2d) 512 ; Title 28, Sec. 114, Federal

Code Annotated.

[Endorsed] : Filed April 13, 1950.

At a stated term of the Northern Division of the

United States District Court for the Northern Dis-

trict of California, held at the Court Room thereof,

in the City of Sacramento, on Monday, the 24th day

of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine

hundred and fifty.

Present: The Honorable Dal M. Lemmon,

District Judge.

[Title of Cause.]

MINUTES OF APRIL 24, 1950

After hearing Horace B. Wulff, Esq., it is Or-

dered that the motion for change of venue be sub-

mitted and the other motions be held in abeyance

until decision is made on change of venue.

Certified true copy.
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At a stated term of the Northern Division of the

United States District Court for the Northern Dis-

trict of California, held at the Court Room thereof,

in the City of Sacramento, on Tuesday, the 2nd day

of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine

hundred and fifty.

Present: The Honorable Dal M. Lemmon,

District Judge.

[Title of Cause.]

MINUTES OF MAY 2, 1950

These cases having heretofore been submitted on

motion for change of venue under Rule 12 (b), it is

Ordered that they be transferred to the Southern

Division of the Northern District of California for

trial, and continuing generally all motions, other

than the motion to transfer, to the Southern Divi-

sion.

Certified true copy.

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

ANSWER

Defendant for answer to the complaint on file

herein

:

I.

Denies that defendant has its principal place of

business in the City of Orland, County of Glenn,

State of California, and in that behalf alleges that

said defendant has its principal place of business in

the City and County of San Francisco, State of

California.
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II.

Answering paragraph IV of said complaint said

defendant admits that it caused plaintiff to trans-

port olives but denies that the olives were salt-

cured, and in that behalf alleges that the olives

transported by plaintiff for defendant were oil-

coated olives, and, except as herein admitted, denies

each and every allegation contained in paragraph

IV of said complaint, and in that behalf said de-

fendant denies that there is any sum whatsoever

due or owing or unpaid from it to plaintiff and

alleges that the sums paid to said plaintiff were the

full sums due and payable to said plaintiff for the

shipments referred to in said complaint and that

plaintiff has been fully paid.

III.

Denies each and every allegation contained in

paragraph V of said complaint and in that behalf

alleges that if any amount is due to the United

States of America for taxes the obligation to pay

the same is upon plaintiff and not upon this answer-

ing defendant.

Wherefore, said defendant prays that plaintiff

take nothing by this action and that it have judg-

ment against said plaintiff for its costs of suit

incurred herein.

/s/ ALBERT PICARD,
Attorney for Defendant.
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State of California,

City and County of San Francisco—ss.

Albert Picard, being first duly sworn, deposes

and says

:

That he is the President of West Coast Products

Corporation, the defendant named in the foregoing

Answer, and makes this verification for and on

behalf of said corporation ; that he has read said an-

swer and knows the contents thereof, and that the

same is true except as to matters which are therein

stated upon information or belief and that as to

those matters he believes it to be true.

/s/ ALBERT PICARD.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30th day

of October, 1950.

[Seal] /s/ CHILMER MUNDAY,
Notary Public in and for the City and County of

San Francisco, State of California.

Defendant hereby demands a trial by jury of the

above-entitled action.

/s/ ALBERT PICARD,

Attorney for Defendant.

Receipt of copy acknowledged.

[Endorsed] : Filed October 31, 1950.
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

PLAINTIFF'S NOTICE OF MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

To the Above-named Defendant and to Albert

Picard, Attorney for Said Defendant:

You, and each of you, are hereby notified that on

Monday, the 24th day of March, 1952, at the Court-

room of the above-entitled Court in the United

States Post Office Building, Seventh and Mission

Streets, San Francisco, California, the above-named

plaintiff will present to the Court its motion for the

entry of Summary Judgment in its favor in this

cause.

Said motion for Summary Judgment will be

based upon the provisions of Rule 56 of the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure ; upon all the papers, files

and pleadings in this action; upon the Affidavits of

Emmet Murray and E. J. Swanson, copies of which

are attached to this notice and herewith served

upon you; and in particular upon each and all of

the grounds specified in plaintiff's Memorandum of

Points and Authorities in support of said motion, a

copy of which is also attached hereto and herewith

served upon you.

Dated at San Francisco, California, March 12,

1952.

/s/ A. T. SUTER,
Attorney for Plaintiff.
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

AFFIDAVIT OF EMMET MURRAY
State of California,

City and County of San Francisco—ss.

Emmet Murray being duly sworn, deposes and

says

:

I am a citizen of the United States and of the

State of California, residing in Alameda County,

California. My office headquarters are 65 Market

Street, San Francisco.

I have been employed by Southern Pacific Com-

pany in various capacities for more than 31 years.

My present position is Chief Clerk, Revising Bureau

in the Office of Auditor of Freight Accounts at San

Francisco, California. I have been employed in the

present capacity for the past 4 years. My duties in

the said employment for Southern Pacific Company

include the supervision of and checking various

waybills covering shipments made over the lines of

Southern Pacific Company and its connecting car-

riers for the purpose of ascertaining whether

freight charges have been assessed and collected on

such shipments in accordance with applicable tariff

provisions. In the performance of my duties it is

necessary that I be, and I am, familiar with the

tariffs of Southern Pacific Company and its con-

necting carriers lawfully on file with the Interstate

Commerce Commission.
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In the course of my duties I became and I am
familiar with the circumstances surrounding the

assessment of freight charges on four carload ship-

ments of olives which were tendered by West Coast

Products Company to Southern Pacific Company
during March, 1948, and April, 1949, at Orland,

California for transportation from that point via

Southern Pacific Company and its connecting car-

riers to various eastern destinations. The four ship-

ments referred to are listed in the statement

attached hereto and marked Exhibit "A." Photo-

stat copies of shipping orders issued by Freight

Agent of Southern Pacific Company at Orland,

California covering the said four shipments are

attached hereto and marked Exhibits B-1, B-2, B-3

and B-4.

Freight charges covering each of the four ship-

ments were prepaid by West Coast Products Com-

pany in the amounts indicated in column 8 under

the heading ''Amount Collected" of the statement

attached hereto and marked Exhibit ''A." The

said freight charges were computed on the basis of

a base rate, plus supplemental increases, depend-

ent upon destination of a shipment, which was

provided in Item 3800 of Trans-Continental Freight

Bureau East-bound Tariff No. 3-S for commodities

described as follows;

"Olives, canned or preserved in juice or in

syrup or liquid other than alcoholic."

This rate is referred to and commonly known as

the "Canned Goods Rate."
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Photostatic copies of the Title Page of said tariff

together with photostatic copies of pages thereof

containing the base rate applicable to the above-

quoted tariff provision are attached hereto and

marked Exhibit ''C."

After transportation of the said shipments was

completed and the shipments delivered to consignees

at final destination a report was furnished to the

office of the Auditor of Freight Accounts of South-

ern Pacific Company by the Trans-Continental

Freight Bureau reading as follows:

'*We have report with respect to movement of

Olives forwarded by Musco Olive Products Co.,

Orland, California, that contents in all shipments

which they described as ^ Black Olives' previously

had been entirely cured in brine. The Olives later

removed from the brine and allowed to fully dry.

At time of putting the Olives in containers for

shipment, they were coated with Olive Oil resulting

in no other liquid or preservative in the containers

except that which drained off the Olives.

''A similar movement of shipments which origi-

nated with the West Coast Products Corporation,

Orland, California, also obtained and those contents

which shippers described as Oil Cured or Oil Coated

were likewise Black Olives which had been cured by

first placing in a strong brine solution then re-

moved and packed in wet salt for a few days and

later placed in the brine solution again. When the

salt had penetrated to pits of Olives they were

removed from the brine and allowed to fully dry.

At the time of placing in shipping containers,

Olives were coated with Olive Oil giving them a
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glossy appearance and preventing their further

drying out. The only liquid in containers was that

which drained from the Olives."

Based upon the foregoing report it was concluded

that the four shipments of olives did not come

within the description of the commodity referred to

in Item 3800 of Trans-Continental Freight Bureau

Eastbound Tariff No. 3-S quoted herein, as the

olives described as ''Oil Coated Olives" were not

"Canned or preserved in juice or in syrup or liquid

other than alcoholic," and it was therefore not

proper to apply the rate or rates provided in that

tariff item to compute the lawful tariff charges.

It was concluded that the olives in the said ship-

ments described as ''Oil Coated Olives" were salt

cured olives which were not preserved in any liquid

and that it was necessary and proper to apply to

such salt cured olives the base rates plus supple-

mental increases, provided in Item 5670 of Trans-

Continental Freight Bureau Eastbound Tariff No.

3-S which are applicable to shipments described as

:

"Olives, salt cured, not preserved in liquid, in

water proof barrels, boxes, kits or pails."

Photostatic copy of tariff page containing the

base rates applicable to the above tariff descrip-

tions is attached hereto and marked Exhibit "D."

Application of such rates resulted in an increase

in the lawful tariff charges on each of the four

shipments referred to herein to the amounts indi-

cated in Column 7 under the heading "Tariff

Charges" in the statement attached hereto and

marked Exhibit "A."
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As indicated in Column 9 under the heading of

''Balance Due" in the statement attached hereto

and marked Exhibit "A," the additional freight

charges computed in the manner set forth herein

total the sum of One Thousand Four Hundred

Seventy-five and 51/100 Dollars ($1,475.51) plus

federal transportation tax in the sum of Forty-four

and 26/100 Dollars ($44.26), a total of One Thou-

sand Five Hundred Nineteen and 77/100 Dollars

($1,519.77).

Demand has been made upon the West Coast

Products Co., the shipper of the said shipments for

payment of said additional freight charges and

federal transportation tax in the sum of One Thou-

sand Five Hundred Nineteen and 77/100 Dollars

($1,519.77), but payment has not been received and

the latter sum is now outstanding in the accounts

of the Auditor of Freight Accounts of Southern

Pacific Company.

/s/ EMMET MURRAY.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day

of March, 1952.

[Seal] /s/ RUTH W. GEORGE,

Notary Public in and for the City and County of

San Francisco, State of California.

EXHIBIT A

[Exhibit A attached is identical to Exhibit A at-

tached to the Complaint. See page 7 of this printed

record.]
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gn the following statement:

The carrier hall not mak«
deUvery of thia shipmcDt with-
out payment of freight and all

olhar lawful charge*.

QoUtt* Qa Ddivarr $- -For Accooit Of And Remit To

.^trMt_ -Cily,-

C O. D. Cbvff* to b« Paid By: Conrignw ( ). Shipper ( ).

Soft—ma< »• >«• l> <

WUX Oi)

> arc r«a«lr«4 la atat*

f iwctflc^ty atita< ttf Mw aJili

UM mil or Udlaa th»U iiau wbcibcr U la ' canter'* or hltrpcT'i

la writlBf tka aar«a4 «r «aalara4 valaa af ttia praaarty.

ia>ir ta fca aat maa^lat

Htmji-^J^iAHiJa UOH t.rJT ^

(Si^mature el C*aai(*ar.)

If charge* are to be pre-
paid, write or atamp here,
"'To be Prepaid."

TO Br. PAtPAlS

to apply in prepayment of the
harge* on the property de-

scribed- hereon.

Agent or Cashl«r.

Charges advaDced:

PcrmaBenl poalofhc^^ddreas of ahippe

i'.O. Soz 6£j

t^ ^a^ mast deUch and retAin'thi, SkippiDf
Orde^^MBrUuit u(n tlia.Oniinal Bill of Lulinf.

Irland, Oaiif.
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>ihai ^Mifi T«i<>ki. Hinl IS. Iia. > miiil 1

\l

THIS MEMc^NDUM ::,"„r.:::rT
tiM mpMty UJM4 I

l.ini.aJlailS.IM.1

S- I}i7

Jrd SHEET

SOUTHERN PACIFIC LINES
SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY

PACIFIC MOTOR TRUCKING COMPANY

Shipper** No.

::"-s7^^r

k)Mt to th« cUMiflcatton* and tariff* la cffec I tha date of th« i«celpt by the carrier of the property dascribed In the Orlirlnal Bill of Ladlni.

«iiiu*v—for pun^iM of ')

^SBO-mjmuM

W^S^B?^
•ttCmmON OF ARTICLC*. tPCCIAL

Poo^ to Door {_ _)> Door to Depot ( \. Depot to Door ( )j Depot to Depot ( )>

^

JW (BL

DUMme
!fl tm'i&k

MID Alt. TlikN T'VaK-916 ». ilXKZXS «.
i^ina OMUi 41 Mxgia Tif!iir:*t rfA^m uMl

Wdaht Qebl. te Cerr.)

-*9»a9a«-

-Moo^

"!T

(Si]a«ao

Subject to Section 7 of \

ditioDi. if this shipment ia to
be delivered to the coocigneo
Mrithout recourte on the con-

onsignor thall

•igo the following ttatement:

The carrirr ihall not make
delivery of thit ihipinent.witK-

X pBVtnent of freight aad all

other hwful charge*.

(Sifttature of Caxlgpor.)

If charge* are to he pre-
paid, write or *tamp here.
"To be Prepaid."

to y^UCTAlD*

Ob Delivery $_ _For Accoant Of And Remit To

-Street^ -City^ -SUt«

CWfc to be Paid Byi Consignee ( )• Shipper ( ).

I b *«*«ii*»nt »a vtlue. •tii»Mn v% r«*ulr*d t« lUlt ipMUlcallir In wrillr

<fa »!* *f til* *ro*ertii It Itfity *—<flcaM|i lUlid fc» tlwi thtgur t* be r

'^*y^g>j^^

I iDt poitoiftde CM*jii of shipper-

tha ftpre*d or dwiartd i

<Thii LIU ot Lnji

o apply in prepayment of the
ihargea on the property de-
cribed hereon.

Asent oi Canhlci

Charge* advanced:

I Itnrd ti} the *tilpii-i
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Exhibit B-4
Hk DOn B_alk ]M^n <( Id^ i^Hd W C

THIS SHI' WG ORDER

TaikrtK »•* IS. Iia > aiiM liw* 1, 10). a< h_ IS, IM.)

wt b* l*«i»lT flll«4 >. ! lalL.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC LINES
SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY

PACIFIC MOTOR TRUCKING COMPANY

Skipper's No..ir*i No.—_ -..__

RECEIVE, •tibject to th<i claa>irici>tlon> and tartffa In affect on tha data of the

A. miAWf. CALIF.
I of thia Shipping Order,

•ron. Ty

BMOr lUM «ord eonpanj b«lDf uiulmtoo'l tbrniu:lir>ul IhU o'ntra<-< >> m- film iru I'-nMin <•' mrtxiraann In tii>^Mr%>iu(l

3wI7d
lODi out prr>tilbii«d br law. wttrttirr prUit«0 or i

tnv U Uii Umr intrtTKlea In all or uv Of aald profn
<-*>DUlD«d. Induijln^ the coclllLotu on Iwt^ benof, irtii

Pmin«tion htirrtLO ^" st«t. -' milt yom-

ddreM of coQ>lin««—For purvOM, of Doufleatloa <ail>
)

Kntti >F * OT ~

I'^I'KtEDESIREbt

H^ WOfw
_Cac l-i»^.l M-F^

Door toggor ( ). Door to Depot < ). Dgpot tn Door ( ). Dt,pat to Depot < ^

!. aiOn.TAl .SITTB OTJOaS-

i^/:r

0E5CRIPTI0II OF AHTICLt*. SPECIAL HARKt. AND EXCCPTIOMt

-mwM~ ^-J9sfm.

mWMOR

ClaM or Ratal Cttacfc C

-80800^

Si±
(^

TT^^
-TT -fer-fe-

44
clUH^

1^

Subject to Section 7 of .

ditions, if this ahipment ia to

be delivered to the consignee
ithout recourse on the con-
gnor. the consignor ahall

sign the following atatet&ent

:

hall not make
delivery of this shipment with-
out payment of freight and all

other Uwful charges.

(Slgsatur* ef Comalcaer.)

If charges are to be pre-
paid, write or stamp here,
"To be Prepaid."

TO ItK h'gePkTD

ved$_

i^ollect On Delivety $_ -For Account Of And Remit To

o apply in prepayment of the
:harges on the property de-
icribed hereon.

Agent or Caahler.

-Street,. -City,_ -State

> O. D. Charge to be Paid By : Consignee ( ) • Shipper ( )

.

>I«TC—Whara tfM rata la draendcnl an valaa. ihlaaan ara rMulrad la lUli

1

I
lls sftS ar 4watn4 otaa al tfca srssarty H hTttoy

_
>M<HicaHr «tataS I

daelarsd valus sf tha arascrty.

hiasar to ba aat txccadlns .

Charges advanced:

tggr- Ata>t4>6ai«e^A .lid r^n tfita/^kj^^n|

Order and muil lifn the Original Bill jiTTMiitit.

4>*iir^
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T TO THE PROVISIONS or TARIFF No. SO-68 (I C. C. No. A 3391, C. T. C. No A 891, OF AGENT L. E. KIPP).
SUPPLEMENTS THERETO OR SUCCESSIVE ISSUES THEREOF

Exhibit C

SUBJECT TO ITEM X-148 OB SUCCESSIVE ISSUES THEREOF 2B

r. C. No. 814 I. C. C. No. 1519
IsC i'. «'. -N". I "^'i) ((.'anrols I. C. C. No. ;yl5(Hi)

MF-I. C. C. No. B-42
M :.nccli».MI"-I. C. C. .No. . li-aa)

ANS-GONTINENTAL FREIGHT BUREAU
(L. E. KIPP, Agent)

\ST-BOUND TARIFF No. 3-5
-fCancels Tariff ^i .3-R)

/ ^ i

pt purli.iii.s iiii.li r -.ii-iH'ii^i ••. iM 1. .V .-. I ) M Ucl.-, .'(.(U.J, j:i71 .iii.l ."jj;^. / /

- NAMING - -f

OCAL, JOINT, EXPORT, IMPORT AND PROPORTIONAL
ALSO JOINT RAIL-MOTOR / / ^

COMMODITY RATES '/

-FROM POINT8 IN-

^RIZONA MEXICO NEW MEXICO UTAH
CALIFORNIA NEVADA OREGON

(a«fwT«l to In lUn 64)

-TO POINTS IN-

AMA INDIANA MISSOURI PENNSYLVANIA
MSAS IOWA NEBRASKA RHODE ISLAND
DA KANSAS NEW HAMPSHIRE SOUTH CAROLINA
RADO KENTUCKY NEW JERSEY SOUTH DAKOTA
ECTICUT LOUISIANA NEW MEXICO TENNESSEE
WARE MAINE NEW YORK TEXAS
^ICT OF MARYLAND NORTH VERMONT
.UMBIA MASSACHUSETTS CAROLINA VIRGINIA
IDA MICHIGAN NORTH DAKOTA WEST VIRGINIA
IGIA MINNESOTA OHIO WISCONSIN
OIS MISSISSIPPI OKLAHOMA WYOMING

(R«(«iT«d to In Itom (2)

MED BY WESTERN CLASSIFICATION No 71 I. C. C. No. 29 AND C T. C -W C No 27 OF R. C FYFE,
IT), HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS WESTERN CLASSIFICATION. AS PROVIDED IN ITEM 600.

ED JANUARY 18, 1946 EFFECTIVE MARCH 1, 1946
Except as otherwise provided herein;

i- ISSUED BY

L. E. KIPP, Agent, 516 W. Jaokaon Boulovard, Chicago 6, III. (Fti.o^M)

li. K. .\.) (C. P.-4ur:ni
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EAST-BOUND COMMODITY TARIFF No. 3-S 27
SECTION 2 GENERAL COMMODITY RATES

m. ARTICLES IN CARLOADS
(Kxript !is ntli'Trt i>.- [irovi.lcd!

MIN.
C. L.

WT.
Pounds

Rates in Cents per 100 Poundt
(Except as noted

i

FROMTO
Points taking
the following
Group Rates
(See Item 62

1

Points taking
RATE BASIS 1

\See Item 54)

iT a L. C. L.

CANNED GOODS, PICKLES,
designated, viz.:

SECTION 1 (Subject to Item 706 and Note 20)
Canned Goods, Pickles, Preserves, as described in and subject to
package requirements of Item 125, ^

^1 Butter, peanut (Peanut Paste i, in glass, earthenware or metal
cans boxed, in pails or tubs crated, :. in bulk in barrels, in car-
tons boxed, or in metal cans comuletely jacketed.

Vinegar, in earthenware or glass packed in boxes.
Less carloads or in straight or mixed carloads (except as noted)

ALSO

'',

Ckleliun Citrate or Citrate of Lima.

10.000 A.B,C.C-1,D,
(Subject E,F,0,H,I
to Item J.

706) K,K-1,L,M

(sKt ^'^.'SJJf;
to Item I T M
706) I

*""

100,000
I

(Subject
to It«m
706>

A,B.C,C-1,D,
E,F,G,H,I,
J,K,L,M

Candle Mounts, flat, wooden, wrapped in bundles. C. L.I C-1
I
D,E,F,G,H,I,J

276
246

PRESERVES, and other Articles as

132

124

132

A
B
C
C-1
D,E
F.G.H.I

K
K-1
L
M

(a) Mixed carloads (except as noted) of any of the foregoing com-
modities with any of the following commodities

:

(b) Mixed carloads (except as noted) of any of the following com-
modities except will not apply on mixed carloads consisting
only of two or mora commodities included in the same
item to which reference is made for description:
Buttermilk, as described in Item 3801, in glass in barrels!

[

Cj^-1,D,
or boxes ; in milk shipping cans ; or .<- in bulk in barrels,! 60,000 ' JpTO.H.I

Cider or Apple Juice, unfermented, other than (Subjecty^
frozen, as described in Item 4016, in barrels or boxes ori to ^ K
in glass in crates, ! Note 3; I K-1 .

Cider Syrup (Boiled Cider), as described in Item 4015, tnj
{
L

glass, earthenware or metal cans boxed, in pails or tubs! I M
crated, oy^in bulk in barrels

^246
. 245
- 216
216
176
5160
^126
. 300

. 270

. 246

(r.141

i m
99

(fe 99

. i5-103

/f 8«

U

Compounds, flavoring, or Imitat'on Flavors, N. O. I. B. N., liquid or paste, as described in

Item ili60, in containers in barrels or boxes, in metal cans completely jacketed, or in bulk ifl

barnns (Subject to Notes 16 and 17),

Feed,Animal or poultry, viz.:

Meat or Fish, or a mixture containing Meat or Fish, not prepared for human consumption (Sub-

ject to Note 10):

Other than dehydrated, in hermetically sealed glass or metal containers in barrels or boxes

Dehydrated, in containers, in barrels or boxes,
(?3)Juice, citrus fruit, as described in Item 4160, in barrels or boxes (Subject to Note 5),
(3)Juice, grape (unfermented), other than frozen, in containers in barrels or boxes, or in glass or

earthenware in crates with solid tops, or in bulk in barrels,
uice, pineapple (unfermented), other than frozen, in glass, earthenware or metal cans In boxes,

in mixed carloads only as provided in Note 7,

@Juice, prune (unfermented), other than frozen, in barrels or boxes.
Labels, paper, N. O. I. B. N., cut or not cut, prepaid, in packages, in mixed carloads only as provide<i

in Note 4, N ^

—

Milk (not malted). Buttermilk (not casein) or Dry Milk Solids, as described in Item 3801 (Subject

to Note 18), in containers in bags, barrels, boxes or crates (Subject to Note 19), or in bulk in .3? bar-

rels, boxes, double bags (Subject to Note 1) or multiple-wall paper bags,
Oil, cottonseed, refined, in glass, earthenware or metal cans boxed, in pails or tubs crated, or j}i°

bulk in barrels,
(§iOil, raisin seed (Grape Seed), refined, in glass, earthenware or metal cans boxed, or ;3j,in bulkii>
" barrels.
Oranges, as described in Item 4160, in metal cans in crates.
Pectin, as described in Item 4160, in barrels or boxes or in metal cans in crates,

®@Pineapple, other than frozen, in glass, earthenware or metal cans in boxes, in mixed carloads on!J

as provided in Note 7,
Syrvip, as described in Item 4160, in metal cans partially or completely jacketed, in containers u

barrels or boxes, or in bulk in barrels (Subject to Note 17),
Syrup, not medicated, N. O. S., in metal cans completely jacketed Subject to Note 14); in met*
cans, other than friction top cans, in crates ; in containers in barrels or boxes ; or in bulk in bW'
rels or kits 'Subject to Note 13),

Syrup, raisin, in glass, earthenware or metal cans boxed, or in bulk in barrels,
®Vinegar. in bulk in barrels. (Continued ori following page) _^

1

N. B -1- l-:xi)l;ination of Al'l.reviati.ni-i. see Item 1.

-y /
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EAST-BOUND COMMODITY TARIFF No. S-S

APPLICATION OF RATKS

LIST OF ARTICLF.S TAKING RATES PROVIDED FOR 'AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT PARTS, OTHER
THAN HAND" liN iTEMS MAKING SPECIFIC REFERENCE HERETO

igriculUiral Iii.i>Lau;al Parts, otlie.' thrtU l-.>k;iJ, classiBed Glass A in Western Classitication under heading of
"Agricultural I'lipl -ment Parts, othei th.ii hand," in packages as prescribed (also loose when so provided)
for such ratu.r m Western Classitication,
Agricultural Implement Parts, Coulters, rolling,

other than hatul, iron or steel,

N. O. I. B. N .

Agricultural luplement Parts,
other than hand, wooden, fin-

ished, N. O. I. B. N.,

Agricultural Implement Parts,
other than hand, wooden, in
the white, N. O. I. B. N..

Aprons, harvester or reaper.
Attachments, binding, harvester
or reaper,

Attachments, fertilizer distribu-
tor, for grain or seed drills or
planters,

Attachments, sulky.
Ban 1 Cutters and Self Feeders
combuieU, for Threshers,

Band Cutters, Self Feeders and
Wing Bim<ll9 Carriers combin-
ed, separator or thresher.

Bars, cutter.
Beams, wooden, Qnished or in

the white.
Blocks tread , horse power.
Bottoms, plow.
Boxes, harrow ball,

Bunchers, mower.
Carriers bundle . binder, har-

vester, reaper, separator or
thresher,

JLiBT Ur AKTICLICS~TAJL.~IriU HArcl

Disks and Drag Bars combised.
Frames, harrow,
Guards, ktiife with guard plates
attached, for Harvesters, Mow-
ers or Reapers,

Guides (plowing), traction en-
gine.

Guides, separator steering.
Handles, wooden, in the white or

finished,
Hitches, binder or drill,

Hoists, hay press.
Knives, band, ensilage or feed
cutter.

Knives, harvester, mower, reap-
er, self-feeder or stalk cutter,

Levers, horse pov.er,

Pitcuans, buider or mower,
Plates, guard for Harvesters,
Mowers or Reapers,

Poles « wooden I, finished,
Poles (wooden, in the white),

ironed or not ironed,
Poles, separator steering.

Rasps, clover huUer,
Rowers, check.

Screens, thresher.
Seats iwith or without seat

spriries , iron or steel, finished,

Sections, knife, for Harretteri,
Mowers or Reapers,

Shoes, grain drill.

Sieves, thresher,
Slats, apron, draper, hay line
or reel.

Spikes, clover huUer or thresher,
Spools, harrow ball,

Sticks, apron, draper, hay sUnc
or reel.

Sweeps, horse power.

Teeth, clover huller.
Teeth, rake, wooden or iron or

steel.

Teeth, thresher.

Trays, harrow weight, iron or
steel,

Tubes, grain drill. Iron or steel,
flexible,

Wheels (other than master [bull],

machine finished gear or
sprocket)

:

Iron or steel,

Iron or steel and wood com-
bined.

Wooden,
Wheels, master iBull Wheels),
Windrowers, mower.
Woods, pitman.

Iilk. sterilised (not requiring refrifarated protection), in hermetiuUy sealed eont«iners in

IfuU'^^Li.V run, CiLMNSU UOUDS, FICK.LS8 AMD PRlSBRytB"
IN ITKTdS MAKI-.'G oPKCIFIC RIFERINCI HERETO

AMNfiD GOODS, PICKLES, PRESERVES, ii; class, earthenware or metAi eaiu boxed, in pails or tubs crated,
or Hln bu'.k in barrels, except as otlierw:ie provided (Subject to Note 1\ rix.

:

Bread, brown, in metal cans in boxes,
Bread, da*.4-nvit. In metal cars in boxss,
Brine, sauerkraut, other than froxen, in barrels, boxes or kits,

^C&vinr, cocked, pickled or preserved, lo glass, earthenware or metal cans boxed,
Chiii Peppers, ground, including Cliiii Ponder, in boxee,
Cocoanut. prepsred, in boxes, or in metal cans in cratee,
Cream or Mi"
boxes

Fish N O S.. including Shell Fish, cooked, pickled or preserved, with or without cereal, fruit or vefetable
ir^redlents. La ?lits. earthenware or mstil eari; boxed (Subject to Note 2),

Fish Roe other than Canned Salmon Eggs prepared for fish bait), cooked, pickled or preserved, in glass,
earthenware or metal cans boxed.

Fruit (Other tiian dned, evaporated or freeh\ H. O. S., canned or preserved In juice or in syrupor liquid
other than alcoholic; Fruit Butter, Crushed or Drained Fruit, Fruit Jam, Fruit Jelly or Fruit Pulp (not
dried fruit, ground or crushed , in packages named, or in kits, pails or tubs (Subject to Note 6),

Jam, glucore. in packages named, ir niet^il cans crated, or In kits, pails or tubs,
Jelly, com syrup, in packages named, in metal cans crated, or in kits, pails or tubs.
Juice, claiu, in glass, earthenware or metal cans boied,

^Juice, fruit (unfermentedi. artificial }r natural, N. O. I. B. N., other than froien, in glass or earthenware
in boxes, or in carboys, or in metal cans or pails in crates, or in bulk in barrels,

gJuice, pineapple i unfermented
'

, other than froxen, in glass, earthenware or metal cans in boxes, or in bulk
in barrels.

Juice, sauerkraut, other than froxen, in barrels, boxes or kits.

Juice, t<}mato. other than frozen, in barrels or boxes, or in glass, earthenware or metal cans in crates.
Juice, vegetable. N. O. S., other than frozen, in barrels or boxes, or in glass, earthenware or metal cans in

I crates.

Leaves, gtape, pickled in brine, in barrels,
! Macaroni, T^Noodles, Spaghetti or Vermicelli, prepared, with or without cheese, meat or fefetablee. In

glass, earthenware or metal cans boxed,
Me.kts N. O. S., iiicluding Sausage, cooked, cured or preserved, with or without cereal or vegetable ingre-
dients, in glass, earthenware or metal cans boxed, or in metal cans in crates (Subject to Note 3),

Milk 'condensed or evaporated), li(iuid or paste. In metal cans completely jacketed or In crates, or in con-
tainers in barrels or boxes, or in bulk in barrels (Subject to Note 6),

l«Milk Food (other than malted milk), liquid. In barrels, or in metal cans in cartons in crates,
I Mince Meat in packages named, in cartons bcxed, or in kits, palls or tubs.

I I^Molassee N. O I. B. N., «01I. olive,

Mushrrx.m*. preserved in liquid, ^Olive OU Foots, Residuum or Sediment,
Oil. corn, refined.
Olives, canned or preserved in juice or in syrup or liquid other than alcoholic,
Paste, t '!uat(). in pack&gez named, or in cuns crated,

^Pectin, fruit or vegetable, N. O. S., in packages named, or in metal cans crated,
'.c!'.:df<1 nn 'f'll'win;: pa«e;

J^ssued fniiii Siii,pl,i;niit Xo. (;.•> to I. ('. (_'. No. 1"'iii'' of .\Kent I.. K. Kipp, elToc-tive I'ol.ru:iry 1. I'.MO.

—For Explanatiun of Abbreviations, see Item I

J





EAST-BOUND COMMODITY TARIFF No. 3-S
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EXCEPTIONS TO WESTERN CLASSIFICATION GOVERNING TARIFF

ARTICLES

STRAIGHT OR MIXED CARLOADS Subject to Note 1)

la) STRAIGHT CARLOADS:
il) Carload rates named in this tariff apply on straight carloads of articles named unless otherwise

specifically provided in individual rate items.
21 When a pwrtion of a straight carload shipment of an article is in package or loose or in bulk other

than as specified in the item in which the rate is named and is subject to provisions of Item 616,

the higher rate as provided in Item 615 will be applied only on the actual wei.iht of that portion
of the shipment which does not conform with provisions of governing rate item.

lb) MIXED CARLOADS Subject to Note 2).- Carload rates named in this tariff apply on mixed carloads
under the following conditions only, viz.

:

1 1) Of two or more articles named in one item not containing alternating sections.
21 Of two or more articles named in the same section of an item containing alternating sections.

3) As otherwise specifically provided in individual rate items.

(c) Charges on mixed carload shipments for which mixed carload rates are provided will be determined by
either of the following formulas, wiiichever resuKs in the lower per car charge, viz.

:

'1) Actual or authorized estimated weight for the entire shipment at authorized mixed carload rate
subject to ihs minimum weight published in connection therewith; or—

(2) Actual or authorized estimated weight for one or more of the a'f.cles at authorized carload rate
subject to minimum weight published in connection therewuh, plus less than carload rate or
rates at actual or authorized estimated weight for the other articles.^

<d) When an item of this tariff provides rates for mixed carloads only, the rates apply unless otherwise
provided on mixed carloads of any two or more of the articles named.

fe) Rule 10 of Western Classification does not apply.

Note 1.—Tlio provisiciiis of this ilciii ilu not niu.lilv llic jirnvision.s of Htilo !.; of Western Cl;tssificatii)n on Prpiiiiurn

."hipir.iMifs.

Note 2.—When tlicre i.s inchidpil in ;i inixni i:ir!o;ul .sliipiiii-nt an .irticli' or artielns in p:ii"k.iif or !i)c>sp or in bulk
other than as sppcificil in tlic ilr:n in which the r.it<' is nime'l .in<l whirh arc sihji-ct to hi;;hor rate un'Irr the
provisions of Item 61.'). th(^ rate to l)e '.Lsoii in (ictci Miiniii(» the "higlu'sl r.itf;" on the artich' or .irlich's .S'llijfct

to Item 01.') Hill he the rate ap|>lical)le on the :iiti( le when .siiippeii as .siwcilieii in the item wliich naii.es the rate,

(h.iri^es on the article or articiea not conformin;; to tiiat speeifiefl in the governing rate item will be ba.si-d on the
provi.sions of Item 61.5, a[)plieil to the rate applie.iMc to the niixcil carloail. at .letiial nx-iuht of snrh artich- or
artiole.s.

Household Goods, as described in Western Classification under head of "Household Goods," in less than
carload lots, charges must be prepaid or guaranteed.

ADVANCEMENT OF FREIGHT CHARGES
J.j-r, ,,li',n !/;. I. s ,.i W . i, „ < hi .-,a'i;. A'f.i, :t'„,o-

No charges of any description will be advanced to shippers, owners, consignees or agents thereof, nor to
their draymen or warehousemen, except where tariff of carrier at point of origin or transit point provides for the
advancing of such charges.

ARTICLES TOO LONG OR BULKY TO BE LOADED THROUGH SIDE DOOR
WITHOUT USE OF END DOOR OR WINDOW IN CLOSED CAR

(The provisions of thii item do nol apply tu pinitti taking Grintji K, K- 1, Lor M rd'.ei nor In potnls in Eastern Canada:
Group A, B iiiid C ralfs are subject to Ilnn IS5.)

The provisions of Section 3, Rule 23 of Western Classification do not apply in connection with trafiBc moving
from and to points named in this tariff.

[The provisions nf this item do not apply to points taking Group A r'iles—\See Item 40].)

(a) Meat Hooks (not to exceed 700 in number per car) and Racks used in the transportation of Fresh Meat,
Fresh Fish, Packing House Products as described in Item 1136 of Perishable Protective Tariff No. 13 (I. C. C.
No. 22 of Agent J. J. Quinn), Butter, Butterine, Oleomargarine, Eggs, Cheese and Dressed Poultry in a
refrigerator car, will be treated as part of such refrigerator car equipment and are transported without charge
while In car on both loaded and empty movement.

When a carrier removes any or all of the above equipment for its own convenience it will return same to
owner free of transportation charges.

(b) Refrigerator barrels, refrigerator boxes, meat crates, galvanized iron pans, galvanized iron tanks. Ice
cones, meat sticks, stilts and trays used as containers for or to protect shipments of meat or fresh fish; and
meat hooks in excess of the amount necessary to equip a car (700 in number) will be returned to owner at fourth
class rates, when returned in refrigerator cars or when removed by earner for its convenience and returned by
local freight. Carriers should show on billing and expense bill reference to car number from which accessories
(Sec. b) were removed, naming the point at which they were removed.

When the above accessories (Sec. b) are returned in car, shipment is not subject to trap car rules pub-
lished by carriers lawfully on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission.

IRKIS.'srKI) from .'^Mt)plrment .\o. ao to I. V. V. No. l.ilM) of A(;ent L. K. Kipp. efTeetive Kehrnary I. 1040.
K. B.— Kor Ejtplanation of Abbreviations, see Item 1.
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Exhibit D

1 \ *^^
\ SAST-BOUND COMMODITY TABIFF No. 3-S O U

SBCTION 2—OENKRAL COMMODITT RATES

tM ARTICLES IN CARLOADS
'• (Except as otherwise provided)

MIN.
C. L.

WT.
(Pounds)

Rates in Cents per 100 Pounds
(Except as noted)

TO
Points taking
the following
Group Rates
See Item 62)

FROM
Points taking
RATE BASIS 1

See Item 64)

L. C. L.
1 C. L.

Ollrot, Mlt cured, not preiened In liquid, In waterproof bftrreU,
1 botes, kits or p^ls.
1 Less carloads or in straight carloads

ALSO

1 Blised carloads of the foregoing commodity with one or more of
the following commodities :

Oil, oliTe, in glass, earthenware or metal cans boied, or In
bulk in barrels,

OliTe Oil roots, Residuum or Sediment, in glass, earthen-
ware or metal cans boied, or in bulk in barrels,

Olires, canned or preserredin Juice or in syrup or liquid

30,000
(Subject
to Item

706)

A.B
C
C-1

248
246
246

(g216

[ f"»
@160
:si28
248
246

166
166
166

(§166.

166
166

D,E,F,0,H,I.

J .

K,L
M

60,000
(Subject
to Item
706)

C (gl88

138
C-1,D,E,F,0,
H.l

other than Alcoholic, y
Note.—The lowest charge applicable under any scale of rates, baaed on actual weight of shipmeot, but out leas than

the minimuni weight specified in connectioo with the rate used, must be applied.

(wId IoU of less than 5,000 lbs. (Subject to Note).
%\xi lots of 5,000 lbs. and less than 10,000 lbs. (Subject to Note)
aId lots of 10.000 lbs. and over (Subject to Note).

I (^Rat«s apply also to Group 22 poinu (See Item 52).

ONTZ, Til.

:

1

1

1

•li Blocks, Piocea or Slabs, N. 0. S., polished or traced, in boies or L. C. L.
crates.

1

D,E,F,0,H,I.
J

376
248

40.000
(Subject

A, B, C, C-1,
D,E,F,0,H,
1

1

131

110
131

121 1

100 ,

131

ItMn J
• Orange Meal (edlbU). dried, flaked, in bags 706) K,K-1,L,M..

60.000
(Subject
to Item

706)

A, B, C, C-1.
D,E,F,0,H,
I

J
K,K-1,L,M

Ore, actual nlue eieeeding $300.00 per ton of 3,000 lbs. (Subject to
Notes 1 and 2 and Item 746 .

1^
Note 1. -.Sliipmriiiti an- cnlitled lo gamplin|£ in iran.sit privileges as

aulhorizctl in larilTK of individual lines, parties hereto, and lawfully
on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Note 2.— Ilatfs in connertion with Southern S. S. Co. apply ""'y "^
shipnicnte in sacks (See Item 177).

40,000

A,B.C,C-1,D,
E,F,0,H,I

J
K,K-1,L,M .

i

389
266
289

Ore, actual ralue not eieeeding $900.00 per ton of 2.000 pounds (Sub-
ject to Notes 1 and 2 and Item 746 .

H Notel.- Shipriiefit.'* lire entilli'l lo s;ini|)liin; in irim.*il privileges a."*

authorized in tarills of individual line-., parlies hereto, and lawfullj

on file with the Inter!«tate Commerce Commission.

Note 2.—Kates in connection with Southern S. S. Co. apply only on

shipments in surks (.See Item 177).

A,B,C,C-1.... 8M
240
210
2«

.._

141

!|i)141

(S>117

40,000 D,E,F,0,H,I.
J
K,K-1,L.M ..

Ore, actual »alue not eieeeding $100.00 per ton of 2.000 pounds
(Subject to Notes 1 and 2 and Item 746 1.

Note 1.—Shipments are entitled to sampling in transit privileges as

,. authorized in tariffs of individual lines, parties hereto, ami lawfull>
" on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Note 2.—Rates in cormection with Southern S. S. Co. apply only ot

shipments in sacks (See Item 177).

@Rate8 do not apply from points on SP in Arizona or New .Mexico.

40,000

1

D,B
F.O,H,I
J

•Rates are subject to Item l'<5.

H. B.—For Kxplanation of Abbreviations, see Item 1

646
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1

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

AFFIDAVIT OF E. J. SWANSON

State of California,

City and County of San Francisco—ss.

E. J. Swanson being duly sworn deposes and says

:

I am a citizen of the United States and of the

State of California residing in Alameda County,

California. My office headquarters are 717 Market

Street, San Francisco.

I have been employed by Trans-Continental

Freight Bureau in various capacities for more than

15 years. My present position is Bureau Chief

Traveling Inspector and I have been employed in

that capacity for the past 4 years. My duties in

the said employment for Trans-Continental Freight

Bureau include Supervision of field forces, investi-

gating claims and making of inspections and in-

vestigations for the purpose of determining the

correct description of various shipments of freight

transported by rail carriers from and to various

points in California.

In the course of my duties as Bureau Chief

Traveling Inspector I was requested during the

early part of 1949 to make an investigation at Or-

land, California with respect to various shipments

of olives which had been and were being transported

by rail carriers from that point to various destina-

tions in the eastern part of the United States. In
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response to this request, on or about the 22nd day

of April, 1949, I called at the plants of Musco

Olive Products Company and West Coast Products

Co., at Orland, California.

In my investigation at the plant of the Musco

Olive Products Company I developed that olives

which has been and were being shipped during

1948 and 1949 under the description of ''Black

Olives" were processed or cured by placing them

in a heavy brine solution where they remained

until at or about the time the curing process was

completed ; after such process the olives are removed

from the brine solution and coated with olive oil,

after which they are placed in kegs or barrels for

shipment. There is no liquid in the kegs or barrels

except the olive oil and brine solution which may
drain from the olives.

At the plant of the West Coast Products Co., I

developed that black olives had been and were being

shipped during 1948 and 1949 under the description

"Oil Coated Olives" and that such olives were

processed or cured by placing them alternately in

strong brine solution and wet salt pack until at or

about the time the curing process was completed.

Thereafter the olives are removed from the brine

solution or wet salt pack and allowed to fully dry.

At the time of packing the olives in kegs or barrels

they are coated with olive oil which gives the fruit

a glossy appearance.

The only difference in the processing method used

by Musco Olive Products Co. and West Coast
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Products Co., is that the former uses a brine solu-

tion for curing olives whereas the West Coast

Products Co., uses brine solution and wet salt pack

alternately for curing olives. The end result of the

two processing methods is identical.

/s/ E. J. SWANSOK

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day

of March, 1952.

[Seal] /s/ RUTH W. GEORaE
Notary Public in and for the City and County of

San Francisco, State of California.

Receipt of copy acknowledged.

[Endorsed] : Filed March 12, 1952.
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In the District Court of the United States in and

for the Northern District of California, South-

ern Division

No. 29726—Civil

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY, a Corpora-

TION,

Plaintiff,

vs.

WEST COAST PRODUCTS CORP., a Corpora-

tion,

Defendant.

AFFIDAVIT OF, AMADEO PAONI IN OPPO-
SITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

State of California,

County of Glenn—ss.

Amadeo Paoni, being first duly sworn, deposes

and says:

That during the years 1948 and 1949 and for some

years prior thereto and ever since he has been, and

now is, the Vice President and Manager in Charge

of Production of West Coast Products Corporation,

the defendant in the above-entitled.

That he was personally in charge of the curing,

processing, packing and shipping of all of the olives

which were shipped from Orland, California, on the
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respective dates and in the cars following, to wit:

Mar. 8, 1948 Penn 104387

Mar. 17, 1948 Wab 86233

Apr. 6, 1949 TNO 59444

Apr. 7, 1949 SP 81989

That the four cars hereinbefore set forth are the

four cars covered by the above-entitled action and

are the cars upon which the plaintiff above-named

seeks to obtain additional tariff charges from the

defendant above-named.

That all of the olives shipped in all of said cars

were preserved in juice or liquid other than alco-

holic and that none of said olives were salt cured,

not preserved in liquid.

That all of the olives referred to in the various

bills of lading issued by the plaintiff upon the ship-

ments hereinbefore mentioned referred to as oil-

coated olives or as oil cured olives were processed

under the supervision of affiant; that all of said

olives were processed in the ripe state; that in the

first part of the process used by affiant upon said

olives some salt was used but thereafter affiant

caused all of said salt to be thoroughly washed from

the olives and when the olives were finally cured

there was no salt therein; that in completing the

processing of said olives they were cured with and

packed in olive oil and when shipped they were

packed in 100 pound kegs; that said kegs con-

tained no salt whatsoever and did contain olive oil
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and said olives were preserved in olive oil and in

their own juice and in liquid other than alcoholic.

Affiant avers that it is not true that the black

olives so shipped as oil cured or oil coated were

placed in a strong brine solution or were packed in

wet salt for a few days or were later or at all placed

in the brine solution again; that it is not true that

when the salt had penetrated to the pits of the

olives they were removed from the brine and allowed

to fully dry or that the salt had ever penetrated

to the pits of the olives; that it is true that the

olives so shipped by the defendant were coated with

olive oil and that it did give them a glossy appear-

ance but that so doing was not for the purpose of

preventing them from further drying out but said

olive oil was placed in the kegs with said olives for

the purpose of preserving them, and that it is not

true that the only liquid in the containers was that

which drained from the olives but in addition

thereto there was the olive oil placed therein by

employees of said defendant under the supervision

of affiant in the processing and shipping of said

olives and that thereby the said olives were pre-

served in juice or liquid other than alcoholic.

That it is not true that the olives in the said

shipments described as oil coated olives or oil cured

olives were salt cured olives which were not pre-

served in any liquid and that it was not necessary

or proper to apply to said olives the base rates for

salt cured olives, not preserved in liquid, as pro-

vided in Item 5670 of Trans-Continental Freight
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Bureau Eastbound Tariff No. 3-S but on the con-

trary the base rate applicable thereto was that re-

ferred to in Item No. 3800 of said Tariff.

That it is not true that the said olives so shipped

by said defendant were processed or cured by plac-

ing them alternately in strong brine solution or wet

salt pack until at or about the time the curing proc-

ess was completed, and that it is not true that the

olives were thereafter removed from the brine solu-

tion or wet salt pack and allowed to fully dry, but in

that behalf affiant avers that when the said olives

were removed from the salt all of the salt was fully

removed therefrom and said olives were never

placed in a brine solution. That it is true that at

the time of packing the olives they were coated with

olive oil but in addition thereto they were shipped

in olive oil and there was no coating given for the

purpose of giving the fruit a glossy appearance.

That the olives refered to in the said bills of lad-

ing covering said shipments as olives in brine or as

Sicilian Style olives were processed and shipped

under the supervision of affiant; that said olives

were processed in the green state in brine and were

shipped in brine, packed in kegs of 100 pounds

each and in barrels of 165 pounds each; that all of

said olives so shipped by said defendant in the vari-

ous shipments hereinbefore mentioned were pre-

served in juice or liquid other than alcoholic.

That all of the olives so shipped in all of said

four shipments were all processed, packed and
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shipped under the supervision of affiant and that

that all of the same were olives provided for in

Item 3800 of said tariff and none of the same were

olives referred to in Item 5670 of said tariff.

/s/ AMADEO PAONI.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th day

of June, 1952.

[Seal] /s/ H. W. HOSKING,
Notary Public in and for the County of Glenn,

State of California.

[Endorsed] : Filed June 24, 1952.

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT E. DAVIS IN OP-
POSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

State of California,

City and County of San Francisco—ss.

Robert E. Davis, being first duly sworn, deposes

and says:

That he is a traffic consultant; that he has been

engaged in said profession for the period of twelve

(12) years and prior thereto was employed by rail-

road companies in the examination and fixing of

tariffs and freight rates.

That he has examined four freight bills covering

shipments made by West Coast Products Corpora-
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tion, the defendant in the above-entitled action,

over the railroad of Southern Pacific Company and

covering shipments made on the dates and in the

cars following:

Mar. 8, 1948 Penn 104387

Mar. 17, 1948 Wab 86233

Apr. 6, 1949 TNO 59444

Apr. 7, 1949 SP 81989

That with reference to Car TNO 59444 the calcu-

lations whereby said Southern Pacific Company
claims a balance of $342.45 are incorrect; that even

upon the assumption that Item 5670 of the tariff

in question is applicable to the olives described as

oil cured olives in the bill of lading covering said

car there were but 11,200 pounds of this type of

olives in said car. Under Rule 10, Section 3, of the

Consolidated Freight Classification the carrier must

use the less carload shipment rate on a quantity con-

tained in the carload if that basis costs less than

using the carload as a whole. Therefore, using the

less carload rate of $3.80 in accordance with Item

5670 on said quantity of olives the freight charge

would amount to $425.60. The remainder of 55,602

pounds of Sicilian type olives in said car, which

undisputably come under Item 3800, at the rate of

$1.50 on a minimum weight of 60,000 pounds

amounts to $900.00, and adding these two items

together, even if Item 5670 of the tariff is used as

to the oil cured olives, would make a total of

$1325.60, plus 5% surcharge, or $1391.88, instead of
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$1561.82 attempted to be charged by the plaintiff

above named.

That with reference to Car SP 81989 the said car

covered 53,100 pounds of Sicilian type olives, which

are unquestionably chargeable under Item 3800, and

12,075 pounds of oil cured olives. Based upon the

same calculation hereinbefore set out the correct

balance claimed by the said plaintiff should be the

sum of $409.87. In this regard affiant calls atten-

tion to the fact that in the calculation of its freight

bill the said plaintiff has committed an error in

addition and that using the figures upon which the

plaintiff bases its claim the difference in its billing

should be $515.98 instead of $412.99, but affiant

further avers that neither of said amounts is cor-

rect and that even under Item 5670 the correct bal-

ance would be $409.87 on the oil cured olives.

/s/ ROBERT E. DAVIS.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 18th day

of June, 1952.-'?

[Seal] /s/ CHALMER MUNDAY,
Notary Public in and for the City and County of

San Francisco, State of California.

[Endorsed] : Filed June 24, 1952.
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District Court of the United States, Northern

District of California, Southern Division

At a Stated Term of the District Court of the

United States for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, Southern Division, held at the Court Room
thereof, in the City and County of San Francisco,

on Monday, the 25th day of August, in the year of

our Lord one thousand nine hundred and fifty-two.

Present: The Honorable Michael J. Roche,

District Judge.

[Title of Cause.]

MINUTES OF AUGUST 25, 1952

This case came on for hearing on motion for

summary judgment.

After argument by respective counsel, it is or-

dered that said motion for summary judgment be

denied.

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS

The plaintiff, Southern Pacific Company, requests

the defendant. West Coast Products Corp., within

10 days after service of this request, to make the

following admissions for the purpose of this action

only, and subject to all pertinent objections to ad-

missibility which may be interposed at the trial.

That each of the following statements is true:

1(a). That on or about March 8, 1948, at Orland,

California, defendant tendered to plaintiff car PA
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104387 containing olives for shipment to New York,

~New York.

1(b). That Exhibit A attached hereto is a cor-

rect copy of the shipping order copy of the bill of

lading covering the shipment described in para-

graph 1(a).

1(c). That the document described in paragraph

1(b) was signed in behalf of defendant by H. L.

Krackov; that the said H. L. Krackov was at said

time of signing a duly authorized representative of

defendant.

1(d). That the facts stated in the said Exhibit

A are correct.

1(e). That plaintiff and its connecting carriers

completed its contract of carriage as directed by

defendant in Exhibit A.

2(a). That on or about March 17, 1947, at Or-

land, California, defendant tendered to plaintiff car

Wabash 86233 containing olives for shipment to

New York, New" York.

2(b). That Exhibit B attached hereto is a cor-

rect copy of the shipping order copy of the bill of

lading covering the shipment described in para-

graph 2(a).

2(c). That the document described in paragraph

2(b) was signed in behalf of the defendant by

H. L. Krackov ; that the said H. L. Krackov was at

said time of signing a duly authorized representa-

tive of the defendant.
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2(d). That the facts stated in the said Exhibit

B are correct.

2(e). That plaintiff and its connecting carriers

completed its contract of carriage as directed by

defendant in Exhibit B.

3(a). That on or about April 6, 1949, at Orland,

California, defendant tendered to plaintiff car

T&NO 59444 containing olives for shipment to

Cleveland, Ohio.

3(b). That Exhibit C attached hereto is a cor-

rect copy of the shipping order copy of the bill of

lading covering the shipment described in para-

graph 3(a).

3(c). That the document described in paragraph

3(b) was signed by A. P. Paoni per S.A.K. ; that

the said party who signed the said document was at

said time of signing a duly authorized representa-

tive of the defendant.

3(d). That the facts stated in the said Exhibit

C are correct.

3(e). That the plaintiff and its connecting car-

riers completed its contract of carriage as directed

by defendant in Exhibit C.

4(a). That on or about April 7, 1949, at Orland,

California, defendant tendered to plaintiff car SP
81989 containing olives for shipment to Buffalo,

New York.

4(b). That Exhibit D attached hereto is a cor-

rect copy of the shipping order copy of the bill of
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lading covering the shipment described in para-

graph 4(a).

4(c). That the document described in paragraph

4(b) was signed in behalf of the defendant H. L.

Krackov; that the said H. L. Krackov was at said

time of signing a duly authorized representative of

the defendant.

4(d). That the facts stated in the said Exhibit D
are correct.

4(e). That plaintiff and its connecting carriers

completed its contract of carriage as directed by

defendant in Exhibit D.

5(a). That the amount of freight charges col-

lected by plaintiff for transportation of shipment

in car PA 104387 was $938.18 including tax.

5(b). That the amount of freight charges col-

lected by plaintiff for transportation of shipment in

car Wabash 86233 was $943.72 including tax.

5(c). That the amount of freight charges col-

lected by plaintiff for transportation of shipment in

car T&NO 59444 was $1,061.37 including tax.

5(d). That the amoimt of freight charges col-

lected by plaintiff for transportation of shipment in

car SP 81989 was $1,028.86 including tax.

6. That the freight charges referred to in para-

graphs 5(a), 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d) were assessed and

computed on the basis of a rate provided in Item

3800 of Trans-Continental Freight Bureau East-
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bound Tariff No. 3-S for commodities described as:

'* Olives, canned or preserved in juice, or in

syrup or liquid other than alcoholic."

7. That Item 5670 of Trans-Continental Freight

Bureau Eastbound Tariff No. 3-S provides freight

rate which is applicable to shipments moving from

Orland, California, to eastern destination described

as:

^'Olives, salt cured, not preserved in liquid,

in waterproof barrels, boxes, kits or pails."

8(a). That freight charges on the shipment in

car PA 104387, covered by shipping document iden-

tified as Exhibit A, computed on the basis of the

rate referred to in Paragraph 7 herein, are the sum

of $1,304.66.

8(b). That freight charges on the shipment in

car Wabash 86233, covered by shipping document

identified as Exhibit B, computed on the basis of

the rate referred to in Paragraph 7 herein, are the

sum of $1,312.36.

8(c). That freight charges on the shipment in

car T&NO 59444, covered by shipping document

identified as Exhibit C, are in the sum of $1,403.82,

and in computing the said sum the rate referred to

in Paragraph 7 herein was applied to the 100 kegs

of oil cured olives in said car.

8(d). That freight charges on the shipment in

car SP 81989, covered by shipping document identi-

fied as Exhibit D, are in the sum of $1,426.80, and
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in computing the said sum the rate referred to in

Paragraph 7 herein was applied to the 105 kegs of

oil cured olives in said car.

9. That if the freight charges as computed in

8(a), (b), (c) and (d) above apply to the move-

ment of said four freight cars, then the defendant

owes to the plaintiff the sum of $1,475.51 for freight

charges and $44.26 Federal tax on said sum of

freight charges.

Dated: March ...., 1953.

A. T. SUTER,

FREDERICK E. FUHRMAN,

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

EXHIBITS A, B, C, D

[Exhibits A, B, C, D, attached to the foregoing

Request for Admissions are identical to Exhibits

B-1, B-2, B-3 and B-4 attached to Plaintiff's No-

tice of Motion for Summary Judgment. See pages

22 to 25 of this printed record.]

Receipt of copy acknowledged.

[Endorsed] : Filed March 24, 1953.
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

ADMISSIONS

Defendant, in response to the request of the plain-

tiff above named upon said defendant to make cer-

tain admissions for the purpose of this action only

and subject to all pertinent objections to admissi-

bility which may be interposed at the trial states

as follows;

Admits all the statements numbered 1(a) to and

including 6.

Admits statements 7, 8(a), 8(b), 8(c), 8(d) and

9, with the qualification that said defendant does not

admit that Item 5670 of Trans-Continental Freight

Bureau Eastbound Tariff No. 3-S is applicable to

the olives in question, but contends that Item 3800

thereof is applicable, and denies that any amount

whatsoever is due by the defendant to the plaintiff.

Dated: April 23, 1953.

/s/ ALBERT PICARD,

Attorney for Defendant.

Duly verified.

Receipt of copy acknowledged.

[Endorsed] : Filed April 28, 1953.
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

NOTICE OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE
SUBMISSION AND REOPEN TRIAL

To the plaintiff above named and to Messrs. A. T.

Suter and Frederick E. Fuhrman, its attor-

neys:

You Will Please Take Notice that on Friday, the

5th day of June, 1953, at the hour of 9:30 o'clock

a.m. of said day, or as soon thereafter as counsel

can be heard, at the courtroom of Hon. Louis Good-

man, one of the judges of the above-entitled court,

Room 258 of the United States Post Office and

Court House Building, at Mission and Seventh

Streets, San Francisco, California, the defendant

above named will move the above-entitled court for

an order setting aside the submission of the above-

entitled action, reopening the trial thereof to permit

further testimony to be taken, and setting a date

for the hearing of said further testimony.

Said motion will be made upon the grounds that

since the submission of the above-entitled action the

defendant has discovered evidence of an important

nature bearing upon the interpretation to be given

to the tariffs upon the basis on which the above-

entitled action is to be determined by the above-

entitled court covering the use of olive oil for the

preserving of olives and showing that the charge

for olives coated with olive oil for preserving should

come within the lower tariff and that the plaintiff

should not be entitled to recover judgment against
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said defendant; that the said interpretation is in-

dicated by letters written by the plaintiff above

named to various persons on the 9th day of April,

1953, and the 11th day of May, 1953, copies of

which said letters are annexed hereto and made a

portion hereof, and that the defendant above-named

is entitled to subpoena persons employed by said

plaintiff as its witnesses and to cause said persons

to produce the originals of letters from Trans-Conti-

nental Freight Bureau upon said interpretation of

said type of olives are based and to furnish further

testimony to support the case of the defendant

herein.

Said motion will be based upon this notice, upon

all the files and pleadings in the above-entitled ac-

tion, upon the testimony heretofore taken and the

arguments heretofore had before the above-entitled

court, and upon such evidence, oral and documen-

tary, as may be adduced at the hearing hereof.

Dated: May 25, 1953.

/s/ ALBERT PICARD,
Attorney for Defendant.
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EXHIBIT A

Southern Pacific Company
65 Market Street

San Francisco, California

April 9, 1953.

File 2-TC-810-1.

Mr. C. J. Reidy, ATM,
California Packing Corporation,

215 Fremont St.,

San Francisco 19, Calif.

Mr. Ruland Hardy,

Golden State Olive Co.,

P. O. Box 287,

Corning, Calif.

Mr. J. P. Ventre, TM,

Howard Terminal,

P. O. Box 857,

Oakland, Calif.

Subject: Olives, Salt Cured, Coated with Olive Oil

for Preserving, CL-EB-Apn. D-9598.

Gentlemen

:

Refers to Mr. Riedy's file 40-1 of February 17,

Mr. Hardy's letter of January 6, and Mr. Ventre's

letter of March 23 on the above subject:

On April 6, for approval or disapproval not later

than April 21, 1953, the Standing Rate Committee

of the Trans-Continental Freight Bureau issued the

following recommendation on Trans-Continental
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Freight Bureau Application D-9598 and Supple-

ment 1 thereto:

"(1) That the application as presented be de-

clined.

^'(2) Amend Item 5670-series, Tariff 2-s, as fol-

lows:

(a) Eliminate rates subject to Min. C. L.

wt. of 60,000 lbs.

(b) Subject entry covering 'Olives, salt

cured, not preserved in liquid, etc' to a note

reading

:

Note—Rates also apply on salt cured olives

which are coated with olive oil as a preserva-

tive, in barrels or kegs.

(c) Designate present publication as 'Sec-

tion 1.'

(d) Add Section 2 with commodity descrip-

tion reading:

I Olives, salt cured, not preserved in liquid, in

waterproof barrels, boxes, kits or pails (sub-

ject to Note (X). Less carloads or in straight

carloads

Also

Mixed carloads of the foregoing commodity

with one or more of the following commodities

:

Canned or preserved foodstuffs as described

in Item 3800 (subject to Note xx)

and subject to Min. C. L. wt. of 60,000 lbs., from

Rate Basis 1 or 4 points to Groups A, B, C, C-1,
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C-2, C-3, C-4, D, D-1, D-2, D-3, D-4, E, E-1, E-2,

E-3, E-4 E-5 E-6, F, F-1, G, H, I, K, K-1, K-2, L,

L-1, M, M-1 and N, at rate of 200 cents per 100 lbs.

(Subject to Tariff X-175-Series.)

Note (X) as explained in sub-paragraph (b)

above.

Note XX.—(The provisions of sub-paragraph (c)

of paragraph (2) of Item 31 do not apply in con-

nection with this Note.) Articles made subject to

this Note are subject to the following conditions:

(a) Charges on the canned or preserved

foodstuffs shall be based on actual weight at

the following rates:

Rates in cents per 100 lbs. to points shown in

group

:

A JB C, C-1, C-2, C-3, D, D-4, E, E-6, M, M-1
174 164 150

C-4, D-1, D-2, E-1, E-3, E-4, D-3, E-2, E-5, F, G, H, I,N
143 147 143

K, K-2, L, L-1 K-1
154

(b) The weight of the articles made subject to

this Note may be used to make up the min. C. L. wt.

prescribed in this item.

(c) When the weight of a mixed carload does

not equal the min. C. L. wt. prescribed in this Item,

the weight necessary to make up the prescribed min.

C L. wt. is charged on basis of the highest rated

article in the car.

(Rates are subject to Tariff X-175-B)
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(3) No rate advice to be issued until Eastern

Railroads concur."

Reasons in support of this recommendation are as

follows

:

"This application, as amended, is for a reduction

in the eastbound carload rates on salt-cured olives

coated with olive oil for preserving, in barrels or

kegs, to the level of the canned goods rates in Item

3800-series of Tariff 2-S, which rates presently ap-

ply on olives, canned or preserved in juice or in

syrup or liquid other than alcoholic, in containers

as specified in Item 125.

''The present rates on salt cured olives, not pre-

served in liquid, in Item 5670 are represented to be

entirely too high to move this tonnage by rail, with

the result that it is moving via water to territory

close to the Atlantic Seaboard and by truck to in-

terior territory.

''Item 5670 carries two scales of carload rates,

subject to minimum carload weights of 30,000 lbs.

and 60,000 lbs. However, there are no rates at

60,000 lbs. to the Southeast nor to Groups A or B.

"The potential tonnage of olives of the character

here involved, which original in the northern Sacra-

mento Valley in California, is estimated at some 15

to 20 carloads per season which runs from Decem-

ber through May. Some of the movement contem-

plated would be in mixed carloads with canned

goods and the fact that such mixture is not per-

mitted on basis of the canned goods rates has re-
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suited in inability of the rail lines to secure any of

the business.

''Eastbound Intercoastal Tariff 2-C (Item 210)

includes olives, unqualified, in barrels, kits, pails or

other packages named, in the canned foodstuffs list

at carload rate of $1.37 ($1.19 plus 15%) minimum
weight 20,000 pounds, although the rate in Item 490

on olives, salt-cured, in parchment-lined waterproof

boxes, at the same minimum, is $1.50 ($1.30 plus

15%).

''We are reliably informed that the $1.37 rate is

being applied on the olives involved in this applica-

tion, a good portion of which moves to the New
York area. To this is added an average trucking

charge of 25 cents from Orland or Corning, Calif.,

to the port, 21/2 cents wharfage, 10 cents segrega-

tion charge, and an average 25 cent trucking charge

from dock to New York, total approximately $1.99^/2

plus marine insurance.

"Shippers have indicated that for the rail lines

to secure this movement it will be necessary to pro-

vide a rate which will be no higher than the cost of

water or truck shipments.

"The canned goods rate to Group A at 60,000 lbs.

minimum is $1.74 plus 12 cents under Tariff X-

175-B, equal to $1.86 per 100 lbs. At the 40,000 lb.

minimum the Grroup A rate is $2.40 plus 12 cents,

equal to $2.52.

"While olives packed in this manner cannot be

loaded as heavy as those packed in brine we are

advised that there is not difficulty in loading to the
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minimum weights prescribed for canned goods, and

we believe that no change should be made in the

present rates in Item 5670 at 30,000 lbs.

"However, we think that some reduction in the

carload rates at 60,000 pounds is warranted in order

to secure some of this tonnage but we do not believe

that the competitive situation justifies rates as low^

as on canned goods.

"Our best judgment is that a rate of $2.00 (sub-

ject to Tariff X-175-series) equivalent to $2.12, to

Groups A, K and west, at 60,000 lbs. minimum, with

provision for mixing with canned goods at the rate

on each, should be adequate and we so recommend. '

'

We have not as yet completed our study of this

recommendation but are passing it along promptly

as information. Any comments you may care to

make will be appreciated.

Yours truly,

/s/ H. W. KLEIN.

cc—Mr. P. P. Dougherty, FTM, SP Co., San Fran-

cisco, Calif.

Mr. W. G. Barr, DFA, SP Co., San Francisco,

Calif.

Mr. O. V. Gibson, DFA, SP Co., Sacramento,

Calif.

(File A-1450-Olives, 2/13/53)

Mr. C. H. Reeves, DFA, SP Co., Oakland,

Calif.

Mr. C. E. Ward, DFA, SP Co., Fresno, Calif.

(File B-1330-Olives, 2/19/53)
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Southern Pacific Company
65 Market Street

San Francisco, California

At Chicago, May 11, 1953.

File: TC-810-1.

Mr. Ruland Hardy, Manager,

Golden State Olive Company,

P. O. Box 287,

Corning, California.

Subject: Salt Cured Olives, Coated with

Olive Oil for Preserving, CL, EB.

(TCFB Application D-9598)

Dear Sir:

Referring to your letter of April 15th on the

above subject:

Am pleased to inform you that at meeting in

Chicago today the Freight Traffic Manager's Com-

mittee of Trans-Continental Freight Bureau dis-

approved the Standing Rate Committee's recom-

mendation of April 6th and in lieu thereof approved

the following changes:

1. Cancel rates except as to LCL rates to Groups

A, B and C in Item 5670, Tariff 2-S, and amend

Item 125, Tariff 2-S, eliminating in connection with

entry on olives the words ^'in juice or in syrup or

in liquid other than alcoholic."

In effect, the above action will permit shipments

of salt cured olives in straight carloads or in mixed
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carloads with canned goods at the rates no in effect

on canned foodstuffs generally.

Yours truly,

/s/ E. J. LARSON.

cc: Mr. P. P. Dougherty, PTM, SP Co., San Fran-

cisco, Calif.

Mr. O. V. Gibson, DFA, SP Co., Sacramento,

Calif.

(File A-14-50, Olives, Feb. 13, 1953.)

Receipt of copy acknowledged.

[Endorsed] : Filed May 26, 1953.

District Court of the United States, Northern

District of California, Southern Division

At a Stated Term of the District Court of the

United States for the Northern District of Califor-

nia, Southern Division, held at the court room

thereof, in the City and County of San Francisco,

on Friday, the 5th day of June, in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and fifty-three.

Present: The Honorable Louis E. Goodman,

District Judge.

[Title of Cause.]

MINUTES OF JUNE 5, 1953

This case came on for hearing on the motion of

defendant to set aside submission and to re-open

case for further trial.
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After hearing Mr. Picard, attorney for the de-

fendant, it is ordered that said motion be denied.

Defendant marked for identification Defendant's

Exhibits C and D.

Ordered this case again submitted on memoran-

dums to be filed in 10-10 days, and continued to

June 26th for submission.

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

ORDER FOR JUDGMENT

It is clear that the tariff classification ''Olives,

salt-cured, not preserved in liquid" was applicable

to the olives for whose transportation plaintiff

seeks to recover additional freight charges. Judg-

ment may therefore enter in favor of plaintiff, upon

findings of fact and conclusions of law to be pre-

sented according to the Rules.

Dated: July 9, 1953.

/s/ LOUIS E. GOODMAN,
United States District Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed July 10, 1953.
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF, LAW

The above-entitled action came on for trial before

this court sitting with a jury, Honorable Louis E.

Goodman presiding, A. T. Suter and Frederick E.

Fuhrman of San Francisco, California, appearing

for the plaintiff and Albert Picard of San Fran-

cisco, California, appearing for the defendant.

Said action was tried on May 11, 1953, and at the

conclusion of plaintiff's case the jury was dis-

charged. Evidence both oral and documentary was

introduced on behalf of the parties, and after argu-

ment and filing of briefs, the said cause was sub-

mitted after which the court ordered that judgment

be entered for the plaintiff, and the court now

makes the following:

Findings of Fact

I.

That this action arises under a law of the United

States regulating interstate commerce in that it

arises under Section 6 (7) and other sections of

Part I of the Interstate Commerce Act, under

which this court has jurisdiction under Title 28,

U. S. Code, Section 41, Subdivision (8).

II.

The plaintiff. Southern Pacific Company, is now

and at all times herein mentioned was a corporation

existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
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State of Delaware, authorized to do and doing

business in the State of California.

III.

That defendant, West Coast Products Corpora-

tion, is now and at all times herein mentioned was

a corporation organized and existing under the

laws of the State of California and having its prin-

cipal place of business in the City and County of

San Francisco, State of California.

IV.

That the defendant. West Coast Products Corpo-

ration, was the consignor and shipper of the follow-

ing described shipments of olive products from Or-

land, California:

Description of Shipment Date of

Car No. on Bill of Lading Shipment

PA 104387 540 Kegs Oil Coated Olives 3/ 8/48

53 Kegs Standard Size

80 Kegs Medium Size

243 Kegs Large Size

100 Kegs Extra Large Size

64 Kegs Mammoth Size

Wab. 86233 515 Kegs Oil Coated Olives 3/17/47

12 Bbls. Olives in Brine

T. & N. 0. 265 Kegs Sicilian Style 4/ 6/49

59444 Olives

25 Bbls. Sicilian Style

Olives

100 Kegs Oil Cured Olives

5 Drums Olive Oil

S. P.81989 65 Bbls. Sicilian Style 4/ 7/49

Olives

190 Kegs Sicilian Style

Olives

105 Kegs Oil Cured Olives

Destination

New York,

New York

New York,

New York

Cleveland,

Ohio

Buffalo,

New York
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V.

That the said shipments were transported by

plaintiff as initial carrier and its connecting car-

riers and were delivered to the consignees thereof

as directed by the defendant.

VI.

That freight charges for transportation of the

said shipments have heretofore been paid in the

sum of $3,972.13, including Federal transportation

tax.

VII.

That all of the said shipments included either

olives named "oil coated olives" or olives named

*'oil cured olives," all of which said olives were

black olives which were salt cured and which were

not preserved in liquid at the time of and during

transportation of these said shipments.

VIII.

That at the time of and during transportation of

the said shipments, Trans-Continental Freight Bu-

reau, Eastbound Tariff No. 3-S, was duly posted,

published, and on file with the Interstate Commerce

Commission, and was lawfully in effect and appli-

cable to the said shipments; that Item 5670 of said

tariff contained tariff description reading in part

as follows:

"Olives, salt cured, not preserved in liquid * * * )?

IX.

That the total freight charges on said shipments
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computed on the basis of the freight rate provided

in said Item 5670, together with applicable in-

creases thereon, are the sum of $5,447.64, and $44.26

in addition thereto as and for applicable Federal

taxes.

Conclusions of Law

That this court has jurisdiction of the subject

matter and the parties to this action.

II.

That under the facts found herein the lawful

freight charges for transportation of the said ship-

ments are computed on the basis of the rate pro-

vided in Item 5670 of Trans-Continental Freight

Bureau, Eastbound Tariff No. 3-S, together with

applicable increases thereon, and are in the sum of

$5,447.64; that defendant. West Coast Products

Corporation, is lawfully obligated to pay to plain-

tiff the difference between freight charges and tax

previously paid in the sum of $3,972.13 and lawful

freight charges, in the sum of $5,447.64, or $1,-

475.51 plus Federal transportation tax thereon in

the sum of $44.26, or a total of $1,519.77.

III.

That plaintiff have judgment against defendant,

West Coast Products Corporation, in the sum of

$1,519.77, together with interest at the rate of 6

per cent per annum computed from the date of the
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entry of judgment herein and its costs of suit

herein.

Let the judgment be entered accordingly.

Dated: July 23, 1953.

/s/ LOUIS E. GOODMAN,
United States District Judge.

Receipt of copy acknowledged.

Lodged July 16, 1953.

[Endorsed] : Filed July 23, 1953.

In the District Court of the United States, in and

for the Northern District of California, South-

em Division

No. 29726—Civil

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY, a Corpora-

tion,

Plaintiff,

vs.

WEST COAST PRODUCTS CORP., a Corpora-

tion,

Defendant.

JUDGMENT

The above-entitled action came on regularly for

trial on May 11, 1953, before the above-entitled

court, sitting with a jury, Honorable Louis E.

Goodman presiding, A. T. Suter and Frederick E.

Fuhrman of San Francisco, California, appearing

for the plaintiff and Albert Picard of San Fran-
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Cisco, California, appearing for the defendant, West
Coast Products Corporation, at which time evidence

both oral and documentary was introduced on behalf

of the parties, and at the conclusion of plaintiff's

case, said jury was discharged, and after argument

and the filing of the briefs, the said cause was sub-

mitted. Thereafter the court rendered, made and

filed herein its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law that plaintiif have judgment against the de-

fendant. And now, the premises considered, it is

hereby

Ordered, Adjudged, and Decreed that plaintiff,

Southern Pacific Company, have judgment of and

from defendant. West Coast Products Corporation,

in the sum of $1,519.77, together with interest at

the rate of 6 per cent per annum, to be computed

from the date of entry of judgment herein and its

costs of suit.

Dated this 23rd day of July, 1953.

/s/ LOUIS E. GOODMAN,
United States District Judge.

Approved as to form in accordance with Rule

5 (d).

Attorney for Defendant, West

Coast Products Corporation.

Receipt of copy acknowledged.

Lodged July 16, 1953.

[Endorsed] : Filed July 23, 1953.

Entered July 24, 1953.
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL

Now comes West Coast Products Corp., a corpo-

ration, defendant in the above-entitled cause, and

moves this Court for an order setting aside the

decision and judgment herein and granting a new
trial of the above-entitled cause for the following

reasons, viz:

I.

Insufficiency of the evidence to justify the deci-

sion;

II.

That said decision is against law;

III.

Error in law occurring at the trial and excepted

to by the said defendant.

IV.

Errors in law occurring at the trial and excepted

to by the said defendant.

This motion will be based upon all the files, rec-

ords and minutes of the above-entitled court in said

action and upon the court reporter's notes of the

testimony offered therein.

Dated: July 31, 1953.

/s/ ALBERT PICARD,
Attorney for Defendant.

Receipt of copy acknowledged.

[Endorsed] : Filed August 1, 1953.
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL

Good Cause appearing therefor, it is

Ordered that defendant's motion for a new trial

herein be and the same is hereby denied.

Dated: August 7, 1953.

/s/ LOUIS E. GOODMAN,
United States District Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed August 7, 1953.

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Notice is hereby given that West Coast Products

Corp., a corporation, defendant above named, hereby

appeals to United States Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Judicial Circuit, from the judgment entered

herein on July 24, 1953, and from the order deny-

ing defendant's motion for a new trial entered

herein on August 7, 1953.

Dated: September 3, 1953.

/s/ ALBERT PICARD,
Attorney for Appellant.

[Endorsed] : Filed September 3, 1953.
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

COST BOND ON APPEAL

Whereas, West Coast Products Corp., a corpora-

tion, defendant herein, have prosecuted or are about

to prosecute an appeal to the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit from a

judgment made and entered July 24, 1953, by the

District Court of the United States for the North-

ern District of California, Southern Division.

Now, Therefore, in consideration of the premises,

the undersigned. Fidelity and Deposit Company of

Maryland, a corporation duly organized and exist-

ing under the laws of the State of Maryland and

duly authorized and licensed by the laws of the

State of California to do a general surety business

in the State of California, does hereby undertake

and promise on the part of West Coast Products

Corp., a corporation, appellant, that they will prose-

cute their appeal to effect and answer all costs if

they fail to make good their appeal, not exceeding

the sum of Two Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars

($250.00), to which amount said Fidelity and De-

posit Company of Maryland acknowledges itself

justly bound.

And further, it is expressly understood and

agreed that in case of a breach of any condition of

the above obligation, the court in the above-entitled

matter may, upon notice to the Fidelity and Deposit

Company of Maryland, of not less than ten (10)

days, proceed summarily in the action or suit in
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which the same was given to ascertain the amount

which said Surety is bound to pay on account of

such breach, and render judgment therefor against

it and award execution therefor.

Signed, Sealed and Dated this 3rd day of Sep-

tember, 1953.

[Seal] FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT
COMPANY OF MARYLAND,

By /s/ ERBON DELVENTHAL.
Attorney-in-Fact.

Attest

:

/s/ S. CLIMO,
Attesting Agent.

State of California,

City and County of San Francisco—ss.

On this 3rd day of September, A. D. 1953, before

me, Belle Jordan, a Notary Public in and for the

City and County of San Francisco, residing therein,

duly commissioned and sworn, personally appeared

Erbon Delventhal, attorney-in-fact, and S. Climo,

agent, of the Fidelity and Deposit Company of

Maryland, a corporation known to me to be the

persons who executed the within instrument on be-

half of the corporation therein named and acknowl-

edged to me that such corporation executed the

same, and also known to me to be the persons whose

names are subscribed to the within instrument as

the attorney-in-fact and agent respectively of said

corporation, and they, and each of them, acknowl-

edged to me that they subscribed the name of said
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Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland thereto

as principal and their own names as attorney-in-

fact and agent respectively.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand and affixed my official seal at my office in the

City and County of San Francisco the day and year

first above written.

[Seal] /s/ BELLE JORDAN,
Notary Public in and for the City and County of

San Francisco, State of California.

My commission expires November 9, 1956.

[Endorsed]: Filed September 4. 1953.

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

ORDER EXTENDING TIME TO DESIGNATE
CONTENTS OF RECORD UNDER RULE
75A

For good cause appearing, it is hereby ordered

that plaintiff, Southern Pacific Company, have to

and including September 25, 1953, within which to

designate contents of record on appeal herein.

Dated this 18th day of September, 1953.

/s/ LOUIS E. GOODMAN,
United States District Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed September 18, 1953.
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In the Southern Division of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of

California

No. 29726

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY, a Corpora-

tion,

Plaintiff,

vs.

WEST COAST PRODUCTS CORPORATION, a

Corporation,

Defendant.

Before: Hon. Louis E. Goodman,

Judge.

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
May 11, 1953

Appearances

:

F. E. FUHRMAN, ESQ., and

A. T. SUTER, ESQ.,

For the Plaintiff.

ALBERT PICARD, ESQ.,

For the Defendant.

The Clerk: Southern Pacific Company versus

West Coast Products Corporation, trial by jury.

Mr. Fuhrman : Read for plaintiff.

Mr. Picard: Ready for the defendant, your

Honor.

The Court: Gentlemen, I have looked at the file
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in this matter and I have some doubt as to the jur-

isdiction of this Court.

Mr. Fuhrman: If the Court please, I believe

that the Court has jurisdiction by reason of the fact

that this is a matter arising under the Interstate

Commerce Act concerning interpretation of the act.

The Court: Well, the amount involved is about

$1,400. The jury has been summoned here. The

ordinary jurisdiction of this Court is $3,000. It is

true, though, there is a section that has been in

some instances construed if the action involves the

procedure under the commerce act the jurisdictional

not being present, but I never heard a suit just to

recover an ordinary freight rate to be filed in the

United States Court. If that was so, whenever

somebody didn't pay their tickets of $75 from

here to Chicago, the railroad could sue to collect

it in the federal court. .1 don't think any decision

has gone that far. Has it? It is true in the regula-

tory practices

Mr. Fuhrman: I don't know whether the cases

go so far as giving the specific illustration just

presented.

The Court: I think that there ought to be—if

there is [2*] some case that holds that suits to

collect freight bills and passenger traffic charges can

be brought in federal courts no matter what the

amount involved is, why, of course, that might be

pretty persuasive. But the only cases I heard of

or noticed in the books are those that involved some

regulatory practices of the commerce statute where

the reason for the exemption is that it has to do

*Page numbering appearing at top of page of original Reporter's
Transcript of Record.
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with the enforcement of the regulatory rules with

respect to commerce.

Mr. Fuhrman: Well, your Honor, I think I am
fairly well familiar with a number of these cases

that have come before the federal courts and

frankly I don't know of any case at the moment

which touches upon the jurisdictional question. I

had assumed that since this was an action under

the Interstate Commerce Act, a federal statute, that

the federal court had jurisdiction as a result with-

out regard to any amount. There are numerous

cases which have gone to the Supreme Court of the

United States—I am not sure at the moment

whether they started in the federal court, but I do

know of cases that have been brought in the federal

court consistently without the question of jurisdic-

tion having been raised, and I don't believe there

is anything in the statute which sets any amount

as limiting the Court's jurisdiction.

The Court: Well, there are a number of cases

that involve the recovery of penalties under the

statute of commerce regulation, and I have heard

some, and I think the Supreme Court [3] decided

that suit for tariffs under certain provisions was

properly brought in the district court, even though

the ordinary jurisdictional amount was not present,

but I never have heard of a case brought in the

U. S. court just to collect ordinary freight charges.

If that were true . Although it doesn't arise

because the railroad company requires passengers

to pay for their tickets in advance. But if it is

true in principle, if I bought a ticket to Chicago
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for a hundred and some odd dollars and I didn^t

pay for it, for some reason or other, the railroad

company could sue me in the federal courts because

it involves interstate commerce.

I don't know if there is any case that precisely

held that.

What prompts my inquiry is that I don't think

the parties have got any business taking up the

time of the federal court when there is the matter

of jurisdiction and all that is involved—whether

the freight has been paid or not. The state court

is available. It costs the United States to bring a

panel of jurors here, it costs the United States

over $200 just to bring the jurors here for one

day, not counting if the case went any more than

one day, to try a case involving $1,400. If I could

find any way to send it in to the state court, I

would do so, very frankly. I am not saying that

particularly to the plaintiff or to the defendant.

I assiune you brought it here because you thought

maybe you should bring it here. But the jury has

been summoned and it is an unnecessary [3A] ex-

penditure of time and effort and money of the

United States in a civil proceeding, in my view.

It does not involve the jurisdictional amount as we

ordinarily understand it.

Mr. Fuhrman : May I say this, your Honor, this

is one of about eight cases brought by the railroads

in each of which I feel there is involved substan-

tially the same question. The total charges are

approximately $25,000. One action was brought

about two years ago before this court and resulted
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in judgment for the plaintiff, and as a result of that

the defendant (who is the same defendant, and

was the same defendant in another action) paid the

charges, and another action was subsequently

brought in the state court by another railroad and

that was decided adversely to the railroad. It was

felt when the first case was brought before this

court involving a substantial sum of money in the

aggregate that that would decide the issue for all

of the case (at least I felt that way and certainly

the attorney for the defendant, the same case,

thought the same way in another action by another

party).

The Court: If there is a question of law, yes.

But if it is a question of fact, assuming that here

is a jury summoned, that all there is going to be

involved in this case is a question of fact, otherwise

there wouldn't be a jury here, so I don't know how

that would be in any way decisive of the other cases.

Assuming there is something about olives and the

question is if there is going to be a question of

fact, [4] what was the character of the olives, if

it is a question of fact that is involved, in the next

case how do you know if you have the same question

of facf?

Mr. Fuhrman: It is my position that it is a

question of law primarily involved here as to which

of two tariffs apply, and that is a question of law,

and because of that thought I filed a motion for

summary judgment in this action but Judge Roche

felt that because there was a difference in the man-
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ner in which the olives in this case were processed

it would make a difference from a factual stand-

point, but I argued that it was a question of law

involved as to which of two tariffs apply.

And, furthermore, the plaintiff in this action did

not request a jury. I can see no reason for a jury,

and because of my own position

The Court : Is there some dispute as to the man-

ner in which the olives were processed?

Mr. Puhrman: No, absolutely none. We agree

entirely with the manner in which they were pro-

cessed. There are two tariffs involved here and we
are seeking to apply one or the other of these

tariffs to these particular shipments. We tried one

case and it is conceded that it was a different

method of processing, but the end result was the

same, and in my opinion this case should go along

with that previous case. Judge Roche

The Court: Mr. Picard, do you say there is any

question of [5] fact involved?

Mr. Picard : If your Honor please, may I first

—

so that the matter is formally before the Court

—

at this time move that the action be dismissed upon

the ground that this Court has no jurisdiction of

the subject matter of the action, the amount being

involved being less than $3,000.

The Court : Well, on the other question

Mr. Picard: On the other question, if your

Honor please, in my opinion it is a question of fact.

Counsel endeavored to make the same argument,

which counsel is making to your Honor, before

Judge Roche, the judge who tried the other case
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which was decided in his favor, and Judge Roche

denied his motion for summary judgment.

I think since this complaint was drawn and since

we have gone into this matter more thoroughly,

counsel has somewhat changed his views ou this

matter, although he seems to still persits in them.

His complaint was drawn upon the theory solely

that these were salt cured olives and that therefore

he was entitled to recover the greater rate.

Now the tariffs do not read that way, your

Honor. The tariff for the lower rate which was

actually charged by the

The Court: Mr. Picard, I don't want to inter-

rupt you, but I don't think this is the proper time

to argue the matter. All I am trying to inquire

about is whether irrespective of whether or not

—

irrespective of Judge Roche's action on the [6]

motion for summary judgment, which presents only

the question as to whether or not the matter can

be decided in the summary manner—that is all it

decides .

Now, if it develops that there is nothing for the

jury to decide in this case as a factual matter, the

case would still be tried before the Court without a

jury and that matter resolved. All I am trying to

find out is whether it is necessary to keep the jury

here in this case at the expense involved if the

parties themselves are in agreement as to the facts

as to what happened but are in dispute as to which

tariff applies.

Mr. Picard : Well, it seems to me, if your Honor

please, and that is why I asked for a jury, that it
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is a factual matter and that is what I was endeavor-

ing to explain to your Honor when your Honor

said you didn't want me to argue the matter.

The Court: You were arguing about the theory

of the case.

Is there a question of fact as to the type of this

commodity ?

Mr. Picard: If your Honor will bear with me
for just a moment, I think I will show you there is.

In my opinion there is.

The Court : You say there is *?

Mr. Picard: I think so, your Honor. I think,

if your Honor please, your Honor's point is good.

Mr. Fuhrman: Your Honor, may we make this

suggestion, we took the deposition of the officer of

the defendant prior to [7] this trial and the pur-

pose of this was to dispose of this case. And to

show how I feel about the facts, I am willing to

accept every statement of fact made in the defend-

ant's deposition and have the Court apply those

facts to one or the other of the two tariffs which

are involved in the case.

Now that is the defendant's own statements of

what the factual situation is, and that is how I

feel, there is no issue as to the fact. It is just a

question of which one of the two tariffs apply to

those facts.

Mr. Picard : Without waiving the point, if your

Honor please, that your Honor's original point is

good, that this action should be dismissed for lack

of jurisdiction, the question here is just one ques-
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tion and that is whether these olives were preserved

in liquid, and I think that is a question of fact.

The Court: Well, counsel says he is willing to

accept the defendant's statement of that.

Mr. Fuhrman: All of the evidentiary facts are

included in the deposition, your Honor. It is just

a question of whether—of what conclusions are to

be drawn from those evidentiary facts and that

would be a function for the Court in any event.

Mr. Picard: I don't know what counsel seeks

to show, but I expect to show, your Honor, that the

olives are actually preserved in juice. I expect to

show also that for 25 years or more the plaintiff

here has always charged this lower rate, the [8]

rate which was originally charged against the de-

fendant.

The Court: That does not raise any factual

question.

Mr. Picard: That would be a question of law.

The Court: That would be a question of law. I

am not trying to tell you to . I am just going

to find out whether or not it is necessary to—if

there is any fact for the jury to pass upon now.

There is no use in keeping them here if there isn't.

If there is nothing but a question of law to pass

upon, I wouldn't submit it to the jury, anyhow;

and if I did submit it to the jury and there was

no factual basis for the decision, I wouldn't let it

stand, anyhow, if it is only a question of law

involved.

The presence of the jury isn't going to add any-
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thing to the case if there is no factual question

involved. That is all I am trying to find out.

The question then that is to be determined is

whether the olives were or were not preserved in

juice or liquid other than alcoholic, that the rate

you would charge is under an item which applies to

olives preserved in juice or syrup or liquid other

than alcoholic. The rate for which they contend

is for olives salt cured, not preserved in juice, so

the question of fact is whether they were preserved

in juice or not? What do you say to that? Is that

the question of fact?

Mr. Fuhrman: If you want to call it a question

of fact. But we have the facts in the deposition,

which we are willing [9] to agree to, your Honor.

They are evidentiary facts as to the manner of the

processing, the manner in which they were shipped,

and then the only other question involved is this,

does tariff A and tariff B apply to those facts?

The Court: That is a question of law. You say

you are willing to accept the statement of defendant

as to the manner in which the preservation of the

olives

Mr. Fuhrman: The manner in which they were

processed and shipped.

The Court: If the defendant's testimony in that

regard is accepted by the plaintiff, is there any

question of fact?

Mr. Picard : Let us concede that there is no dis-

pute on how the olives are processed, which counsel

says, than is it a question of fact or is it a question

of law to determine whether those olives are pre-
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served in juice or not preserved in liquid, preserved

in liquid or not preserved in liquid; wouldn't that

be a question of fact?

Mr. Fuhrman: The evidentiary facts speak for

themselves, your Honor. There is just the con-

clusion to be drawn from those evidentiary facts.

Mr. Picard : I thought it was a question of fact,

your Honor. That is why I asked for a jury.

The Court: What would the jury decide, whether

something is a liquid or is not a liquid ?

Mr. Picard: Whether they are processed in

liquid or not— [10] whether they are preserved in

liquid or not preserved in liquid. That is the ques-

tion involved in the case.

The Court: The defendant's deposition was

taken. Is he to testify in this case?

Mr. Picard: They asked that I produce him.

I would have brought him, anyway. He is the man
who is in charge of the processing of the olives at

the defendant's plant, your Honor. I haven't heard

anything

The Court : You are not willing to stipulate that

the case be tried before the Court without a jury?

Mr. Fuhrman : I am willing to make that stipu-

lation, your Honor.

Mr. Picard : Well, let me speak to my client.

The Court: You speak to him. All I am inter-

ested in is just saving unecessary expense in thf>

matter. That may be only a question of law and in

this case there is only involved a small sum of

money.
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(Discussion off the record between counsel

and client.)

Mr. Picard: They do not wish to waive a jury.

The Court: All right, call the roll of jurors.

(Thereupon a jury was duly impaneled and

sworn.) [11]

Opening Statement on Behalf of Plaintiff

Mr. Fuhrman: If the Court please, ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, as you have already sur-

mised, this case is about olives.

Some years ago, back in 1948, 1947, at or about

similar dates, the defendant corporation, which is

located at Orland, California, shipped four carloads

of olives over the lines of Southern Pacific Com-

pany and connecting carriers, two carloads to New
York, one to Cleveland, one to Buffalo.

I don't know whether you people are familiar or

not with what you prepare when you ship anything

on the railroad. You prepare a bill of lading. It

is a document made up in several copies and the

person who has the product to ship prepares this

document. He lists what he has got on there.

The controversial item in this case on the bill

of ladings that were prepared by the defendant are

coated olives and olives called oil-cured olives in

There were several hundred kegs of these olives in

these four carloads. That's all he said about oil-

cured or oil-coated olives.

There were also other kegs of different kind of

olives in there, such as olives in brine.

Now these bills of lading and freight carloads
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of olives were presented to our agent at Orland.

He took these bills of lading. He looked at the

description. He wasn't clear from the information

that was on the bill of lading which rate [12]

applied. So he applied the lower rate.

Later on it developed, in a very thorough inves-

tigation, very careful consideration of all of the

facts, that a higher rating applied to these olives,

by reason of the fact in which they were prepared

and packed.

The two descriptions that will be before you in

this case are as follows. These descriptions are in

the tariffs of the railroad on file throughout the

United States with the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission and the Public Utilities Commission. Every-

body is bound by a tariff. It is just like a law.

Whether you know it or not, you are bound by it;

in order to conduct any reasonable semblance and

normality of business, that has to be the situation.

One description was as follows:

''Olives, canned or preserved in juice or in

syrup or liquid other than alcoholic."

The other description

:

"Olives, salt-cured, not preserved in liquid,

in waterproof barrels, boxes, kits or pails."

From those two words that I gave you that were

written on the bill of lading, the agent could not

teU which description applied. To be on the safe

side, in the first instance, he charged them the

lower rate.
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The Court : Which was the lower rate ?

Mr. Fuhrman : The lower rate was olives canned

or preserved [13] in juice or in syrup or liquid

other than alcoholic. That is the rate that was

charged. That was the rate that was prepaid on

these carloads.

Later on, it developed that the higher rate, from

the nature of the commodity, should have applied.

We asked the defendant to pay these additional

charges. We submitted freight bills. He refused to

pay them. This lawsuit resulted.

You may wonder why we sue a customer. It is

bad business to sue your customers. You are going

to lose future business. That may be true, ladies

and gentlemen, but the railroads are bound by the

provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act, and

for those of you who are not familiar with that act,

it was designed originally to correct the abuses that

shippers and the railroads engaged in in the early

days of railroading in this country. Sometimes the

railroad would discriminate by a freight rate in

favor of one person as against another. They would

charge one man less for shipping the same com-

modity than they did another man for shipping the

very same commodity.

Well, as you can see, if you can get a cheaper

freight rate than your competitor, you will soon

have a vicious weapon that you can use against

your competitor in any business. Those of you

who are in business will understand that. The act

was designed to prevent discrimination among ship-

pers or receivers of freight. Everybody has to be
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charged the same rate, regardless [14] of whether

or not they think it is reasonable.

It is for that reason we filed this lawsuit. We
know that the law requires us to collect the ap-

plicable freight charges on any given movement.

We believe that the olives oil-cured or oil-coated

in this case properly fell under the description

^'Olives salt-cured, not preserved in liquid, in water-

proof barrels, boxes, kits or pails."

The Court : Do you wish to make a statement at

this time?

Mr. Picard: I would like to make a statement

at this time, your Honor.

Opening Statement On Behalf of the Defendant

Mr. Picard: May it please your Honor, you,

ladies and gentlemen of the jury, our defense in

this action is that the rate which was actually

charged by the railroad company under the desig-

nation which was given of the olives, this oil-cured

or oil-coated, is the proper charge and that the

railroad company is not now entitled to seek any

further amount.

We will show you exactly how these olives are

handled. We will show you that all of the salt was

completely cleaned and washed off these olives, that

they were then manipulated and a quantity of olive

oil was used in such manner that every olive was

oil-coated and that was done for the purpose of

preserving the olives, and the olives were therefore

preserved in a liquid other than alcoholic. [15]

We will show you that when they are put in the
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barrels, through the reaction of the olive oil and

the juice in the olive itself, a liquid forms which

covers about one quarter to one-third of the barrel

or keg in which they are shipped and that there-

fore they are actually preserved in liquid.

We believe that you will find that there was no

mistake made by the station agent, that there was

no doubt in the mind of the station agent because

this type of olives have been shipped for more than

25 years, and this lower rate, the rate which was

actually charged by the railroad company, is the

rate which was always charged by the railroad

company for this type of olives and is the proper

charge which should be made for them.

Counsel has read you the two items of the tariffs

which are here in question and, eliminating the un-

necessary parts of it, I think this case resolves it-

self to a very simple question of fact, and that is

were the olives, here in question, preserved in juice

or liquid? I think that is the only question that is

before you.

The one tariff which we claun is applicable here

provides for olives "canned or preserved in juice

or syrup or liquid other than alcoholic." In other

words, the essential there is that they were pre-

served in juice, syrup, isn't applicable here. In

juice or liquid other than alcoholic. Certainly olive

oil is the liquid other than alcoholic. Certainly

the [16] juice of the olive itself is a liquid other

than alcoholic. Therefore, if you find that the olives

in this case were preserved in juice or olive oil

and they were all coated with olive oil for the pur-
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pose of preserving them, then you must necessarily

find that the lower tariff, the charge which was

actually made, is a proper charge.

In order that the plaintiff can sustain its posi-

tion in this case, the burden of proof is upon the

plaintiff to prove that these olives were not pre-

served in liquid. In other words, if they were pre-

served in juice, if they were preserved in olive oil,

if the coating of them in olive oil was a preserva-

tion, we believe that you will necessarily find that

the plaintiff is not entitled to recover in this action

and that the defendant is entitled to a verdict at

your hands.

Thank you.

Mr. Fuhrman: I think at the outset I would

like to read in evidence the Request for Admissions

and the answers thereto.

The Court: The plaintiff's Request for Admis-

sions *?

Mr. Fuhrman: To the defendant, your Honor.

The Court: And the defendant's answers

thereto ?

Mr. Fuhrman: Yes.

Request for Admissions—if I may explain very

briefly—are a set of questions that are prepared

by any party to the case under oath and submitted

to the other side, and they have to answer them

under oath as well. [17]

In this case the plaintiff, Southern Pacific Com-

pany, prepared a set of questions under oath and

submitted them to the defendant, who answered

them under oath.
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'' Request for Admissions. The plaintiff,

Southern Pacific Company, requests the defend-

ant, West Coast Products Corporation, within

ten days after service of this request, to make

the following admissions for the purpose of

this action only, and subject to all pertinent

objections to admissibility which may be inter-

posed at the trial.

"That each of the following statements is

true

:

*'l(a) That on or about March 8, 1948, at

Orland, California, defendant tendered to plain-

tiff car PA 104387 containing olives for ship-

ment to New York, New York."

The defendant admitted that was true.

"1(b) That Exhibit A attached hereto is a

correct copy of the shipping order copy of the

bill of lading covering the shipment described

in paragraph 1(a)."

The defendant admitted that was true.

"1(c) That the document described in para-

graph 1(b) was signed on behalf of the [18]

defendant by H. L. Krackov; that the said

H. L. Krackov was at said time of signing a

duly authorized representative of defendant."

Defendant admits the truth of that statement.

"Statement 1(d):

"That the facts stated in the said Exhibit A
are correct."
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Exhibit A is a copy of a bill of lading, which you

may look at later in the case.

^'l(e) That plaintiff and its connecting car-

riers completed its contract of carriage as di-

rected by defendant in Exhibit A."

The defendant admitted the truth of that statement.

"2(a) That on or about March 17, 1947, at

Orland, California, defendant tendered to plain-

tiff car Wabash 86233 containing olives for

shipment to New York, New York.''

Defendant admitted the truth of that statement.

"2(b) That Exhibit B attached hereto is a

correct copy of the shipping order copy of the

bill of lading covering the shipment described

in paragraph 2(a)."

The truth of that statement was admitted.

"2(c) That the document described in para-

graph 2(b) was signed in behalf of the defend-

ant by H. L. [19] Krackov ; that the said H. L.

Krackov was at said time of signing a duly

authorized representative of the defendant."

Defendant admitted the truth of that statement.

"2(d) That the facts stated in the said

Exhibit B are correct."

Defendant admitted the truth of that statement.

"2(e) That plaintiff and its connecting car-

riers completed its contract of carriage as di-

rected by defendant in Exhibit B."
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The defendant admitted the truth of that statement.

''3(a) That on or about April 6, 1949, at

Orland, Califoria, defendant tendered to plain-

tiff car T&NO 59444 containing olives for

shipment to Cleveland, Ohio."

The defendant admits the truth of that statement.

''3(b) That Exhibit C attached hereto is a

correct copy of the shipping order copy of the

bill of lading covering the shipment described

in paragraph 3(a)."

The defendant admitted the truth of that statement.

"3(c) That the document described in para-

graph 3(b) was signed by A. P. Paoni, per

S.A.K. ; that the said party who signed the

said document was at said time of signing

a duly authorized [20] representative of the

defendant."

The defendant admitted the truth of that statement.

"3(d) That the facts stated in said Exhibit

C are correct."

The defendant admitted that one, too.

"3(e) That the plaintiff and its connecting

carriers completed its contract of carriage as

directed by defendant in Exhibit C."

The defendant admitted that.

"4(a) That on or about April 7, 1949, at

Orland, California, defendant tendered to plain-
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tiff car SP 81989 containing olives for ship-

ment to Buffalo, NeAv York."

Defendant admitted the truth of that statement.

''4(b) That Exhibit D attached hereto is a

correct copy of the shipping order copy of the

bill of lading covering the shipment described

in paragraph 4(a)."

That is admitted by the defendant.

"4(c) That the docimient described in para-

graph 4(b) was signed in behalf of the defend-

ant H. L. Krackov ; that the said H. L. Krackov

was at said time of signing a duly authorized

representative of the defendant."

Defendant admits that, too. [21]

"4(d) That the facts stated in the said Ex-

hibit D are correct."

That is admitted by the defendant.

"4(e) That plaintiff and its connecting car-

riers completed its contract of carriage as di-

rected by defendant in Exhibit D."

That is admitted by the defendant.

"5(a) That the amount of freight charges

collected by plaintiff for transportation of ship-

ment in car PA 104387 was $938.18 including

tax."

That is admitted by the defendant.

"5(b) That the amount of freight charges
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collected by plainti:ff for transportation of ship-

ment in car Wabash 86223 was $943.72 in-

cluding tax."

Defendant admitted that.

'*5(c) That the amount of freight charges

collected by plaintiff for transportation of ship-

ment in car T&NO 59444 was $1061.37 includ-

ing tax."

Defendant admitted that.

"5(d) That the amount of freight charges

collected by plaintiff for transportation of ship-

ment in car SP 81989 was $1028.86 including

tax." [22]

That was admitted by the defendant.

"6. That the freight charges referred to in

paragraphs 5(a), 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d) were

assessed and computed on the basis of a rate

provided in Item 3800 of Trans-continental

Freight Bureau Eastbound Tariff No. 3-S for

commodities described as:

^Olives, canned or preserved in juice, or in

syrup or liquid other than alcoholic' "

"7. That Item 5670 of Trans-continental

Freight Bureau Eastbound Tariff No. 3-S pro-

vides straight rate which is applicable to ship-

ments moving from Orland, California, to east-

ern destination described as:

'Olives, salt-cured, not preserved in liquid,

in waterproof barrels, boxes, kits or pails. '

'

'
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Now the defendant admits 6, he admits the last

one, 7, subject to qualification—that I will explain

later.

*'8.(a) That freight charges on the shipment

in car PA 104387, covered by shipment docu-

ment identified as Exhibit A, computed on the

basis of the rate referred to in Paragraph 7

herein, are the sum of $1304.66."

That was admitted, and with the qualification that

I will [23] explain later.

"8(b) That freight charges on the shipment

in car Wabash 86233, covered by shipping docu-

ment identified as Exhibit B, computed on the

basis of the rate referred to in paragraph 7

herein, are the sum of $1312.36. '

'

He admits that, too, with the qualification.

"8(c) That freight charges on the shipment

in car T&NO 59444, covered by shipping docu-

ment identified as Exhibit C, are in the sum of

$1403.82, and in computing the said sum the

rate referred to in pargraph 7 herein, was ap-

plied to the 100 kegs of oil-cured olives in said

car.''

He admits that, too, subject to the qualification.

"8(d) That freight charges on the shipment

in car SP 81989, covered by shipping document

identified as Exhibit D, are in the sum of $1,-

426.80, and in computing the said sum the rate

referred to in paragraph 7 herein, was applied

to the 105 kegs of oil-cured olives in said car."
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He admits that, too, subject to qualification.

^*9. That if the freight charges as computed

in 8(a), (b), (c) and (d) above apply to the

movement of said four freight cars, then the

defendant owes to the plaintiff the sum of $1,-

475.51 [24] for freight charges and $44.26 fed-

eral tax on said sum of freight charges."

He admits that, too, except that he makes the state-

ment—I should say the defendant corporation,

rather than he, admits that also, except that he

makes a further statement, as he had this morning

before us all, that he contends that the freight rate

on the olives preserved in liquid applies and not

the rate on olives salt-cured and not in liquid.

Shall I offer them physically in evidence or shall

I

The Court: You can offer the answers and the

documents as exhibits, if you wish to.

Mr. Fuhrman : I think I will do so. I offer them.

The Court: No objection*?

Mr. Ricard: No objection.

The Court: All the answers and the documents

attached will be admitted in evidence.

Mr. Fuhrman: Call Mr. Paoni.
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AMADEO PAONI

(Thereupon Amadeo Paoni, an adverse wit-

ness called by the plaintiff, was duly sworn and

testified as follows:)

The Clerk : Please state your name to the Court

and to the jury.

A. Amadeo Paoni.

Mr. Fuhrman: I would like the record to show

that Mr. Paoni is being called as an adverse wit-

ness. [25]

Direct Examination

By Mr. Fuhrman:

Q. Mr. Paoni, do you recall back on August 7,

1952, when your deposition was taken in the pres-

ence of Mr. Suter and Mr. Picard before a notary

public and a reporter A. I do.

Q. Do you remember at that time that you were

asked questions under oath and that you gave your

answers thereto*? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Mr. Paoni, the olives called oil-cured or oil-

coated that were in the four carloads of olives in-

volved in this case were Mission olives, were they

not? A. Yes, sir.

Q. And they were ripe olives'?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. When you first received those olives, that was

some time generally in the month of December, isn't

that right? A. Yes, sir.

Q. The first thing you do with them is run the

olives through a grader, is that right?
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A. Yes, sir.

Q. Why do you run them through a grader?

A. For size and to take out the olives that are

bad.

Q. You wash them, get off the dust and dirt?

A. Wash them to take off the dirt and dust. [26]

Q. And you put them in a wooden bin, don't

you? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Is that bin about six by six by five feet?

A. About.

Q. What else do you put in the wooden bin with

the olives ? A. Salt, rock rock.

Q. Rock salt? A. Yes, sir, rock salt.

Q. You first put a layer of olives, do you?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. About how thick is that layer?

A. About four, five inches.

Q. Then you put a layer of salt on that?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. How much salt? A. About one inch.

Q. Then some more olives and more salt ?

A. Correct.

Q. Until you get up to the top?

A. Correct.

Q. It is my understanding that you leave those

olives in it, together with the salt, for a length of

time—it depends upon the weather, is that right?

A. Right.
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Q. And what is the shortest length of time you

leave the [27] olives and the salt together?

A. Three or four weeks.

Q. What is the longest time that you might

leave it together?

A. Five or six weeks.

Q. What determines how long you leave the

olives and the salt together?

A. Pardon me ?

Q. What determines how long you will leave the

olives and the salt together?

A. Well, the salt extracts the water from the

olives—extracts the water from the olives and the

juice from the olives and the salt together.

Q. Just a minute now. I don't think you under-

stood my question. What determines whether you

leave them in there three or four weeks or a longer

period of time?

A. It depends upon the weather.

Q. The weather, is that right? If the weather is

dry, how long do you leave them there?

A. If the weather is dry, the salt doesn't dis-

solve in the water fast and it takes longer. If the

weather is mildly wet, raining, the salt dissolves

faster and it works in the olives much quicker.

Q. Now, when you take the olives out of the

bin, you shake all the salt off?

A. Right. [28]

Q. You have a machine for that?

A. Yes, we have a machine.

Q. Is it an electric machine?
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A. (No answer.)

Q. There is no longer any more salt on the out-

side of the olives ?

A. No salt on the outside of the olives.

Q. Now you dip them in water, don't you, to

clean them up?

A. We dip them in water because—^we dip them

in water, fresh water, to dissolve the salt com-

pletely.

Q. Then you spread them out on a table, don't

you? A. Right.

Q. Then you put oil on them? A. Yes.

Q. Now, as I understand it, for about 100 pounds

of olives, you will use half a gallon of olive oil, is

that right? A. Right.

Q. You then put them on this table that rolls

the olives around in this oil?

A. That's right, put all the olives. To get all the

salt out of the olives, to get the salt in the oil.

Q. They get a coat of oil on the olive ?

A
Q
Q
A
Q
A
Q
Q
A

On every olive.

How long does that take? A. Take?

To roll them around on the table.

Well, five minutes to a keg.

And a keg has about how many pounds?

100 pounds.

That is net? A. Net, yes.

How much does the keg weigh, if you know?

The gross weight?
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Q. Yes. A. With the keg only?

Q. Just the keg alone, without

A. About 12 pounds.

Q. So the gross weight of the keg altogether

would be 112 pounds? A. 112 pounds.

Q. Then you put the olives—you fill the barrel

up with the olives, don't you? A. Yes.

The Court: That is after they have been rolled

in the oil ?

Mr. Fuhrman: Yes.

Q. Then you cap the barrel?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. What kind of a cap do you put on them?

A. To cover it, first put a layer of paper first,

to keep the olives, so the olives don't go in contact

with the wood, and [30] then we put a wood cover

over that.

Q. Is it a wooden barrel ?

A. Wooden barrel.

Q. Will you illustrate how high the barrel is?

A. About 22 inches.

Q. 32? A. 22.

The Court: Excuse me just a moment. I want

to excuse the rest of the jurors.

(Thereupon those jurors called, but not

selected were excused.)

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : Tell us again the size

of that barrel?

A. It is about 22 inches high.

Q. Is that the long part of it?

A. The height of the barrel.

k
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Q. How wide is it?

A. Oh, about 16 inches.

Q. 16 inches ? A. Diameter.

Q. How far through is it, Mr. Paoni ?

A. About 16 inches.

Q. I am a little confused about the size of that

barrel, Mr. Paoni, because in your deposition you

said it was 23 inches high and 52 inches in dia-

meter.

A. I misunderstood. That is not correct. [31]

Q. So that we will have no doubt about it now,

will you tell us what is right? A. Yes.

Q. What is right now?

A. 23 inches high, about 16 inches in diameter.

Q. 23 high? A. 23 high.

Q. Do you know about how much liquid is in the

keg after you cap it and finish and get it ready for

shipment ?

A. Between the oil and the liquid that comes

from the olives themselves, there is about six, eight

inches on the bottom of the keg.

The Court : You don 't put any liquid in the bar-

rel?

A. No. The olives themselves have got liquid.

The Court: You take the olive after it has been

rubbed around in the oil and put it in the barrel?

A. Yes, sir.

The Court: And then what liquid gets into the

bottom of the barrel is deposited from the olives ?

A. From the olives.
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The Court : Is this witness competent to say that

was the process that was followed with respect to

these particular olives?

Mr. Fuhrman: Yes. I can qualify him further

in that respect, and I intend to do so. [32]

Mr. Picard: I will stipulate that he is the man
who is in charge of the processing of the olives

with the defendant.

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : You are the vice presi-

dent of the defendant corporation, are you not?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. So that after the barrels are capped and

ready for shipment, there is about six or eight in-

ches of liquid in the barrel ? A. In the barrel.

Q. Those olives are not sold in California, are

they, Mr. Paoni ?

A. Well, they sell very little in California. I

don't know. We only ship in the east. We don't sell

any in California.

Q. What does the salt do to the olives?

A. Pardon me?

Q. What does the salt do to the olives ?

A. Extracts water from the olives.

Q. Now, you also pack another kind of olives,

don't you? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Is that a green olive?

A. Green olives.

Q. Now green olives, you clean them up the same

way you do the ripe ones? A. Yes, sir.

Mr. Picard: Before counsel goes into this sub-
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ject, I don't think that green olives subject is rel-

evant here, your Honor, [33] because we are deal-

ing only with the type of olives that have been fully

described by the witness.

The Court: You mean that is all that was in-

volved in the shipments?

Mr. Picard: The only olive that is involved in

the shipment, the only olive in question here, the

only olive upon which they seek any righer rates.

Mr. Fuhrman: I think it is admissible, on two

grounds, and quite relevant to the matter, because

it illustrates another method of packing olives, a

method that properly falls under one rate whereas

we contend the other method illustrates the other

rate. Not only that, these kinds of olives were in-

cluded in this shipment, in some of these carloads.

The Court: Well, you are in dispute as to

whether there were green olives in the shipment?

Mr. Fuhrman: No, there is no dispute.

The Court: I will overrule the objection.

Mr. Fuhrman : Now these other olives, after you

clean them up

The Court : These other olives—you are now- re-

ferring to green olives'?

Mr. Fuhrman : Green olives.

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : You understand me
don't you? A. Yes.

Q. I don't want to confuse you. [34]

A. I understand.

Q. You put them in a vat, don't you?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. How large is the vat?
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A. About six feet by six feet and by five.

Q. Similar to the other size one ?

A. The only thing, it is cement, The other one

is a wooden bin.

Mr. Picard: May it be stipulated that the objec-

tion which I made to the previous question may be

deemed to have been made to all questions along

this line?

The Court: With respect to the green olives?

Mr. Picard: Yes.

The Court: Very well.

Mr. Picard: They are not part of this action

at all.

The Court: Very well. The record will show

that.

Q. (By Mr. Puhrman) : Now, in this other bin

with the green olives, you put a brine solution?

A. We make a brine solution, water and salt, be-

fore we put the olives in.

Q. What is brine, Mr. Paoni? What is brine?

Explain what brine is.

A. Brine is the salt diluted in water.

Q. And when you start out, you start out with

how big a solution ? [35]

A. Well, about 15 degrees by salinometer.

Q. What do you end up with?

A. End up with 30 degrees.

Q. What is a salinometer ?

A. That is what you measure—a salinometer is

something to give the test, the strength of the brine.

Q. What kind of salt do you use there ?
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A. Rock salt.

Q. Now you keep them in there, in this liquid

solution about two to three months, do you not?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. As a matter of fact, you never take them out

of that, do you? A. No, sir.

Q. And you ship them in that same solution?

A. The same solution, the same brine. The same

brine.

Q. These olives that are in this brine solution, in

the barrel of the brine, the brine comes up to the

top of the barrel, doesn't it?

A. Will you repeat it ?

Q. I say, when you pack these green olives in

the brine in the barrel, the solution, the brine comes

up to the top of the barrel, doesn't it?

A. Yes.

Mr. Fuhrman: I would like to offer the deposi-

tion, your [36] Honor, into evidence.

The Court: Well, you have got him here as a

witness.

Mr. Fuhrman: Very well. I believe that is all,

Mr. Paoni.

The Court : Just a moment, Mr. Paoni.

Cross-Examination

By Mr. Picard:

Q. Now, Mr. Paoni, you have described to us

that after the olives are taken out from the brine,

or whatever you may call what you keep them in

with the salt, you wash them; first you dry them,

and then you wash them thoroughly, and then you
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put them on a table and you have them manipulated

with olive oill

The Court: You are talking now about ripe

olives ?

Mr. Picard: The ripe olives. The ripe olives

are the only olives in this case.

The Court: Just so there is no confusion.

Mr. Picard: Yes, your Honor. The ripe olives.

I am talking about the Mission olives, the ripe

olives.

Q. (By Mr. Picard) : And you take them, put

them on a table, and you manipulate them so that

every olive is covered with oil ? A. Right.

Q. What is the purpose of covering them with

oil?

A. To keep the olives, to keep the olives so they

don't get spoiled. If the olives are not covered with

oil, they dry up and don't keep the flavor. It is to

keep the olives. [37]

Q. That is to preserve the olives?

A. To preserve the olives.

Q. When the olives are put in the barrel, be-

tween the oil and the juice of the olives, you say

a liquid forms ?

Mr. Fuhrman: Just a minute. He didn't say

anything of the kind, to my knowledge. I object to

the question. It does not cover the evidence and it

is leading.

Mr. Picard : That is why I asked him. I will ask

him. I understood that is what he said.

Q. (By Mr. Picard) : Now after you put the
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olives in the barrel, after they have been coated with

the oil A. Yes.

Q. you put them in the barrel and you

cover the barrel. What happens ?

A. The olives have got moisture in them that

comes out from the olives mixed with the salt, and

it makes the juice to preserve the olives.

Q. That is the juice of the olives in the olive

oil that you coated them in? A. Olive oil.

The Court: You said to me that went to the

bottom of the barrel.

A. Yes. The juice goes down to the bottom of

the barrel.

The Court: You said it was about

A. About six inches. [38]

The Court: About six inches, on the bottom of

the barrel.

A. Yes.

The Court: From the olives, that was their

liquid '?

A. Yes.

Q. (By Mr. Picard) : Well, if the barrel is

turned, what happens to the juice ?

A. Well, when the barrel is turned—they keep

turning the barrels and the juice is still going up

and down, you see, and it keeps water around the

olives.

Q. So all the olives are preserved in the juice 1

A. Because the, to take care of it keeps the bar-

rels rolling and turning them over.
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Mr. Picard: I have here a jar of olives, Mr.

Paoni. I will ask that you tell us what that is.

Mr. Puhrman: Just a minute, now. I am going

to object to this jar at this time. I don't think it is

proper on cross-examination. If you want to call

him as you own witness later on. I called him as an

adverse witness. I didn't examine him

The Court: Apparently there is not much dis-

pute as to the facts of the matter one way or the

other, so I don't see the difficulty. The attorney

has not yet laid a foundation for this as yet, so I

don't see how to rule on it as yet. I can't rule on

something until I really know where it is leading.

Mr. Fuhrman: Very well. I will withdrawn my
objection. [39]

The Court: You say, ''What is it"? Well, it is

a jar of olives, I take it.

Q. (By Mr. Picard) : What kind of olives ?

A. These are oil-coated olives taken from the

kegs that were shipped.

Q. Are these the type of olives that were shipped

in the four shipments that are here in question?

A. Correct.

Q. And these are the olives upon which the

Southern Pacific Company charged the lower

freight rate?

A. That is the olives cured and shipped this

way. Always cured and shipped this way.

The Court : Mr. Picard, bring out how he knows

that. Did he take some part

Mr. Picard : I think I 'd better do that.
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Q. (By Mr. Picard) : What is your position

with the West Coast Products Corporation, Mr.

Paoni, other than being vice president, I mean?
A. I am a partner.

Q. Well, it is a corporation, so you are a stock-

holder? A. Yes, I am a stockholder.

Q. What do you have to do with the processing

and the shipment of olives?

A. I supervise the processing.

Q. You supervise the processing?

A. Yes. [40]

Q. Now you described the process to us here this

morning, principally in answer to questions from

adverse counsel. A. Yes.

Q. Are you in charge of that processing ?

A. Yes, I am in charge of the processing.

Q. And were the four carloads of olives which

were shipped here and which are in question here

processed, coated with oil, put in kegs and shipped

in the manner you described this morning ?

A. Correct.

A. And the olives you hold in your hands, are

they olives which, to your own knowledge, were

processed in the manner that you have described

here this morning? A. Yes, sir.

The Court: How does he know that those are

the olives that got in those barrels? Why don't you

bring that out ?

Mr. Picard: All right, your Honor.

Q. How do you know that this bottle that you are

holding in your hand is the same type of olive ?
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A. Because I picked these myself from the kegs

and brought them down to you.

Q. You took them yourself and brought them

down to be offered in court ? A. Yes.

The Court: You mean from these kegs, these

very kegs that [41] were shipped ?

Mr. Fuhrman: No.

Mr. Picard: I wouldn't say they were the very

kegs that were shipped, your Honor.

The Court : Oh, I see what you are trying to do.

Mr. Picard: Similar.

Q. Do you process all your oil-coated or oil-

cured olives in the same manner you described this

morning? A. Yes, sir.

The Court: What do you do, take some of these

olives—or what did you do, take some of these olives

out of some of the kegs that were ready for ship-

ment, and you took some of them out and you put

them in these glass jars to bring them here today?

A. Yes, your Honor.

The Court : All right.

Mr. Picard: I will offer these olives, if your

Honor please, this jar of olives, as defendant's Ex-

hibit A, and I would like to exhibit them to the jury.

Mr. Fuhrman : I think I am going to object to it,

your Honor. I don't think the proper foundation

has been laid. I don't think it is material to the mat-

ter which has been presented.

Mr. Picard: The Court would like to see them,

Mr. Paoni.

The Court : Well, I don't see what purpose would
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be [42] served by seeing some olives that have been

brought here, taken out of a

Mr. Picard: I believe, if your Honor please, it

is clear in looking at them that they are moist, that

they are preserved in liquid.

Mr. Fuhrman : That is just a conclusion of coun-

sel.

The Court : All I can do is look at them the way
they are here.

Mr. Picard: I think that is the main thing for

the jury to determine here, whether they are pre-

served in juice or liquid.

The Court: These are in the same condition as

the ones in shipment ?

Mr. Picard: The witness has so testified, your

Honor, and he was in charge of processing these and

he was in charge of processing those that were

shipped. He has been in charge of all of the process-

ing there.

Mr. Fuhrman: There has been no foundation

laid as to time of processing at all, your Honor, or

anything of that nature, your Honor. The founda-

tion seems

The Court : I think you would have to lay a little

more foundation, perhaps, Mr. Picard, as to the

manner—where these olives came from, what time,

and so forth.

Q. (By Mr. Picard) : Referring to the jar of

olives which you now hold in your hand, Mr. Paoni,

where did you bring these [43] from ?
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A. From our plant in Orland.

Q. When were these olives processed that you

hold in your hand ?

A. Processed last month, the month of March.

Q. In the month of March—and this is now the

month of May.

Now, the olives which were shipped in the four

carloads which are here in question, how long before

they were shipped were they processed ?

A. Well, about, we process and ship them in the

time. I can't remember exactly how long before they

were shipped.

Q. Was it approximately the same length of

time before shipment as the length of time between

processing and the

A. Usually we ship around ten days' time, a car

in ten days. It depends when they are ready for

shipment, then we ship a car.

Mr. Picard: Does that satisfy your Honor?

Mr. Fuhrman: I don't even understand that last

answer.

(Answer read back by reporter.)

The Witness : May I make it a little more clear,

your Honor?

The Court: Yes.

A. Assume we have a car ready, and we have a

quantity enough, we ship. If we have an order to

ship them and don't have enough, we mix with the

shipment other olives to make up the [44] car. We
don't keep it any longer.

Q. (By Mr. Picard) : Did you hold these, those
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in the jar in your hand, the same length of time as

the other olives which you shipped in the four car-

loads in question?

A. Well, I couldn't say that. More or less, yes.

Q. Would a few days more or less make any dif-

ference in the olives in their appearance ?

A. It doesn't make any difference because the

olives

Mr. Fuhrman: I object to that.

A. processed this way, you can keep them for

a year.

Mr. Picard: Just a second.

Mr. Fuhrman: I am going to object to the ques-

tion and move to strike the answer, so far as it is in

the record. I think he has called for a conclusion on

the part of Mr. Paoni without laying any founda-

tion for it. He called for whether two or three days

would make any difference. I don't know and I am
sure the jury doesn't know, and I don't think there

is any foundation for their conclusion as yet.

Mr. Picard : This man is an expert, your Honor.

The Court: Overrule the objection.

Q. (By Mr. Picard) : Now you can answer it.

Start all over again. You remember my question ?

A. No.

(Question read back by Reporter.)

Q. (By Mr. Picard) : Did you want to go on

with that or does [45] that complete it ?

A. That's right.

Mr. Picard: I think the foundation has been

laid.
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The Court : Now, what do you want, to offer this

in evidence ?

Mr. Picard: Yes, as illustrative of the witness'

testimony.

The Court: Because it is obvious that these are

not part of the shipment.

Mr. Picard : No, your Honor. Illustrative of his

testimony in conjunction with his testimony that

they are the same as the olives that were shipped.

The Court : All right. Let them be admitted for

that purpose.

The Clerk: Defendant's Exhibit A introduced

and filed into evidence.

(Whereupon jar of oil-coated olives was re-

ceived in evidence and marked Defendant's Ex-

hibit A.)

The Court: Do you want the jury to look at

them?

Mr. Fuhrman: Mr. Picard asked that they

be

Mr. Picard : Yes, if they will take them and pass

them along.

(Whereupon Defendant's Exhibit A was ex-

amined by the jurors.)

The Court : You want them to take the cover off

that ? Did you want the cover removed so that they

could look kt it? [46]

Mr. Picard: Yes, I would like to have the cover

removed, your Honor.
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Now, if your Honor please, I would like to have

the cover put on so the jury can tip the jar and see

how the liquid forms.

The Court : I think you can take it for granted.

Maybe I can hold it up to them so that they can

see it.

(Court demonstrating with Exhibit A, turn-

ing jar upside down with cover on.)

Everybody see that?

Mr. Picard : That is all at this time.

Mr. Fuhrman : I have a few more questions.

Redirect Examination

By Mr. Fuhrman

:

Q. Mr. Paoni, if you don't put olive oil on these

olives, they will tend to shrivel up, won't they?

A. They are shriveled already.

Q. What is that?

A. They are already shriveled, when we take

them out of the brine.

Q. Right. When you put olive oil on them, it

takes some of the shriveling out, doesn't it?

A. No, sir.

Q. It does not. What instructions do you send

with these olives regarding tipping the [47] barrels ?

A. Will you repeat that ?

Q. What instructions do you send with the Mis-

sion olives regarding turning the barrel?

A. We don't send any instructions because they

know.
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Q. They know. They know they have to be

turned, and if they don't turn the oil doesn't get

on the olives, does it?

A. If it isn't turned, the top gets dry.

Q. How often should they be turned ?

A. Well, once a week, once every two weeks. It

doesn't make much difference.

Q. You don't have to turn olives in brine, do

you? A. No, sir.

Mr. Fuhrman: That's all.

Recross-Examination

By Mr. Picard

:

Q. Mr. Paoni, one more question, if these olives

that are here in question, the Mission ripe olives

were not coated and preserved in olive oil, would

they become moldy?

A. They dry and become moldy.

Mr. Picard: That is all.

(Witness excused.)

E. J. SWANSON
called as a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, sworn.

The Clerk: Please state your name to the Court

and to the [48] jury.

A. E. J. Swanson.

Direct Examination

By Mr. Fuhrman:

Q. What is your occupation, Mr. Swanson?

A. I am chief traveling inspector for Trans-

Continental Fj^eight Bureau.
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Q. What is the Trans-Continental Freight Bu-

reau ?

A. Well, we are a bureau that conducts investi-

gations to determine the classification and rates of

commodities shipped by freight to permit the

proper assessment of freight charges.

Q. Is that bureau set up by all of the railroads

in the United States?

A. There are several bureaus covering the entire

United States. This one just covers six western

states, but we serve all of the carriers in this area.

Q. How long have you been so employed?

A. Oh, about 15 years.

Q. Would you state in some detail what the type

of work that you do encompasses, Mr. Swanson?

A. You mean the bureau or just myself?

Q. Yourself.

A. Well, I supervise all of the field forces and

then I conduct express investigations w^herever our

regular representative has not been able to develop

the necessary information.

Q. And what is the view that you have in mind

when you conduct [49] these investigations, what is

your purpose?

A. Well, to determine the correct description of

the commodity to permit the carrier to assess cor-

rect freight charges in line with the tariff provi-

sions.

Q. Now directing your attention to the copies of

bill of ladings that I mentioned this morning. Did
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you hear me this morning mention them here in the

court room? A. Yes, I did.

Q. Have you heard me mention the description

*' oil-coated, oil-cured olives"? A. Yes, sir.

Q. In that connection, is there anything at all in

the tariffs, Mr. Swanson, requiring a certain kind

of a description of a commodity?

A. Well, that is provided in Rule 2 of the freight

classification. That is the basis on which we oper-

ate. Rule 2 provides that bill of ladings' descrip-

tion should conform to the provisions of freight

classification and paragraph 2 of that rule reserves

the right to carriers to conduct investigations to

determine the proper description.

Mr. Fuhrman: I have to apologize to the Court.

I think I passed out the wrong exhibit—and the

jury, too.

Mr. Picard: I didn't hear what counsel just

said.

The Court: He said he made a mistake in hand-

ing out the wrong exhibit. [50]

Mr. Picard: When you talk away from me, I

can't hear you.

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : Continue, Mr. Swan-

son.

A. This rule 2—on page 132—this is a sheet

from the consolidated freight classification. Section

1 provides that descriptions of articles in shipping

orders and bill of ladings should conform to classi-

fication or tariff descriptions, and—''Section 2.

Carriers reserve the right to inspect shipments
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where necessary to determine lawful ratings. When
found to be incorrectly described freight charges

must be collected according to proper description."

Mr. Fuhrman: I oifer in evidence, your Honor,

copy of Consolidated Freight Classification No. 17,

Rule 2, which I have given copies to counsel and

the witness. The exhibit is of the title page and the

rule itself. Just the title page and the rule itself.

The Court: Who makes this rule?

Mr. Fuhrman : This rule is a part of the tariff

—

well, excuse me. Go ahead, Mr. Swanson, and tes-

tify. Where do you find this rule ?

A. This is in the Consolidated Freight classifi-

cation. These are the rules and regulations drawn

up by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The Court: Is it a rule of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission? [51] A. That is true.

Mr. Fuhrman: The witness said it was.

The Witness: That is true, yes.

The Court: All right. Well, I don't think we

need to admit a rule of the Interstate Commerce

Commission in evidence. We will take judicial no-

tice of it—couldn't we, the same as we would any

other statute?

Mr. Fuhrman: If your Honor please

The Court : You wish it in evidence ?

Mr. Fuhrman : Well, maybe the jury might want

to refer to it. I don't think the jury would have any-

thing to do with it—that is the province of the Court,

telling the jury what the law is
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The Court: Let it be deemed to be part of the

record in the case.

Mr. Fuhrman : All right.

Q. In your work with the Trans-Continental

Freight Bureau, did you at any time make a visit

to the plant of the West Coast Products Corpora-

tion? A. Yes, I did, in April, 1949.

Q. And did you at that time inspect and talk

to people concerning the manner in which these

black Mission ripe olives were being packed?

A. Yes. I talked to a Mr. Krackov. I don't

know just what his title or his position was. I

assumed he was plant manager. [52]

Q. He was working there in the plant of the

defendant ? A. Yes.

Q. What were you advised as to the manner of

preparing, packing of these olives'?

A. Well, he told me they used various means of

salt applications to cure the olives and then, as

stated before, why, they are oil-coated and then

placed in the kegs.

Q. In the manner in which—similar to which

Mr. Paoni testified?

A. That's right. I saw the olives in the kegs at

that time.

Q. As a result of your investigations, did you

report your findings to the railroad ?

A. Yes. I reported my findings to my office, who

in turn transmitted it to the accounting department

of the carrier involved.

Q. (Handing document to witness) : Mr. Swan-
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son, I have just passed out four sheets of paper

stapled together.

May I have it marked for identification?

The Court: Yes, mark it for identification.

The Clerk: Plaintiff's Exhibit 1 marked for

identification.

(Whereupon document entitled ''Trans-Con-

tinental Freight Bureau, Eastbound Tariff No.

3-S" page 87 there, page 412 thereof, and page

546 thereof, marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1

for identification.) [53]

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : Would you tell us what

that is, Mr. Swanson?

A. Well, it is the title page and a portion of

Trans-Continental Freight Bureau Tariff No. 3-S,

which contains the rates provided for various com-

modities moving from the Pacific Coast points to

eastern territory.

Q. And does this Plaintiff's Exhibit 1 for iden-

tification contain description of—strike that—con-

tain the two descriptions which are in controversy

in this case? A. It does.

Q. Where is the description ''Olives, canned or

preserved in juice or in syrup or liquid other than

alcoholic" fall in this exhibit?

A. Well, that is in connection with canned goods.

Q. That is a canned goods description ?

A. Yes.

Q. And where does the description "Olives, salt-

cured, not preserved in liquid, in waterproof bar-

rels, boxes, kits or pails" fall?
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A. Well, that is an item specifically providing

for olives, nothing else, and has to do with salt-

cured olives not preserved in liquid.

Q. That is item what—5670? A. 5670.

Q. The other was item 125? [54] A. 125.

Mr. Fuhrman: I o:ffer Exhibit 1 marked for

identification in evidence.

The Court: All right. Admitted.

The Clerk: Defendant's Exhibit 1 admitted and

filed into evidence.

(Whereupon Exhibit 1 marked for identifica-

tion, previously described, was received in evi-

dence as Plaintiff's Exhibit 1.)

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : Mr. Swanson, in the

report which you sent in as a result of checking at

the office of the West Coast Products Corporation,

what did you say about these olives ?

Mr. Picard: Object to that, if your Honor

please, on the ground it calls for the conclusion of

this witness.

The Court: Yes.

Mr. Picard: That is the very question to be de-

termined here.

The Court: Sustained. The case has to be estab-

lished or fall on the physical facts as to these olives,

not what anybody says about them.

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : Did you find, Mr.

Swanson, as a result of your investigation that the

olives were packed substantiailly—I am speaking of
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the Mission olives now as Mr. Paoni testified to

this morning

A. Yes, just in that manner. [55]

Mr. Fuhrman: That is all.

The Court: Any questions'?

Mr. Picard: Just a few questions.

Cross-Examination

By Mr. Picard:

Q. Mr. Swanson, there have been handed to you

here what has been offered as Plaintiff's Exhibit

No. 1 for identification, four pages. The first one

is the title page of Trans-Continental Freight Bu-

reau East-Bound Tariff No. 3-S. The next page

that is handed is page 87. Nothing between there.

Nothing between there and page 87. The part where

you read is headed above ''List of articles taking

rates provided for canned goods, pickles and pre-

serves in items making specific reference hereto."

And you come down to the words ''Olives, canned

or preserved in juice or in syrup or liquid other

than alcoholic."

There is no question that says olives, is there?

A. No.

Q. All right. Now from page 87 you have noth-

ing in between here till you get to page 412, have

you? A. That's right.

Q. All right. Now on page 412 you have again

a heading "Canned goods, pickles, preserves and

other articles as designated"—and I don't see any-

thing that is used here that is on that page. [56]
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Now then, you skip again from page 412 to page

546 and under '^General commodity rates" appar-

ently you have a large number of different items on

this page, you have a number 5670 which says,

^'Olives, salt-cured, not preserved in liquid, in

waterproof barrels, boxes, kits or pails," and then

you have *' orange meal," you have ''ore," you have

various others, but you haven't anything in between

there, have you?

Mr. Fuhrman: Those are different items that

you have referred to.

Mr. Picard: Possibly they are different items.

Q. In these pages that are here, the only two

designations of olives that you have are "Olives,

canned or preserved in juice or in syrup or in liquid

other than alcoholic," and ''Olives, salt-cured, not

preserved in liquid," isn't that so?

A. That is true.

Mr. Picard: That is all.

(Witness excused.)

The Court: It looks to me that the question in-

volved, so far, is very simple, a question whether

these olives were preserved in liquid or not. That is

all there is to the case, I don't know whether we

will have to keep the jury very long, or whether

you will put on any more testimony or not.

Mr. Picard: If that is the plaintiff's case, I

would be ready to make a motion now, your Honor.

The Court: Did you have any more? [57]
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Mr. Fuhrman: I may have one more witness

after lunch.

The Court (To the jury) : I have kept you

here pretty long, and we have had a lot of interrup-

tions. I think the jury is entitled to a lunch period

now.

We will resume at two o'clock, members of the

jury. Please come back at two o'clock, and don't

discuss the case among yourselves as yet or form

or express any opinion on it until we finally decide

it this afternoon.

Please return at two o'clock.

(Whereupon an adjournment was taken until

2:00 p.m. this date.) [58]

Monday, May 11, 1953, at 2:00 o 'Clock

The Clerk: Southern Pacific Company versus

West Coast Products Corporation, on trial.

(The following proceedings were had within

the presence of the jury.)

Mr. Fuhrman: I would like to call Mr. Herman

Rempel.
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HERMAN REMPEL
called as a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, sworn.

The Clerk: Please state your name to the Court

and to the jury?

A. Herman G. Rempel.

Direct Examination

By Mr. Fuhrman:

Q. Mr. Rempel, where do you live I

A. In Fresno, California.

Q. What is your business and occupation?

A. I am a chemist and food technologist.

Q. By whom are you employed?

A. Twining Laboratories, Fresno.

Q. What is your position with that company?

A. I am the chief chemist.

Q. Mr. Rempel, in your work do you belong to

any scientific or professional organizations?

A. Yes, I do. I am a member of the American

Chemical Society, [59] of the American Oil Chem-

ists Society, member of the Institute of Food Tech-

nologists.

Q. Are you a chemical engineer within the State

of California?

A. I am a registered chemical engineer.

Q. How long have you lived in Fresno?

A. For nearly 25 years.

Mr. Picard: What? I didn't hear that question.

Mr. Fuhrman: I asked how long he lived in

Fresno. He said for nearly 25 years.

Q. As a food technologist, Mr. Rempel, are you
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familiar with the processing of olives, food prod-

ucts? A. Yes, I am.

Q. In your work for the past few years have

you worked with various types of processing of

olives ?

A. Yes, I have. I made very many analysises

of olives and different products of the olive industry.

Q. You heard Mr. Paoni testify this morning

concerning the Mission ripe olives in this case; did

you hear his testimony? A. Yes, sir, I did.

Q. What do you call that kind of an olive?

Mr. Picard: Object to that, if your Honor

please, upon the ground that the question involves

not what you call olives but whether they are pre-

served in juice or liquid other than alcoholic, not

with regard to what their names may be.

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : Is that type of olive,

does it have a [60] trade name of any kind in the

trade ? A. Yes.

Mr. Picard: Same objection.

The Court: Well, I don't see any harm in that

question. It may not have any—it may be prelimi-

nary of generally descriptive without being harmful

in any way. I will overrule the objection.

A. They are generally referred to as Greek style

olives, but sometimes they are called salt-cured and

sometimes they are called oil-cured.

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : What study of olives

have you made over the years? What have you

done with olives?
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A. Well, I have worked on the different prod-

ucts, the olives themselves, and I have been called

in on various problems in connection with the proc-

essing of olives.

Q. Who have called you in, Mr. Rempel 'F Name
some of the organizations.

A. Well, Pacific Oil Company, in Visalia;

Oberti and Sons, Madera; and California Olive Oil

Manufacturing Company, in Fresno; Lopopolo

Olive Oil in Fresno.

Q. And are you familiar with the various proc-

esses that are used in the preparation of olives for

market? A. Yes, I am.

Q. Will you describe them?

A. Well, most olives now are being canned.

They are called [61] a ripe olive—canned ripe

olive. A majority of the olives are processed in

that manner.

Q. And what other methods are there ?

A. There are also the Spanish type, which are

green olives, which are also preserved in brine.

Then the third one is salt-cured Greek style olives.

And the fourth one, of which very little is being

processed in California, is the Sicilian type, which

is also processed in brine.

Q. In w^hich category of the four that you have

mentioned as to processing, do the olives that Mr.

Paoni testified to, the Mission olives, fall in?

A. That is the one that is not processed in brine.

It is the one that is processed in rock salt and it is

referred to as the salt-cured or Greek style olive.
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Q. When you use the words '^salt-cured," what

do you mean by curing, cured? What does that

mean?

A. That means that the olives are preserved or

kept from spoilage by a certain process and by salt-

curing is meant that the salt is absorbed by the

olive to such an extent that bacterial decomposition

or fermentation with mold cannot take place.

Q. Is salt used as a curing agent with other

foods, too? A. Yes, it is.

Q. You heard Mr. Paoni this morning testify

that the salt is used to take the moisture out of the

olives. Assuming that to [62] be the fact, once the

moisture has been taken out of the olives by the

salt and the olives are put in a barrel and after

having been sprinkled with this oil, is there any

other liquid that can come out of the olive into the

barrel ?

A. Most of the moisture will be drawn out by

the salt until the moisture is reduced only 17 or 20

per cent, so that no more moisture can be drawn

from the olives.

Q. So that any moisture that would be in the

barrel, is it fair to say, would be the result of some-

thing that was left on the olives as a result of wash-

ing them before packing them?

A. That's right. It would be any free moisture

which remains on the surface of the olives or some

of the olive oil, excess olive oil, which may drain

from the olives.

Q. When olives are cured by salt, as Mr. Paoni
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testified to this morning, what is the process that

happens to the olive itself, what goes on?

A. Well, it is a process of osmosis. There is

strong salt solution in the outside. In other words,

the rock salt will absorb a little bit of the moisture

and it will be a very strong solution on the surface

of the olive, and the inside of the olive will be

water. So osmosis takes place. The water comes

out and the salt goes in. The salt finally penetrates

all the way to the pit and in that manner preserves

the edible portion of the olive, all the way from the

skin to the pit.

Q. Well, when those olives are washed at the

end of the [63] processing procedure, does that salt

that is in the olive come out of it or not 1

A. No, only what little bit may adhere to the

surface.

I have analyzed olives, Greek style olives, which

had been washed and some that had not been

washed, and the difference in the salt content is

very small, only about half of one per cent out of

eight to twelve per cent.

Q. Well, are olives cured with olive oil as a cur-

ing agent?

A. Well, olive oil alone will not cure olives. But

after they have been salt-cured, then olive oil will

help to inhibit mold growth on the surface of the

olives.

Q. If you were to take a ripe olive off the tree,

then not to do anything to it at all but simply coat

it with olive oil, what would happen to that olive ?
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A. It would eventually spoil. Bacterial decom-

position would set in and the olive would spoil.

Q. And comparing that to the olive that had a

salt-curing beforehand, which one will last the

longer ?

A. The salt-cured olive contains enought salt to

preserve it and to inhibit the growth of bacteria or

bacterial decomposition of the olive itself.

Q. Considering a barrel of olives in brine, Mr.

Rempel, and a barrel of olives packed, like Greek

style olives are in this case, which barrel will have

the most olives in it—strike that. [64]

If you have the same size barrels, which barrel

would weigh the most, one that has the olives in

brine or the one that has the olives packed, as Mr.

Paoni testified to this morning?

Mr. Picard: I object to that as incompetent, ir-

relevant and immaterial. There is no question of

that kind here.

The Court: Well, what are you getting at, there

is some reason for the distinction in rate?

Mr. Puhrman: Yes.

The Court: If you had a barrel the same size,

one barrel of olives in brine and the other not,

which one would be the heaviest, is that what you

are saying?

Mr. Puhrman: Yes.

The Court: Well--

—

Mr. Picard: Your Honor, I don't think that

would make any difference because they limit the
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cargo to 60,000 pounds, anyway, and 60,000 pounds

of feathers would weigh as much as 60,000 pounds

of lead. So whether there was a couple of more

barrels or not wouldn't make any difference. There

is that limit, anyhow.

The Court : I am inclined to think that the ques-

tion as to the reason for the regulation is not a

question of fact, is it?

Mr. Fuhrman: Very well. I just thought I

would go into the difference, the reasons why there

were two rates. [65] Actually

The Court: We have to take it, there is some

good reason that is the rate, and that is it.

Mr. Fuhrman: All right. I won't go into it.

Q. Does olive oil on olives, Mr. Rempel, do any-

thing to their appearance ?

Mr. Picard: I couldn't get that question.

(Question read back by reporter.)

A It gives the olives an attractive protective

glossy appearance.

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : From your experience

with olives, Mr. Rempel, would you say that a bar-

rel of olives which had in it olive oil only one

fourth of the way up from the bottom would be

considered to be packed in olive oil ?

The Court: In what?

Mr. Fuhrman: Olive oil.

Mr. Picard: I object on the ground it calls for

the conclusion of the witness, on the ground it is

the very matter before the Court to be decided, not

within the chemist's knowledge.
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The Court: I didn't get the word there.

Mr. Fuhrman: Packed in olive oil.

Mr. Picard: That isn't the question here at all,

your Honor.

The Court: I will sustain the objection. [^QS"]

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : Would you consider

that such a

Is the objection sustained upon the fact that it

goes to the ultimate issue?

The Court: What has that got to do—there is

nothing in this case as to what it is packed in.

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : Would you consider

the olives in that—strike that. I will repeat the

question.

Mr. Rempel, with your experience with olives

would you consider a barrel of olives in which the

liquid, whether it was olive oil or anything else,

only went 25 per cent of the way up from the bot-

tom of the barrel, would you consider the olives

within that barrel to be packed in liquid?

Mr. Picard: Object to that, if your Honor

please.

Mr. Fuhrman: Let me finish the question.

Q. preserved in liquid?

Mr. Picard: I object on the ground it is not an

expert question. It is not a question for the chemist

to determine. That is the very question to be de-

termined here.

The Court: The chemist may testify about, but,

of course, this call for his conclusion on the ques-

tion here for decision.
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Mr. Fuhrman: That's right, it does, your Honor,

I submit that that

The Court: Well, I am inclined to hold against

you on that. The witness has already testified as

to the process. He has already explained what the

process is, that the olive is [67] cured by salt proc-

ess and that afterwards when this oil is put on it

that it helps to preserve the outside of the olive

from

The Witness: Molds.

The Court: That was his testimony. So I think

that any conclusion from that is a matter of law.

And hence were the witness to answer your ques-

tion, it would be an answer to a question of law.

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : Are you familiar with

the methods used to preserve foodstuffs ?

A. Yes, I am.

Mr. Picard: Food what?

Mr. Fuhrman: Foodstuffs.

A. There are many different methods.

Q. From your knowledge of packing foodstuffs,

how would you go about preserving something in

liquid?

Mr. Picard: I will object to that, if your Honor

please, upon the ground that that question is too

general. A¥e are dealing with one substance here,

not all kinds of foodstuffis.

The Court: I am inclined to think that question

is too broad.

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : If you want to pre-

serve olives in liquid, Mr. Rempel, if you were
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called upon by an olive manufacturer or I should

say processor and asked how to preserve olives in

liquid, what would your answer be?

Mr. Piccard : I will object to that, if your Honor

please, [68] upon the ground that that is not the

question here. The question is whether this particu-

lar kind of olive was preserved in juice or syrup

or liquid other than alcoholic. Now there might be

a hundred different ways to do it. We are not in-

terested in that. We are only interested in this one

type of olive, your Honor.

The Court : I think counsel is right. That is the

only question in this case, whether these particular

olives—and he has already answered your questions

about that.

Mr. Fuhrman: Very well. I won't pursue that

farther.

The Court: Anything else of the witness?

Mr. Fuhrman: No. I think that is all.

The Court: Mr. Picard, do you have any ques-

tions ?

Mr. Picard: Just a couple of questions, your

Honor. That is all.

Cross-Examination

By Mr. Picard:

Q. I show you a jar of olives and I will ask

you if these are not what are called olives, salt-

cured, not preserved in liquid?

A. Yes, these are—have the appearance of salt-
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cured olives, to which the oil has not yet been ap-

plied. In other words, they have not been oil-

coated.

Mr. Picard: I will ask this be marked in evi-

dence as Defendant's next exhibit and I would like

to have it displayed [69] to the jury.

The Court: Very well.

The Clerk: Defendant's Exhibit B introduced

and filed into evidence.

(Thereupon jar of olives, not oil-coated, was

received in evidence and marked Defendant's

Exhibit B.)

Mr. Picard : That is all.

Redirect Examination

By Mr. Fuhrman:

Q. Mr. Rempel, I want to direct your attention

again to Defendant's Exhibit B. Do you consider

those olives preserved as they are now!

Mr. Picard : I couldn 't hear you.

Mr. Fuhrman: I asked him if he considered

these olives to be preserved, as they are salt-cured.

A. Yes, they are.

Q. In your opinion, what would the addition of

olive oil do for these olives ?

A. It would give them a glossy appearance.
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Reeross-Examination

By Mr. Picard:

Q. In addition to giving them a glossy appear-

ance, it would preserve them, would it not?

A. Well, the olives would keep very nicely just

the way they are. But if they should be washed

off, there would be a [70] tendency for mold to

grow on them. And in that case, if they were

washed, the oil would help to inhibit the mold

growth on the surface.

Q. That is, if you washed the salt off so that

they weren't salty, washed them, then you would

the olive oil on them for the purpose of preserving

them, wouldn't you?

A. You can't wash the salt out of the olives be-

cause the salt is inside the edible portion.

Q. You could wash the salt off the top of them,

the outside of them by washing them?

A. Yes.

Q, And then if you did that, you would put the

olive oil on them to preserve them, wouldn 't you ?

A. Well, it wouldn't preserve them, the olive oil

alone would not do it. The olives underneath would

have to be preserved with salt first. But it would

help to keep the mold growth off.

Mr. Picard : That is all.

A. Because mold does not flourish well in oil

medium. It has to grow where moisture is present.

The Court : If you took these olives off the trees,
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you couldn't just pack them in a barrel with olive

oil, could you? A. No, they would not keep.

The Court: They would not keep. So the proc-

ess of preserving them in a more or less—more or

less permanently is accomplished by the salt [71]

processing ?

A. That's right. The salt goes into the edible

portion. It replaces the water and preserves the

olive. It is not subject to bacteria fermentation and

mold.

The Court: Anything else you gentlemen want

to ask?

Mr. Picard: That is all.

Mr. Fuhrman : That is all.

(Witness excused.)

Mr. Fuhrman : At this time I would like to have

the Court take judicial notice of a definition of the

word ''in" as found in Webster's New Interna-

tional Dictionary, Second Edition, 1944. The word

^'in":

''Primarily, 'in' denotes situation or position

with respect to a surrounding, encompassment or

enclosure, denoted by the governed word.

"2. Indicating relation to a whole which includes

the parts spoken of; as, the tallest boy in the class,

one in a thousand; with respect to material means

or constituents, as a statue in marble.

"Used predicatively or post-positively indicating

a position of encompassment, enclosure, etc.; spe-

cifically (a) enclosed or contained."
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The Court: What you are saying is argument.

Mr. Fuhrman: Sir? [72]

The Court: That is argument: It is not

Mr. Fuhrman: I am just giving a definition.

The Court : I don 't think that is anything a jury

can take judicial notice of unless the Court in-

structs them. I don't see any harm in your reading

the definition of the word 4n," but I don't think

it is any evidentiary matter that the jury can do

any more than pay attention to as an argument by

counsel.

Mr. Fuhrman: Very well.

The Court: Is there anything else you have to

present ?

Mr. Fuhrman: I have one further matter, your

Honor.

To clear up technically something that went on

this morning regarding the one tariff as to classifi-

cation, technically to clear the matter, but I would

like to clear it up by Mr. Swanson.

E. J. SWANSON
recalled as a witness on behalf of the plaintiff:

Redirect Examination

By Mr. Fuhrman:

Q. Regarding the two sheets from the Consoli-

dated Freight classification No. 17 in Rule 2, his

Honor asked whether or not that was the statute

of Interstate Commerce Commission, and I believe

it was indicated to the Court and to the jury that

i it was a statute, but I find since that it is not a
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statute. But if you will tell us exactly what [73]

it is, Mr. Swanson.

A. Well, it is a carriers' regulation, rule regula-

tion that has been made mandatory through action

of the Interstate Commerce Commission. That is

actually what it is.

Q. Does the carrier file that with the Interstate

Commerce Commission?

A. The carrier files that with the Interstate

Commerce Commission and then it becomes binding

on the shipper and the carrier.

Q. And are copies published of that document

for the benefit of the shipping public ?

The Court: Well, this is just what is ordinarily

known as a tariff.

Mr. Fuhrman: That is correct.

The Court: They are required by the statute to

be filed by the Interstate Commerce Commission

and the shipper and the carrier is bound by it.

Mr. Fuhrman : That is correct.

That is the only matter I want to clear.

Mr. Fuhrman: I will offer that as an exhibit.

The Court : I will hold this a matter of law that

that is so. I don't think we need to have it marked

as an exhibit in evidence.

Mr. Fuhrman: All right, your Honor.

(Witness excused.) [74]

Mr. Fuhrman: Your Honor, before the plain-

tiff closes its case, do you want to hear the matter

of jurisdiction?
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The Court: I don't think so. I found the cases

directly in point on the matter. But that need

not be taken up in the presence of the jury.

The plaintiff rests, does it?

Mr. Fuhrman: The plaintiff rests, your Honor.

The Court: Did you want to make a motion?

I will excuse the jury for a few minutes.

Members of the jury, we w^ill have a legal matter

to hear, so you can go out.

(The following proceedings were had outside

the presence of the jury.)

Mr. Picard: If your Honor please, I move the

jury be instructed to render a verdict in favor of

the defendant upon the ground that the plaintii¥

has failed to prove the allegations of its complaint.

That in order that the plaintiff recover in this ac-

tion, it would be necessary to show that the olives

here in question came under the item 5670 of the

tariff, which provides for '^ olives, salt-cured, not

preserved on liquid," and that the plaintiff has

failed to prove that they come within that item,

but the evidence here affirmatively shows that they

do come within the item 3800 which provides for

olives preserved in juice or liquid, whose juice or

syrup or liquid?—other than alcoholic. All of the

testimony here [75] shows that, first of all, the

olives were preserved in olive oil, a liquid. Their

own witness testified that that preserved them from

mold and, furthermore, that there was a quantity

which would be about from one quarter to one third
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of a keg full of the liquid which, upon it being

turned and moved, covered the entire contents of

the barrel. So they have not only shown that it

does not come within the higher tariff but affirma-

tively have shown that it comes within the lower

tariff and therefore I ask that the jury be in-

structed to render a verdict for the defendant.

The Court : Well, counsel, I take it that there is

no evidence that you are going to introduce that is

going to be contrary to the testimony given by Mr.

Paoni, is there?

Mr. Picard: No. I have witnesses to confirm

that, to confirm this method of shipping olives, to

show that for 25 years or more these olives made

in this manner, processed in this manner, have been

shipped and charged for under the lower tariff;

that persons who are familiar with it know that

these are not what you call Sicilian olives but are

a different type (if we are going to go by name),

and that they are, as your Honor could observe by

looking at the exhibits—there is a liquid in them,

a liquid forms in them, and they are preserved in

liquid.

The Court: That is the question involved in the

case, but as I sat here and listened to the testimony

as it has been [76] given by the man in charge, Mr.

Paoni, it seems to me that we have been unduly

keeping the jury here. There is ho question of fact

involved in the case at all. It is a question of

whether or not, according to the process which un-

disputedly was used, because the plaintiff has put

that testimony on himself or itself, is whether or
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nor these olives were canned or preserved in juice

or in syrup or a liquid other than alcoholic. Now
that is the only question involved in the case, and

the method by which it is done is not in dispute.

Mr. Fuhrman : I submit it is a matter of law.

The Court: Under those circumstances it is not

only a question for the jury, but according to deci-

sions under the statute, that is the duty of the

Court to decide which tariff should apply.

Mr. Fuhrman: For that reason, I move for a

directed verdict in favor of the plaintiff.

The Court : I think the whole matter could have

saved time—time could have been saved in this case

by just a stipulation as to the facts and then a de-

termination as to whether or not which tariff should

apply. I don't see any question of fact in it.

If you will look at the case of Bernstein Pipe &
Machinery Co. against the Denver and Rio Grande

Railroad Company—I don't know whether counsel

has that case or not—it is a recent decision of the

Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals, December, [77]

1951—this identical question was—not with respect

to olives, but with respect to two classifications of

material—and the question was which classification

should apply, and the Court also held in that case

that the United States District Court has jurisdic-

tion irrespective of the amount involved and goes

on to point out that where there is no occasion for

the exercise of any administrative discretion that

it has to be performed as to the turning and mean-

ing of the words of the tariffs which are used in
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their ordinary sense and to apply that meaning to

the undisputed facts. And that is all that is pre-

sented to this court.

Here is something that is undisputed, the method

by which the olives were packed and prepared. That

is undisputed. The testimony the plaintiff has put

on is the testimony of the man in charge. I am not

even interested in the testimony of any experts. I

don't see that would have anything to do with it.

It is a question of whether or not on the undisputed

facts to apply the meaning of the tariff. It is

purely a question of law. I don't see what a jury

could decide in that case. There is some room for

dispute and I think counsel should argue it more

fully, as to the meaning of this tariff provision as

to whether or not these olives were canned or pre-

served in juice or in syrup or liquid other than

alcoholic, as disclosed by the facts.

I would like to have more argument on that

question before [78] I would want to decide it, but

I don't see that there is any point of wasting the

time of the jury here. It is a comparatively simple

matter now and it may not be simple in solution,

because no problem is simple in solution. But what

the problem is simply, here we have olives packed

in—which were treated and packed in a certain

way. Now, were those particular olives under one

tariff or under the other? That is a question of

law. I would have to hold this is not a jury ques-

tion, unless you were going to dispute the testimony

of your own manager.

Mr. Picard: No, I don't intend to dispute that.
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The Court : You might as well face the fact right

square in the eye. I suppose your client said, well,

we want to have a jury because we want our fellow

citizens to decide whether the railroad company is

being arbitrary with us, we want twelve ordinary

people to decide this matter. And I can just ima-

gine him telling you that, Mr. Picard, and, of

course, you have to be guided by what your clients

want. But there is no emotionalism that can be in-

volved in this. You can't appeal to the emotions,

the feelings of the jury with somebody that hasn't

got a leg cut off here, you can't dwell at great

length on this suffering the person has undergone.

It isn't that kind of a matter. It is a pure matter

of law, and I don't see any escape from that fact.

I think we would profit much more judicially in

the case if you will present arguments as against

the background of the facts. We have the question

of the application [79] of these tariffs.

Mr. Picard: Did your Honor think it would

make any difference if the railroads had accepted

shipment of that type of olive for 25 years?

The Court : That might be a matter of argument,

too. I don't know\ I would be inclined to think

that—and this is only offhand because I have been

involved in some of these Interstate Commerce

Commission cases—in fact, quite a few of them—

I

am inclined to think otfhand, unless there are some

decisions that I don't know about, which is quite

possible, that it wouldn't make any difference at

all what the railroad did in the past, that they have

to enforce the tariffs, and even if they have—I had
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a case that went to the Court of Appeals. It in-

volved a demurrage question, some years ago.

Mr. Fuhrman: Western Pacific?

The Court: A Western Pacific case, in which

there was some question of that kind, as to whether

or not that was the way the railroad company had

acted in the past. I held that it didn't but the Cir-

cuit Court reversed in that case. But I think it was

more on the ground that there was an affirmative

act that created almost an act of God that pre-

vented the enforcement of the regulation. But it

seems that it is quite clear that the railroad com-

pany can't vary the tariff. It just can't do it if it

did it for 50 years

Mr. Fuhrman: There is no stopping it. [80]

The Court: It doesn't make any difference. It

could have charged the lower rate for 25 years and

then somebody would come up and stick a pin in

them, woke them up to the fact that they had

charged a wrong rate, why, they would have to go

ahead and charge the other rate. And there is no

such thing as an estoppel that was disposed of by it.

Mr. Fuhrman: The Bing case

The Court: The famous—the original famous

statute that prohibited rebates. That was all con-

sidered and disposed of in that act. So I don't

think it would make any difference, unless there

is some special matter that you have in mind that

you looked into.

Mr. Picard : I didn 't think that the theory of the

estoppel was applicable. What I had in mind, there
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were decisions where if there are two tariffs appli-

cable or where the article could possibly come

within the definition of two different tariffs, that

the shipper is entitled to it.

The Court: Wouldn't that equally be a question

of law? The tariffs themselves say where they are

subject—where the facts show that the commodity

is subject to two tariffs that the lower is the appli-

cable one. Isn't that right? Isn't there some such

ruling as that?

Mr. Fuhrman: That is the general policy. The

general line of cases hold to that effect.

The Court: Again you have the question of [81]

law as to whether or not the commodity is, analyz-

ing the language properly, whether or not it is am-

biguous to the extent that the commodity might be

governed by two tariffs

Mr. Picard: Then what I had in mind was that

being the principle, if they had for 25 years uni-

formly applied the lower tariff, it would indicate

rather clearly that was their own

The Court: In the ordinary lawsuit the rule of

law that you are speaking of—in the absence of

the jury—In other words, the practical interpreta-

tion of parties put on the contract. I remember a

very famous case in California that is often quoted

Melone versus Ruffino—I think it is 150 California

—I used it quite frequently—in which they quoted

Lord Coke's rule: You tell me what the parties

have done under the contract and I will tell you

what they meant by the contract.

That is what you are referring to ?
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Mr. Picard: Yes.

The Court: That rule of law is—there is no

question about it, it is not applicable to matters of

tariff, because there the railroad company can't

interpret the tariff. It has to apply the tariff the

way it is filed. That is all there is to it. If there

is a dispute about it, then it has to be settled by the

Interstate Commerce Commission and by the Court,

not in accordance with what the parties may [82]

have interpreted but the way it is interpretable as

a matter of law.

Mr. Picard: There was an application of the

rule somewhat like it by one of your Honor's pred-

ecessors on this bench. When he was in the District

Court of Appeals, Judge Kerrigan in an unlawful

detainer action where they claimed that the descrip-

tion of the property was not clear and it was the

same description in the lease, and he said if it was

sufficiently clear for them to find their way in they

could likewise find their way out.

The Court: That is good law.

What do you suggest, Mr. Picard? There is no

use in keeping the jury here unless you think that

there is some purpose, something that I haven't

considered, and the evidence will be just the same

—

won't it?

Mr. Picard: The evidence will be the same.

The Court: Why don't you just—may I suggest

to you, why don't you submit the case on the evi-

dence that is now in and then take your time and

present your argument on the matter of the applica-
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tion of the tariffs. I think that will be very much
more helpful to the Court in deciding it.

Mr. Picard : Would your Honor think that any-

thing could be accomplished, even though your

Honor dismisses the jury, by my offering some evi-

dence of the persons who have actually shipped

these olives, as to the method of packing and [83]

similar packing?

The Court: Would they say anything different?

Mr. Picard: No. They couldn't say anything

different than Mr. Paoni did—not as to the ship-

ment of them.

The Court : As to the preparation and shipment ?

Mr. Picard: No, because that is the way the

olives were prepared and shipped.

The Court: I don't see that it would add any-

thing to it, because the test of what tariff applies

is the manner in which the olives were prepared

and shipped. Isn't that right?

Mr. Picard: Pardon me. I didn't mean to inter-

rupt.

The Court: That's all right.

Mr. Picard: I also have some olives that I

didn't want to offer in evidence with any of these

witnesses but I had intended to offer them in evi-

dence in the defendant's case, if it becomes neces-

sary to present any evidence of the olives that were

not preserved in liquid, that were treated as these

olives were, not preserved in liquid to show that

they became moldy.

The Court: Like the same type of bottle you

just showed the witness.
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Mr. Picard: No, your Honor. These are the

type of olives which we claim come within the

higher tariff. These olives, your Honor, are salt-

cured, not preserved.

The Court: These are salt-cured and no oil was

put in [84] them?

Mr. Picard: That's right.

Now we have some that were salt-cured or brine-

cured—brine-cured rather than salt-cured—brine-

cured and washed and not preserved in oil and

they become moldy.

Mr. Fuhrman: I submit it isn't even relevant

if they are brine-cured.

Mr. Picard: In other words to show that the

oil does preserve them, your Honor. That would

be my purpose in that.

The Court: Well, of course, I don't think there

is any doubt that there is some, according to the

testimony of the witness for the plaintiff, that there

Is some preservation that takes place as a result of

the use of the oil because he said it preserves against

the mold being formed. But, as I see it, it is not the

question in the case. The question is whether or

not these olives are canned or preserved in juice

or in syrup or liquid other than alcoholic, which is

a different question entirely.

Mr. Picard: Well, of course, ''preserved" does

not mean immersed, your Honor, and what they are

contending for is virtually "immersed."

The Court: Well, canned or preserved in juice

or in liquid or syrup other than alcoholic—that is

the process by which the preservation is accom-
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plislied; which would not be true, would it, if there

was no process of curing ? [85]

Mr. Fuhrman: That's right.

The Court: However, I don't know. Offhand I

think that the weight—you had a little heavier bur-

den that the other side in that regard. But I am not

—imtil I have heard all of the testimony—I am not

so sure as to w^hether or not that tariff applies at

all in this case. That is why I prefer to hear more

argument on it, and I think that is the way to pre-

sent this matter. There is no use taking up time for

so showing that. That is not really—that's just

fancy. It is better to get—better to spend the time

and the energy on the phase of the case that is really

important to the decision. I hope you don't feel that

I am trying to tell you how to present your case.

Mr. Picard: Your Honor is the one to deter-

mine it.

The Court: I am not trying to tell you how to

present the case. But it just seems to me that's it,

and why waste time and money with it. Let's get at

the discussion of that matter.

Mr. Picard : Your Honor is the one to whom it is

presented and the one to determine it. So neces-

sarily I want to present it as your Honor wishes.

The Court: I don't want your clients to feel ag-

grieved that I am trying to deprive them of a jury

trial, but I would have to hold there is no question

of fact in the case and the Court must apply the

tariffs. That is a question of law. [86] There are

quite a number of decisions in that regard.
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Mr. Picard: In other words, your Honor does

not think it is a question of fact to be determined,

whether they were preserved in juice or liquid?

The Court: I think it is a question, entirely a

question of law, and I would suggest to you that you

submit the matter and then argue it. If after that

it appears there is some matter that we have over-

looked, it might make a factual difference in the

matter—although I don't think it is conceivable, al-

though I don't want you to—I don't want to induce

you to get into a situation where you would be ham-

stringing yourself in any way—if that does appear,

why, we can always open up for further considera-

tion.

Mr. Picard: All right, your Honor.

The Court: I think that would be the sensible

thing to do. And then we can either spend some

more time this afternoon in argument or, if you

wish to submit something in writing on it, it would

be better to have it this way as well.

Would you be agreeable to doing that?

Mr. Picard: That is agreeable.

The Court : Let the record show that the matter

will be submitted and the Court will discharge the

jury and then we will proceed to argument and

briefing in the matter, preserving to the defendant

the right to reopen the case if it appears that in the

interest of justice—if it appears that it is in [87]

the interest of justice to do so, for the presentation

of further evidence.

Bring the jury back.
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(The following proceedings were had in the

presence of the jury.)

The Court: Members of the jury, the Court has

found that it is proper in this case for the Court

to decide this matter, the case as a matter of law,

and for that reason the jury won't have the benefit

of eating any of these olives in this case. We won't

need the services of the jury in this case any more,

and I am discharging the jury at this time. I don't

know when you will be needed again, but you are

discharged until further notice and the jurors may
be free to depart.

(The jury was thereupon discharged, and a

short recess taken.)

Mr. Picard: May I be permitted to put Mr.

Krackov on the stand to testify as to his practical

experience with olives of this type ? He has shipped

them for more than 25 years.

The Court: I have no objection to that.

E. A. KRACKOV
called as a witness on behalf of the defendant,

sworn.

The Clerk: Will you please state your name?

A. E. A. Krackov. [88]

Direct Examination

By Mr. Picard

:

Q. Where do you live, Mr. Krackov?

A. New York City.

Q. What is your business?
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(Testimony of E. A. Krackov.)
j

A. I am a broker and commision agent. !

Q. In what type of products *?

|

A. Imported products, particularly olive oil and |

olives.

Q. And under what name do you do business I

A. Trans-Oceanic Sales Company.

Q. Where is the principal office of the Trans-

Oceanic Sales Company?

A. 6 Harrison, New York City.

Q. You are also a stockholder of the defendant

in this action 1 A. I am.

Q. Have you been engaged in the olive oil and

olive business for some time ? A. Yes, I have.

Q. How long? A. Oh, about 25 years.

Q. Generally will you state your experience

in it?

A. I have sold all types of olives, both imported

and domestic, which were substituted for the im-

ported olives.

Q. Are you familiar with the various designa-

tions in the trade ? A.I am. [89]

Q. Of olives'? A. Yes.

Q. Will you tell me what generally in the trade

and in your experience is considered a salt-cured

olive not preserved in liquid ?

A. Salt-cured olive is considered a dry olive,

cured in salt and shipped dry.

Q. You are familiar with the jar of olives which

is marked here as Defendant's Exhibit B?

A. Yes, these are what we call dry salt-cured

olives.
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Q. Not preserved in liquid?

A. Not preserved in liquid and shipped dry.

Q. And how are they shipped I

A. Usually in cases, in wooden cases, and not in

barrels.

Q. Or kegs? A. Or kegs.

Q. Is that an edible olive as it is?

A. Why, certainly. These are what we some-

times call tree-ripened or baked olives that we used

to import and that we have been substituting in this

country in a small degree.

Q. You heard one of the witnesses here refer to

what he called Greek-style olives? A. Yes.

Q. Do you know what a Greek-style olive is?

A. Certainly. [90]

Q. What is a Greek-style olive?

A. Greek-style olive is a black olive preserved

and shipped in brine and not in salt.

Q. I show you what is here as Defendant's A in

evidence and I will ask you if the olives that are

foimd in that jar are what are called Greek-style

olives ?

A. No, these are not Greek-style olives. These

are oil-cured olives.

Q. Will you state the distinction between those

and the Greek-style olives?

A. Greek-style olives are cured and packed in

brine, and oil-cured olives are salt-cured at the be-

ginning. The salt is completely eliminated and then

it is packed and preserved in olive oil.
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Mr. Fuhrman : May I have that answer 1

A. And the juice

(Answer read back by reporter.)

A. And the juice of the olive.

The Court: Well, you couldn't eliminate the salt

from inside the olive?

A. The salt is not in the inside, your Honor.

The Court : It must get in.

A. It penetrates it.

The Court : You mean the olive f

A. It penetrates the—the salt, after it is in

solution, [91] penetrates the meat of the olive.

The Court: It must have a curing effect. They

wouldn't go through with the business of curing it

if the salt didn 't have a curative effect.

A. The curative effect in the instance of the oil-

cured olive is to dry the olive partially by extracting

part of the water, that is naturally in the olive. But

our intention is never to extract all of the water

because that does not give you an oil-cured olive in

the sense that it is sold as in the trade.

Q. (By Mr. Picard) : In other words, is that

the distinction between this shriveled-up appear-

ance

A. That is the distinction between the salt-cured

dry olive and the oil-cured olive.

Q. In other words, when all the salt is removed

—

when all the salt is removed and salt-cured, does it

get that dried-up appearance which is in the jar

which is here as Defendant's Exhibit B?
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A. You mean in the instance of the oil-cured

olive ?

Q. No. In the instance of the salt-cured olive,

not preserved in brine, in liquid.

A. The salt-cured olive not preserved in liquid,

the olive is permitted to get dry, almost bone dry,

and it is sold as such.

Q. And in the olive which you described as an

oil-coated olive [92]

A. We don't allow it to get bone dry because it

becomes a different olive when it is bone dry.

Q. You are familiar with the processes used by

the defendant here ? A. I am.

Q. And what is the condition of that olive before

the olive oil is placed on it ?

A. The moisture of the olive is extracted but not

in its entirety. I would say we leave about half of

the moisture in the olive.

Q. Then what is the effect of the olive oil on it ?

A. To preserve the olive against mold, because

if we didn't the olive would get moldy.

Q. And have you seen the barrels after they are

opened, after they are shipped ?

A. Why certainly.

Q. And what is their condition as to whether

they are preserved in liquid when they are opened ?

A. When the olives are preserved in the oil, olive

oil or juice of the olive ?

Q. Yes. A. They are fresh and edible.

Q. Are they similar in appearance to the jar

which you have in your hand, which is here as De-
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fendant's Exhibit A? Let me finish the question

before you answer it, please, so that the [93] re-

porter can get the answer at the end.

Mr. Fuhrman: Objected to as incompetent, ir-

relevant and immaterial, not a fair statement of the

evidence in this case.

(Question read back by reporter.)

The Court: I don't see—that has already been

testified to by the witness. I will overrule the ob-

jection.

A. They are.

Q. (By Mr. Picard) : Now, Mr. Krackov, in the

trade and in your experience with selling olives and

with the shipment of olives and your general ex-

perience in the olive business as a whole, does pre-

served in liquid necessarily mean immersed in

liquid? A. No, not at all.

Q. Will you tell me, as far as weight is con-

cerned, what is the difference in weight between the

type of olives which are here, salt-cured, not pre-

served in liquid, as in Defendant's Exhibit B, and

the type of olives as in Defendant's Exhibit A?
Mr. Fuhrman : I am going to object to that ques-

tion on the grounds it is incompetent, irrelevant and

immaterial.

The Court : Well, I sustained a similar objection

of your opponent on that same ground. I will sus-

tain the objection. I don't see that

Mr. Picard : The only reason I said that, if your

Honor please, notwithstanding you had sustained
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that objection, when your Honor was making your

offhand remarks [94]

The Court: I sustained your objection on that

very question.

Mr. Picard : But after your Honor sustained my
objection you said there might be some question here

as to a differential by reason of weight. That is the

reason I asked the question. Does your Honor re-

member your statement to that effect?

The Court: I asked counsel what—I supposed

that had something to do with the reason for the

statute, for the distinction in tariffs as based on a

similar circumstance.

Mr. Picard: Because of your Honor's re-

mark

The Court: I will sustain the objection.

Mr. Picard : I think it is obvious, if your Honor

please, by looking at them there is a difference in

weight, anyway. I thought possibly your Honor had

in mind that that had something to do with it by

your Honor having asked that question, having

made that remark, that your Honor thought possibly

that had something to do with a different tariff.

The Court: Anything else?

Mr. Picard: Yes, your Honor.

Q. Now, Mr. Krackov, you say you had been

about 25 years, 25 years' experience in shipping

olives similar to the type which are in the jar

marked as Defendant's Exhibit A?
A. I have, yes.

Q. What rate has the railroad company charged
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for that type of olive, the higher rate or the lower

rate? [95]

Mr. Fuhrman: Objected to as incompetent, ir-

relevant and immaterial.

The Court : Sustained.

Mr. Picard : I think that is all.

The Court : Let me ask you, Mr. Krackov, going

to the grocery store or the delicatessen store and

buying a bottle of olives, either black or green, they

are in a bottle and there is a liquid in them, water,

I think it is, nothing more

A. Brine, your Honor.

Q. Is that brine ?

A. Yes, it is a light brine.

Q. Very light brine ? A. Yes.

Q. That does have some brine in it?

A. Oh, yes, it has to have brine.

Q. That isn't true in the case of the canned

olive ?

A. The canned olive has a light brine too. Ten

per cent solution.

May I say something, your Honor?

Mr. Picard: Better not. Is it an answer to the

Court's question?

A. In connection with the Court's question. It

might be interesting for the Court to note that

these oil-cured olives are now being packed in New
York in jars from our kegs right at the stores for

sale off the shelf in their same state that [96] we

ship them into New York.

Q. (By Mr. Picard) : If you go into a store

—
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take the Court's question—and ask for salt-cured

olives that are not packed in liquid, similar to the

ones that are here in the jar, Defendant's Exhibit B.

How would you get those ?

Mr. Fuhrman : I object to that qeustion. I object

to the question the way it is phrased.

The Court: I suppose you would get them the

way you asked for them. I would think you would

get them in a bag. They are just dry.

A. That's right.

Mr. Picard: That is what I

A. You would take them out of the case. Dis-

pense them out of the case. Whereas

The Court : This is all very interesting but it still

doesn't answer the question we have in the case.

Mr. Picard: I thought it was helpful.

The Court: Any other questions of the witness?

Mr. Fuhrman : I have some questions.

Cross-Examination

By Mr. Fuhrman:

Q. Mr. Krackov, you have been in the olive busi-

ness for a long time, have you not ?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And I assume in the course of your work you

have come in [97] contact with the standards put

out by the United States Department of Agriculture

for olives? A. I have.

Q. I will show you a document here and I will

ask you if you have ever seen that before.
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Mr. Picard: May I see what you are showing

him?

Mr. Fuhrman: Certainly (showing counsel).

A. Yes, I have seen this before.

Q. What is it entitled? What is the title of the

document? A. The title?

Q. Yes.

A. "Tentative United States Standards for

Grades of Salt-Cured Oil-Coated Olives."

Q. I want to direct your attention to the asterisk

after the title and ask you to read at the bottom

there what it says. A. May I amplify

Q. Mr. Krackov

A. You want me to read that first ?

Q. Yes. A. May I comment as I read it ?

Q. Read it first in its entirety.

A. In fairness to the Court I think the Court

ought to know all the facts concerning

Q. Just a minute.

The Court : The trouble with witnesses who want

to argue [98] the case, they don't help the case.

Just answer the question. All I am interested in is

getting the facts from the witness.

A. (Eeading)

:

*'*This product is variously referred to in the

trade as 'Greek olives,' 'Greek-style olives' or

'oil-cured olives.'
"

Q. (By Mr. Fuhrman) : So that according to

this bulletin, Greek-style and oil-cured olives and

Greek olives are similar products, are they not ?
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A. As the bulletin states, it is tentative stand-

ards. They didn't know themselves what they were

going to be called.

Q. I am asking you what is in the bulletin.

A. Yes.

Q. Now I have got another question I want to

ask you. What is the definition for salt-cured oil-

coated olives given at the top of the document?

A. '

' Salt-cured oil-coated olives are properly ma-

tured olives which have been cured by contact mth
crushed rock salt and after proper curing have been

coated with olive oil."

Mr. Fuhrman: I would like to offer this in evi-

dence as an exhibit on behalf of the plaintiff.

Mr. Picard: I will object to it, if your Honor

please, upon the ground that is is not a standard. It

is merely called '' Tentative United States Stand-

ards" and further, it does [99] not meet the

question which is here before your Honor. That

question

The Court: I don't think that you can make this

as an argument to me. The definition is given by

the United States Department of Agriculture, but I

don't think that it is evidentiary in any way.

Mr. Fuhrman: Well, it is—it might be to this

extent. The witness testified that Greek-style olives,

oil-cured olives, were two different kind of olives.

The Court: I don't think that that is—I don't

attach any weight to that. That isn't of importance,

either, in the case, because the facts show these are
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salt-cured oil-coated olives. There is no question

about it. There is no dispute about it. The process

—let's not get down to that yet.

Is there anything else you want to ask ?

Mr. Fuhrman: Has your Honor ruled on my
offer of this document?

The Court: Mark it for identification. I will

sustain the objection.

The Clerk: Plaintiff's Exhibit 2 marked for

identification.

(Thereupon document entitled ''Tentative

United States Standards for Grades of Salt-

Cured Oil-Coated Olives, Effective November

25, 1940," was marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 2

for identification.) [100]

The Court : The testimony of this witness is only

informative as to the custom and the practice in

dealing in the olives—in the olive industry. Any-

thing that he may have to say on the question of the

interpretation of the tariffs is purely argumentative.

Mr. Fuhrman : I have no further questions.

(Witness excused.)

The Court: Are you going to argue the matter

now?

Mr. Picard: I would like to argue a little.

Mr. Fuhrman: May I have one moment while I

talk to my expert witness ? In view of the testimony

of Mr. Krackov, I don't know whether your Honor

attaches any importance to it or not.
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The Court: Well, personally, I don't mean to be

sarcastic about it, but I don't think this is a ques-

tion for experts, because we have here a factual

description of what is done and we have the lan-

guage of the tariffs. Now an expert might say one

way or the other about it. The only effect of that

would be that he is interpreting the tariff.

Mr. Fuhrman: Very well, your Honor.

The Court: I don't see—I don't attach any sig-

nificance to that. As I see the case now—I will hear

the arguments. The factual issue is simple. The

testimony without dispute shows that these olives

were salt-cured. The process by which they were

salt-cured was described. They were then coated

with [101] oil and put in barrels and shipped. There

is no dispute about that.

Now the question is whether or not these were

canned or preserved in juice or in syrup or in liquid

other than alcoholic, that would call for their being

given a freight rate under that tariff classification.

This is the case.

I think I fairly stated it. I perhaps may have

over-simplified it, but that is what it is.

Mr. Picard : That is what I thought it was from

the start. That is what I stated the first thing this

morning.

Who did your Honor want to open the argument ?

Mr. Fuhrman: The plaintiff?

The Court: The case is all submitted?

Mr. Picard : I had made a motion. On that mo-

tion I should open the argument.

The Court : The case is all submitted ?
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Mr. Picard: Yes.

The Court: In its entirety.

(Defendant rests.)

The Court: The plaintiff should take the labor-

ing oar.

(Arguments in summation.)

Mr. Fuhrman: Your Honor has stated, I think,

that the reference to the plain simple words of the

tariff will guide the way to the decision of this case.

The rate that the defendant is contending for here

is canned goods rate as found [102] in the tariff un-

der ^'Canned Goods. " Striking out the words that

are not particularly pertinent, that provision, item

3800, which is found on page 2 of the exhibit near

the bottom, third line from the bottom, reads:

"Olives, preserved in liquid."

That is the whole point. Later on in the tariff there

is a more specific item, 5670, which reads as follows

:

'

' Olives, salt-cured, not preserved in liquid, in

waterproof barrels, boxes, kits or pails."

Now there is no question in this case as to the fact

that these olives are salt-cured. Mr. Paoni has

clearly indicated that in his testimony. The very

important word in both tariffs is the word "in."

These olives are washed in fresh water when they

come out of the salt. They are placed upon a table.

Now bearing in mind the salt process in the first

place is used to remove water from the olive and

that the washing process is a quick one and just
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washes off the olives, the only liquid that is in the

barrel when the thing is finally packed is that which

comes from the addition of the olive oil to the olives,

and what little might remain on the olive as a result

of the washing process.

Now your Honor has, I am sure, gone into the

store and purchased stuffed olives or olives for Mar-

tinis or olives of that nature that are in a glass.

That glass is full of a liquid, [103] which the wit-

ness Krackov has testified is brine. When you open

a jar, and you want to get an olive, you go down

into the liquid, you pull the olive out with a fork

or some kind of an instrument. The liquid is there

;

it fills the glass. You can see it. I submit that the

defendant's own exhibit in this case shows the pau-

city and the infinitesimal amount of liquid that is in

this jar as compared to the olive, the green olive,

that is in brine.

Now Mr. Paoni himself testified that he packs

green olives and when he packs green olives he

packs them in brine, and it is the same brine that

those olives have been in since the beginning of the

preservative process.

The Court (Examining an exhibit) : This has got

a little sour odor to it. Maybe it has been exposed or

something. I don't know. I am just wondering if

there was any possibility of any—no, it's just oil.

It may have got a bit rancid. (Sampling an olive

from the exhibit.)

Mr. Fuhrman: Mr. Paoni told us this morning

when he packed his olives in brine, the green olives,

the barrel is full of brine. The olives are covered
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with brine. They are in the brine. The tariff uses

the word ^^in." It does not say ''near" the liquid or

**by" the liquid. It says ''in" the liquid.

Your Honor is familiar with rules, the interpre-

tation that should be used in their regular sense. As

I quoted for the jury and your Honor earlier today

from Webster's New International [104] Diction-

ary, Second Edition, it says that "in" primarily

denotes a situation or position with respect to a

surrounding encompassment or enclosure, denoted

by the governed word.

Counsel for the defendant would have us believe

that a film of limited duration will accomplish the

same result as a bottle full of liquid, as a green olive

and the olives in the liquid. I submit first off that

they are mechanically entirely different situations.

The olive in the brine, which is the canned olive, as

Mr. Krackov testified to, is in the brine. The jar is

full of brine or the container, the barrel, is glass.

Here we have the barrel only 25 per cent full, at

the most, with the liquid. There is a film on it when

he puts them in there. Suppose you took the barrel

of olives packed in brine and the barrel of olives

packed, as are the ripe olives in this case, set them

side by side on a shelf and left them there, what

would happen f The olives in the brine, your Honor,

would continue to be preserved in the brine. Noth-

ing has to be done to them because they are encom-

passed by the liquid. They are in it. The other

olives, as the witnesses testified to here today, have

to be manipulated in order to retain any of the film

upon it. The film runs off the olives. If these olives
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are packed in the manner in which Mr. Paoni says

they are packed, are left alone, it would drain off

and mold will form. Therefore, as he testified and

told us today, the barrels have to be turned. [105]

The Court: Apparently the oil does adhere to

some extent to the olives.

Mr. Fuhrman : It does, to some extent, certainly,

but it does not adhere to a sufficient extent so that

you could leave a barrel of olives without turning

it, as you can a barrel of olives in brine.

The Court: I think the question turns more on

the meaning of the word ''preserved" than it does

on the word "in."

Mr. Fuhrman : I am coming to that, too.

The Court: Because you might have a liquid

being used to coat the product with that would ad-

here to it and would have preserved the qualities

without necessarily having complete immersion of

every bit of olive.

Mr. Fuhrman : Well, coming to the matter of the

word—use of the word "preserved," I think it is

clear from the testimony that the main preservative

in the case of all olives, whether they are Mission

ripe olives, whether they are green olives, whatever

they are, it is the salt. Salt is the universal preserva-

tive that has been used for ages for anything, almost

any foodstuffs that you can think of. It is in the

salt, the olive is, for a long period of time, from

three weeks to five weeks.

The Court: What you are really talking about

here is that the tariff classification is intended to
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cover two different commodities, one exclusive of

the other? [106]

Mr. Fuhrman : Yes, your Honor.

The Court: When you are talking about olives

that are salt-cured, you mean by that only olives

that are salt-cured and that the technique of preser-

vation is only salt-cured. Whereas, when you are

speaking under the section of canned goods and

preservation, you are talking about there something

that in which it is preserving technically, consists

of a procedure in juice or liquid non-alcoholic in

form or syrup which constitutes the process of pres-

ervation ?

Mr. Fuhrman: Well, to a certain extent

The Court : I think that is what

Mr. Fuhrman : I will agree with that, except salt

in both cases is the preservative.

The Court : No, you could have olives that would

come under the classification of the tariff on page

87, couldn't you, if they were just olives that were

preserved in juice or in syrup or liquid other than

alcoholic and they wouldn't have to have anything

else and they would come under that classification,

wouldn't they?

Mr. Fuhrman : Yes, they could.

The Court: I mean, under the terms of the

classification, that is where they fall.

Mr. Fuhrman: Under the terms of the classifi-

cation.

The Court: Maybe it wouldn't do any good.

Mr. Fuhrman: Unless the preservative—^unless

the juice or [107] syrup was a brine, that's correct.
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The Court : But suppose they took a lot of olives

and they picked them off the trees and they stuck

them in the syrup that had just olive oil in it and

didn't have any brine in it at all, they might not

turn out to be any good, they probably wouldn't,

and according to what the witnesses have said, but

they would still come under that classification of the

tariff, wouldn't they?

Mr. Fuhrman : Yes, they could be canned in Coca

Cola and still come under the classification as it

reads, that is correct, your Honor, provided that it

was a preservative.

The Court : Provided it was a preservative.

Mr. Fuhrman : In other words, the liquid, it has

to—in my interpretation of it, is that it has to be in

it and it must be a preservative.

The Court : Must be preserved by the liquid.

Mr. Fuhrman : Yes, in this case, in the technical

sense, and you have to consider the trade usage. The

preservative of an olive is the salt. True, the olive

oil does tend to prevent mold and does so prevent

mold. But the basic deterrent to bacteria disintegra-

tion of the olive

The Court : According to your theory of it, then,

this classification that is on page 87 could only,

practically speaking, the only commodity that would

be shipped pursuant to that would be olives shipped

in brine? [108]

Mr. Fuhrman : For a practical matter, yes, your

Honor, I would think so, because unless you had

brine you couldn't be shipping them—according to

the standards and the understanding of the business,
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you couldn't ship them in any other juice or liquid

or syrup than brine in order to preserve them.

The Court: If you didn't go through any other

process.

Mr. Fuhrman: That's right, because that is all

that has been testified to as being used in the trade

as a preservative for olives of this nature, that is

brine.

The Court : When you get to the other classifica-

tion, the olives there are cured by salt, then they

rub oil on them, and while that oil might not be en-

tirely the preservative element, if it had some pre-

servative element or effect to it would it have to be

the entire act of preservation in order to bring it

within that tariff?

Mr. Fuhrman: If I understand your Honor, do

you mean are we contending that

The Court : Well, suppose the process of preser-

vation consisted in part of the salt process and in

part of applying olive oil at the time of shipment to

the olives which had been salt cured. I am talking

now about the preservation technique.

Mr. Fuhrman: You have got salt-cured anyway.

The Court : But there is nothing in the tariff on

page 87 that says the canned or preserved olive in

juice or in liquid or in syrup could not also be

salt-cured. [109]

Mr. Fuhrman: That's right. It could be salt

cured. I agree. And then you have to determine

what do the words ''preserved in liquid" mean.

The Court : You think that in order to meet that

tariff then, that you have a salt-cured olive, you are
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going to preserve it in liquid form, you have got to

immerse it in a liquid that will have preservative

qualities to it before it can get this classification?

Mr. Puhrman: I think so, your Honor.

The Court: You don't think that the coating

with olive oil would, and putting it in the barrel,

would, even though it has a preservative quality,

would meet the requirement of the tariff as to pre-

served in liquid?

Mr. Fuhrman: No, I don't think that film of oil

as liquid in the first place, from a strictly mechani-

cal sense, and in the trade usage as well. When you

consider a film of oil alongside of an olive packed

in a container full of brine, then you must consider

both usages and both instances. If you consider a

can of peaches, the peaches are packed within some-

thing. They are in the juice. Ordinarily when you

can fruit—I don't know how familiar your Honor

is with canned fruit—there is a liquid used in the

canning. The object that is canned is contained

within the juice. Here it is not, particularly when

you compare the two methods of canning olives. I

do not believe it is reasonable. [110]

The Court : It really comes down then to, accord-

ing to your argument, as to whether or not preserva-

tion under the tariff, what preservation in liquid

means. You say it is the quantity of liquid that

determines whether or not

Mr. Fuhrman: In a way, yes, that is correct.

The liquid must be a preservative and from the

trade usage it must cover the item. If you say "pre-
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served in the liquid" it would seem to me to imply

that the item must be encompassed by a liquid.

The Court: I suppose that the difference in the

tariffs is occasioned by the fact that if you don't

pack them in liquid you get more olives shipped.

Mr. Fuhrman: You do.

The Court : Is there more value to the shipment ?

Mr. Fuhrman: It is heavier than the other way.

The Court : In other words, if you have a whole

barrel of olives, and they are floating around in

liquid, you haven't got so many olives.

Mr. Fuhrman: Yes.

The Court: And in that event you haven't got as

valuable a commodity in the trade and the freight

would be more.

Mr. Fuhrman: If you follow—excuse me, your

Honor.

The Court: That's all right.

Mr. Fuhrman: If you follow the line of reason-

ing of Mr. Picard, where do you draw the line as to

how much liquid is enough : one inch out of 23, two

inches; would you say a 32nd of [111] an inch is

preserved in liquid ; would you say a 64th of an inch

is preserved in liquid, or is 12 inches? Where do

you draw the line ? I say from a practical point of

view you have to first consider trade usage and the

various methods of packing the same product, and

you don't have to look very far to find an item that

falls clearly under the olives.

The Court: There is another angle to it, too,

isn't there? Not only the quantity of what consti-

tutes the liquid but what constitutes preservation?
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Mr. Fuhrman: That is true. You have the true

elements, preservation and

The Court: If they are talking in the tariffs

about preservation in the sense of entirely preserv-

ing the olive, then you have got one thing. If they

are talking about preserving the outside of it from

mold, if that could be preservation in the tariff

sense, then they would be entitled to get the lower

rate. I think that by and large you have to take

the common sense meaning of these two tariffs to

see what distinction they were really trying to draw.

Mr. Fuhrman: I agree. You have to be very

practical about it in the extent of the distinction

they were trying to draw in the tariff.

I think that about concludes the position of the

plaintiff, your Honor.

With one further remark, I will conclude. I would

like to [112] direct your Honor's attention to the

cases that have been before the Court in this last

year entitled Southern Pacific Company versus

Nicolo Musco, 29577. That case was substantially

the same as this. The end result of the processing-

was that you had an olive that was processed and

full of salt. Mr. Musco thereafter covered them

with oil. I don't know whether he used as much oil

as the defendant did here or not. In any event, he

used a quantity of oil with which he coated the

olives and put them in cans. The same issue was

before the Court and in that case Judge Roche

granted judgment for the plaintiff Southern Pacific

Company.

The Court: Did Judge Roche write any memo-

randum on the case, do you know?
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Mr. Fuhrman: Your Honor, could I explain

that case ? I tried that case before Judge Roche, and

in explanation of it I should like to say that the

"issue was substantially identical with that before the

Court in this case. But the testimony in that case

was this, the olives were processed by placing them

in a heavy brine solution. The defense was that this

heavy brine solution contained salt, penetrating to

the pit of the olive until the olive had become fully

cured. The olives were then removed from the brine

solution, placed on a table, coated with olive oil, and

then placed in barrels, and shipped in that fashion.

No additional liquid being placed in them. [113]

In this case, if you understand and recall, we

had a situation where the olives were processed by

placing them between alternate layers of salt. So

the end result, your Honor, was the same.

The Court: That is, there was a salt-curing

method but a different salt-curing method in one

case than in the other ?

Mr. Fuhrman: That's correct, your Honor.

The Court: Then the olives were placed on the

table, covered with oil and packed in barrels?

Mr. Fuhrman: That's right. In that ease, as it

developed, there was an issue, one as to whether they

were salt-cured olives, and, secondly, as to whether

they were preserved in liquid. The testimony was

heard by Judge Roche, there was no jury, and he

resolved the issues in favor of the plaintiff, and his

conclusion was in effect that the olives as a matter

of fact—as a matter of fact, there was a finding of
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fact that the olives were salt-cured and that they

were not preserved in liquid.

I feel somewhat handicapped in referring to that

case, your Honor, because if I had prepared the

findings of fact a little differently, why, there would

have been a clear cut comparison. I would be glad

to show you the findings of fact and we would have

the identical situation. But in preparing the find-

ings of fact I just recited the ultimate facts of the

case, that is, that the olives were salt-cured and

not [114]

The Court: That is agreed in this case, there is

no dispute about the fact that the olives were salt-

cured and then covered with oil and put in the

barrel.

Mr. Fuhrman: Yes. It was Judge Roche's con-

clusion that they were not preserved in liquid and

that the higher rate was properly applied to the

shipments.

The Court: That is a decision of this court.

Have you examined the record?

Mr. Picard: Part of it, your Honor, not all.

The Court: It is pretty hard to determine

whether or not the situation would be binding with-

out having any more precise record.

Mr. Fuhrman: Findings of fact and conclusions

of law

The Court: It wouldn't be binding res judicata

but it would be, if it were a decision by the Court

on the same question of law, it would be binding

on the other judges.

Mr. Fuhrman: Yes.
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I might say, your Honor, it was for that reason

that a motion for summary judgment was made in

this case, and, as Mr. Picard pointed out earlier

today, the motion was heard before Judge Roche,

and it is my recollection and understanding that

he denied the motion on the ground that he thought

there was a different factual set-up in this case

because of the different method of processing, and

that was the only point upon which, as I understand

it, the motion was denied. [115]

The Court : When was the decision before Judge

Roche in the other case ?

Mr. Fuhrman : Approximately a year and a half

ago.

The Court: I notice this is an old case. It was

filed in 1950. Here we are, three years having

gone by.

Mr. Fuhrman: I can explain that, your Honor.

As I told you, we had a number of cases to file

when this matter developed and I expected that the

trial of one case would result in the issue being de-

termined and we selected the Musco case and we

tried that to a successful conclusion, and it took

some time to bring that case on for trial. As a mat-

ter of fact, all of these cases were brought just

within the applicable period of limitations, which

is two years running from the date of delivery.

And after the case did come on for trial before Judge

Roche, negotiations were entered into with the de-

fendant in this case and it was ultimately agreed

by the defendant that he would resist the action.
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The Court: What is happening now in the

years that have gone by since? Are these still

Mr. Fuhrman : The same tariff is in effect today.

My understanding is that very few, if any, of these

olives this type of olive, is being shipped at the pres-

ent time. The shipper's contention is that the rate

is too high for them. Recently negotiations were

entered into with the railroad traffic department

for the purpose of obtaining a lower rate, [116]

which would suit the needs of these shippers on the

Pacific Coast. It may be that some of these ship-

pers are making shipment by water. I am not sure

about that.

That concludes our case, your Honor. We will

be glad to furnish a copy of the findings of fact and

conclusions of law that Judge Roche handed down.

Mr. Picard: Primarily, as I understand it, even

if the facts were the same, the judgment of Judge

Roche would not be binding upon your Honor. If

it had gone up on appeal and determined by the

Court of Appeals, that would be a different matter.

But, as I understand it, the determination of one

judge of equal rank and standing would not be

determinative upon another, particularly on a mat-

ter in which there may be a question of fact. Fur-

thermore, the motion for summary judgment, which

was made by the plaintiff in this action, was heard

before Judge Roche and it was argued quite

thoroughly and the facts that have been developed

here were developed before Judge Roche by affi-

davit, and Judge Roche ruled that the facts were
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different and therefore that his decision was not

applicable.

The Court: The facts are different, if they are,

of course the decision wouldn't be binding.

Mr. Picard: Not in any manner, and also, for

whatever it may be worth, which I think would

have just as much value, another similar case was

filed in the Superior Court at [117] Woodland, and

it was there determined in favor of the defendant

and against the plaintiff Southern Pacific Com-

pany. Now if it was that company, or if it was not

that company, it was some other.

Mr. Fuhrman: The Erie Railroad.

Mr. Picard: The Erie case. The same principles

and everything else applicable to it. So, I think the

matter really is before your Honor as a matter of

first instance as far as this case is concerned.

Now I don't want to take up too much of your

Honor's time. The hour is late already. My ad-

versary took up a good deal of your Honor's time,

but I do want to go into this a little because I think

the argument that was made here is not very sound.

First of all, I think their interpretation of this

tariff is very wrong. I should think they would

know better, if I am not mistaken—I don't want to

accuse them of deliberately deceiving the Court,

but it seems to me the matter has been presented

to your Honor in such a way that it is not entirely

fair. They have spoken of this only as being for

canned goods. Now let us look on page 87 of the

few pages they have given us here. It says ''List

of articles taking rates provided for 'canned goods.
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pickles and preserves' in items making specific

reference hereto."

Now take the next words: ^'Canned goods,

pickles, preserves, in glass, earthenware or metal

cans boxed, in [118] pails or tubs crated, or in bulk

in barrels, except as otherwise provided."

Now, how can they contend that this means only

"canned" when it deliberately says ''in bulk, in

barrels," and then it goes down and it uses the spe-

cific word "olives," your Honor—"olives, canned or

preserved in juice or in syrup or liquid other than

alcoholic.
'

'

But if there could be any question whatever, if

your Honor please, we come to the item upon which

they place their great reliance here, on page 546, the

third of the pages that they have, and we come to

this heading of "Olives, salt-cured, not preserved

in liquid, in waterproof barrels, boxes, kits or pails.

Less carloads or in straight carloads."

Now let's go a little further down than that, your

Honor, and it says: "Also mixed carloads of the

following commodity with one or more of the fol-

lowing commodities"

Mr. Fuhrman: Just a minute. Mixed carloads

of the foregoing commodity"

Mr. Picard: Isn't that what I said?

Mr. Fuhrman: No, you said "following."

Mr. Picard: Well, that is my mistake.

"Mixed carloads of the foregoing commodity with

one or more of the following commodities." I

thought that is what I said but maybe I didn't. All

right. Now, the following commodities—take [119]
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the last one and you have the exact words which

ai^ipear in 3800

:

'^Olives, canned or preserved in juice or in

syrup or liquid other than alcoholic."

So your Honor can see that this whole thing ab-

solutely applies to olives. It applies to the type of

olives that are here in question and it isn't that

this is a specific tariff which applies to olives and

the other applies only to canned goods, because the

other specifically says ''in barrels" and here if

you ship them in that same manner, in the same

carload, with olives salt-cured, not preserved in

liquid, the whole carload then gets the higher rate,

according to this tariff.

So it is very clear, if your Honor please, that the

two tariffs that are before your Honor and the only

matter for your Honor to determine is which of the

two tariffs is applicable. It is not a question of

where this other applies only to canned goods and

preserves, and I can't understand how an argu-

ment could be made

Mr. Fuhrman: That isn't the contention, coun-

sel.

Mr. Picard: All right. Now I have prepared

some instructions for the jury, if your Honor

please, and the first one I have is a definition of

**preserve" which I made as a combination from

the definition appearing in Webster's New Inter-

national Dictionary and Funk and Wagnall's New

Standard Dictionary. The word "preserve" is de-

fined to mean to save from decomposition by curing
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or treating with a preservative; [120] to save from

decay; to prepare so as to resist decomposition or

change, as to preserve fruit, or to save or keep from

decay or corruption by means of some preservative

;

to keep in a sound state, as to preserve fruit.

And that, I submit, if your Honor please, is ex-

actly what is before your Honor.

Now counsel has argued this matter and, with

all due respect to your Honor, your Honor seems to

have fallen into the idea that it is necessary for us

to prove that we come within item 3800. I submit,

if your Honor please, that the tariff which was

charged by the plaintiff here w^as under 3800 and

that the burden is upon the plaintiif to prove that

it comes within 5670. And, furthermore, that if

there is any question as to which of the descriptions

is appropriate, even if the two descriptions are

equally appropriate, the shipper is entitled to the

lower rate.

I have authorities on both of those points, if your

Honor desires them; the case of Sonken-Galamba

Corporation versus Union Pacific Railroad Com-

pany, 145 Federal Second 808, holds that the plain-

tiff having accepted the shipment in question as of

the character specified under item 3800 of its tariff

and having assessed—I wouldn't say that that case

covers the same thing.

I am reading now from the manner in which I

put it—it might not cover ourselves, but similarly

to it—under Section [121] 3800 of its tariff and

having assessed and collected the transportation
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charges based upon the rate specified for that classi-

fication, the burden is upon the plaintiff to show

that at the time the olives were shipped they were

of a character which called for a higher freight

rate.

And even if we concede that the olives in question

were included in more than one tariff designation,

the defendant was entitled to select the designation

which w^as the more specific, and that is held in

United States versus Gulf Refining Company, 268

U.S. 542, and the DeRamus versus Mengel Com-

pany, 74 Federal Supplement 425

Mr. Fuhrman: May I interrupt and ask if that

case concerned olives'? You were quoting, I

thought, from a case, and you mentioned the word
** olives."

Mr. Picard: Well, I am quoting from my own

argument on it that I made before. I won't say

specifically that that case does cover olives but I say

that the language of it and the principle in that

case is similar to this and I have simply used olives

here because olives is the commodity here in ques-

tion, without saying that those cases specifically

covered olives. I don't contend that they did. I am
simply giving the similarity here, your Honor.

And where the tariff descriptions are equally ap-

propriate, the shipper is entitled to the lower rate,

and that is held in American Railway Express

Company versus Price Bros, 54 Federal [122] Sec-

ond 67.

Also, your Honor is familiar with the authorities

to the effect that the carrier's intention or construe-
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tion is not what is applicable here. That ordinary

language is to be applied.

So what we come to here, if your Honor please,

is simply this, that in order that the plaintiff can

prevail in their action it is necessary for the plain-

tiff to prove to your Honor by a preponderance of

the evidence that the olives which were shipped

here were salt-cured and not preserved in liquid.

Now, I take it, if your Honor please, that it can-

not be fairly or reasonably contended that ''pre-

served" means "preserved, immersed," The olives

here were, as the testimony shows, for a certain

length of time cured in salt. That had the effect

of taking some of the moisture out of it but it did

not take all of the moisture out of it. It took part

of the moisture out, a certain percentage of the

moisture. That was the purpose of it. And then

after that was done, the olives were cleaned and

washed ; as nearly as it is possible the salt was taken

out—at least from the exterior of the olive—with-

out interfering with the effective work that may
have been done by the salt on the interior. The

olives were then put on a table, manipulated and a

quantity of olive oil put on them, and they were

all olive oil coated, and the testimony is, and there

is no contradiction because the plaintiff's own ex-

perts said that that was done, to preserve the [123]

olives; thereby, if your Honor please, the olives

were preserved in liquid. They were then put in

kegs, and the testimony is uncontradicted—there

has been nobody here that has contradicted it other-

wise, we have from the testimony, from the defend-
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ant, the man who processed them, packed them and

shipped them, and the man in New York received

them and saw them after they were shipped in New
York, and there was there in a 16 inch keg about,

we will say, six inches of liquid—in other words,

almost one third—more than one quarter. Mr.

Panoi testified from one quarter to one third of the

liquid. Now that liquid was in there for the pur-

pose of preserving the olives and keeping them

from getting moldy, and Mr. Paoni testified that if

they had not been coated in olive oil so the liquid

arose by a combination of the juice or moisture

which came out of the olives themselves plus the

olive oil, they would have become moldy, and, as he

says, you shook or moved the barrel or turned the

barrel so that the liquid which was in there would

get on all of the olives and keep all of the olives

moist and keep them from decaying.

Now, if that isn't preserving them in a liquid

and if the purpose of that liquid is not preserva-

tion, I don't know what it could be.

I think, your Honor, obviously the tariff applies

to the second jar of olives which we furnished here.

The olives which were salt-cured and then shipped

dry, not preserved in [124] liquid. And I think, if

your Honor please

The Court: You think that the tariff would ap-

ply to those?

Mr. Picard: The tariff would apply to the sec-

ond type of olive, and that is all that it would

apply to.

The Court: And it would not apply to these?
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Mr. Picard: Would not apply to those.

The Court: Referring to Defendant's Exhibit A.

Mr. Picard: The lower rate of tariff applies to

those which your Honor has in your hand. The

higher tariff applies to these. They are a dry olive.

The Court: What would you say would be the

reason for making that distinction ?

Mr. Picard: We go back again, I take, to the

fact that these olives, dry like they are, are very

light. They are very light in weight and therefore

you could probably send twice as many olives like

this for the same weight that you could send a

single quantity of those olives. Those olives are

moist.

The Court: Don't you think there are as many
olives in this jar as there are in that jar, in num-

ber of olives'?

Mr. Picard: In number, yes, but in weight, no.

In other words, that is a weight comparatively

heavy—I don't know the theory—I didn't make the

regulation, your Honor.

The Court: I would think that offhand that the

reason, probably the reason for the distinction is

that you have a [125] barrel of olives in brine, for

example, that you are going to have less weight than

if you have a barrel that is filled up entirely with

olives, or would it ])e that way ?

Mr. Picard: Well, I wouldn't think so, your

Honor. I would think that the brine or the water

possibly might be heavier than the olives,

value, then, that is involved ?

Mr. Picard: We are just guessing, your Honor.
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The Court: It isn't weight? Maybe it is the

The Court: There must be some reason for it.

Mr. Picard : You can obviously see these, if your

Honor looks—well, look at these things. Just dry.

I shouldn't think they weigh much more than a

piece of paper. That, if your Honor please, un-

questionably is the type of olives that come within

a higher designation. There can't be any question

of that.

The Court: They provide that these have to be

in a water-tight container, too, don't they?

Mr. Fuhrman: I ask Mr. Picard if any of those

so-called dry olives are shipped from California to

eastern points?

Mr. Picard : I understand that they are.

Mr. Fuhrman : I wonder if it is a fact.

Mr. Picard: If it is agreeable, I will ask Mr.

Krackov.

Are those shipped?

Mr. Krackov: They were shipped and are still

being [126] shipped in Delevan, California. Dry

olive—the dry olive type has been imported—we

import some dry olives. They are packed in wooden

cartons.

The Court: AVell, the olives that are packed in

brine, they develop a smooth surface do they ?

Mr. Picard : I would imagine.

The Court : when they are preserved in brnie,

I suppose they develop a smooth surface that we are

accustomed to.

Mr. Krackov : Just as they come from the store,

they are stored in brine, preserved that way,

canned, then packed that way.

i
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The Court: What are these, these that I am
holding in my hand now, the one that has been

rubbed in oil—where are those disposed of in the

market ?

Mr. Krackov: They are sold to the Latin trade.

The Court : They are not sold to the restaurants

or to the households, are they?

Mr. Krackov: To the housewife, yes, for the

Italian and Spanish. They use that type.

The Court: They are not the fancy type that

are smooth?

Mr. Krackov: No.

The Court: As we ordinarily see in the shelves

in the grocery store and delicatessens?

Mr. Krackov: The black ripe olive, so-called

ripe olives that are canned, are not really ripe.

They are processed black [127] and processed and

canned and called ripe olives. Those are smooth,

the green olives are smooth.

Mr. Picard: I thought, if your Honor please,

that counsel made an argument which was very apt

in our favor and that was he asked where do you

draw the line as to liquid? I think that is exactly

right. As long as they are preserved in liquid. I

don't think it makes any difference whether it is

six inches or eight inches or twelve inches or a

barrelful, as long as they are preserved in liquid.

I will concede that possibly if there is just about

one inch or two inches at the bottom of the barrel

that that might not be enough to act as a fair pre-

servative. But where, as here, you have approxi-

mately six inches out of sixteen inches or almost
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half, not too far from half a barrel, so that if your

barrel is rolled over you probably have it up to

about here, and as you roll it all of the olives be-

come moistened, immersed—not immersed but

moistened from it, and that preserves them and

therefore they are preserved in liquid.

The Court: Well, of course, technically I think

that that argument might be soimd. The question

is interpretation of the tariif here, that is the thing

that they are talking about in the tariff. Don't we

have to apply what we think the railroad company

and the Interstate Commerce Commission was

thinking of when, according to common sense in-

terpretation, when they were using language? Do

you think when they said that canned [128] or pre-

served in juice or in syrup or in liquid meant in

olive oil that was rubbed with—rubbed on the olives

and then put in a barrel

Mr. Picard: And then the juice coming out af-

terwards, your Honor, in combination with the olive

oil, forming the liquid.

The Court: I think maybe in a purely technical

sense that as long as there is a drop of liquid on an

olive—that it is sufficient that there be a drop of

liquid on each olive, that it might be said that it

would be in liquid to that extent. But don't we have

to interpret the statute according to some common

sense standards as to some distinction that is sought

to be made'? Isn't the distinction that they are mak-

ing the difference between olives that have been pre-

served—in which the preservation process has been
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by salt and then they are shipped, and the so-called

brine or preservation method in which you will find

the fluid or the material in a barrel or a can of

liquid, and syrup or syrup that acts as a general

preservative of the foodstuff? Isn't that the com-

mon sense distinction that they are making'?

In one case they are talking about the olives

which had been cured by salt. In this case, what do

they do with olives cured by salt? They rub them

with some olive oil. They put them into the barrel.

Yes, that is helpful, that is helpful in making them

look nice. It is helpful perhaps in preventing [129]

any mold to develop on the outside of them. But is

it the type of preservation that the framers of the

tariff were speaking of when they were talking

about something that was preserved in juice or

syrup or liquid, canned or preserved in the juice?

They were thinking of the ordinary type of canning

or preserving in liquid or in juice.

Mr. Picard: I don't think so, your Honor. Pri-

marily I think your Honor is confusing preserved

with immersed. I don't think to preserve something

in liquid it is necessary to immerse it in liquid, so

long as the liquid does preserve it.

The Court: The primary method was the salt.

That was the primary thing. That got the olive into

shape so that it could be shipped without doing any-

thing more to it.

Mr. Picard: Oh, no, your Honor. If that were

done—that is why I offered to show your Honor

The Court: How about the dry olives? I know
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that is a different process. However, it is a salt

process.

Mr. Picard : The salt is not washed off those.

The Court : Whether you wash it off or not, there

is a preservation method by means of the salt that

enables the olive, after it has gone through that

process, to be shipped thereafter without anything

more being done.

Mr. Picard: And that is the only thing that

comes under 5670. [130]

The Court : Now there was that method. So that

the essential, primary method of preserving the

olive for shipment was the salt process, because if

that wasn't so then it couldn't be shipped follow-

ing that. The witnesses have so testified. So the

primary preservation process was that of the salt.

Now I think offhand, and that's why I said to

you that you had the greater burden, what they are

talking about in the tariff here is the primary

preservation method that is something in liquid and

that that is the process by which the preservation

is accomplished. I think that is the common-sense

point of view. They wouldn't have put it in two

ways, one, that in which olives which are salt-cured

and not preserved in liquid, in waterproof barrels,

boxes, kits or pails, as referred to; and the other

in which olives which were canned or preserved in

juice or in syrup or liquid other than alcoholic is

referred to. So that you have two separate cate-

gories. One in which the tariff is particular to say

that the olives are salt-cured and not preserved in

liquid, in waterproof barrels, boxes, kits or pails,
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and another classification in which the olives are

canned or preserved in juice or in syrup or in

liquid other than alcoholic. Those categories are in

common sense mutually exclusive of one another,

and under those circumstances it seems to me that

that is why I thought that you had the laboring

oar. And I don't know what was in Judge Roche's

mind in deciding the other case. I didn't even [131]

know about it until it was mentioned to me today.

I haven't had an opportunity to speak to him about

it. But I wouldn't be surprised, having lived to-

gether in brotherliness with him so many years,

maybe our minds work the same way in the matter.

Mr. Picard: First of all, if your Honor please,

I revert to the distinction which I made before,

that it does not say here '' immersed." It merely

says '^ Preserved."

The Court: I didn't say that.

Mr. Picard: And as counsel very aptly asked,

where do you draw the line? Just so long as there

is liquid there which, when you roll it around in

the barrel, preserves the olives.

The Court: I think the question, counsel, is

what is the primary and fundamental preservative

process.

Mr. Picard: I don't think it says that.

The Court : Apparently because one excludes the

other. In one case it is, the preservation process is

one which when you get through with it you don't

have to do anything more with it. You can ship

them just that way. Whereas in the other process
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you ship them and pack them when they are still

in the process of being preserved by that preserva-

tion process which has salt in it and that is the

distinction. It is the common-sense distinction,

where we see the barrels of brine, the bottles with

the liquid in them, all the cans with the liquid in

them and the food in them. There the preservative

process is there by virtue of the liquid that is in

them as distinguished [132] from what the tariff

speaks of as an olive salt-cured and not preserved

in liquid.

Mr. Picard : That means a dry olive, just as that

Exhibit B is, your Honor, a purely dry olive. And
then furthermore, if your Honor please, the tariff,

the rating having been charged '

The Court: I agree with you in a technical

sense, the adding of the oil to it is a process of

preservation because the testimony shows that it

has got something to do with preservation. But it

is not the primary process and it is not the thing

that the tariff is speaking of. There I think we

have got to take the common-sense point of view;

as the Court said in this Pennsylvania Crushing

Company case, you don't dissect that language to

find out when does a boiled egg become a hard-

boiled egg as distinguished from a soft-boiled egg,

for example, and have a lot of scientists take the

witness stand and figure out the precise point of

time or degrees of temperature. But we have to

look at the way that the ordinary person regards

a hard-boiled egg as distinguished from a non-hard-
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boiled egg, and that is the way you have to look at

these tariffs, I think.

Mr. Picard: There is nothing in there that I

can see, with all due respect to your Honor, to

support the statement which your Honor just made.

It does not say anything about the primary pre-

servative. The one of them that I think would [133]

be applicable only to the type of olives in ''B,'^

olives salt-cured not preserved in liquid, those are

dry olives shipped right in the salt that they were.

Now these others, if your Honor please, after they

have been in the salt for a certain length of time,

not as long a time as the other type, are taken out

and they are washed. Now, if they were shipped

at that time, your Honor, without any oil being

put. on them or with them—I have samples here

which I offered to show to your Honor to show that

they become moldy and spoil, and their own chemist

admitted that

The Court: But that would—Oh, they wouldn't

necessarily be spoiled.

Mr. Picard: If they became moldy.

The Court: I don't think that I am so naive to

believe that there would be a big industry that

would ]De shipping these olives in that form.

Mr. Picard: That's right.

The Court : Knowing that they would be spoiled.

Mr. Picard: That is why they don't ship them

that way, your Honor.

The Court: They do ship them that way.

Mr. Picard: That is why they do preserve them

in liquid and that is why they
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The Court: But they have shipped them and

they do ship them the other way. [134]

Mr. Picard : No, your Honor. Those are shipped

in salt.

The Court: They are shipped without olive oil,

without being in

Mr. Picard: Not after they are washed.

The Court: I don't think that industry would,

having in the past now, if the result would be that

they would all be spoiled.

Mr. Picard: Not washed.

If you took these and washed them, then you

couldn't ship them.

The Court: But they are still dry.

Mr. Picard: You couldn't ship them, then.

The Court: I am talking about Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit No. 1 there. Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1 is being

shipped, has been shipped, and I say I am not so

naive as to believe that people engaged in that in-

dustry would ship them that way if they would

become spoiled. Maybe they would develop a

—

Defendant's Exhibit B is what I meant to say.

Mr. Picard: They are not washed, your Honor.

The Court: Whether they are washed or not,

they are certainly not in olive oil.

Mr. Picard: No. And
The Court: I am not going to agree that people

are going to be engaged in the industry of shipping

these things if they are all going to get [135]

spoiled.

Mr. Picard: Of course, they wouldn't, your

Honor, and that is why they preserve them in oil.
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That is the very purpose, when they wash them

and wash the salt from them, they preserve them

in oil. If they washed them, washed the salt from

them and then shipped them, they would, as your

Honor stated, all become spoiled, and that is why
they are preserved in oil.

The Court : Well, of course, they look better and

probably are better if you put them in oil.

Mr. Picard: The chemist admitted

The Court: The fact that they look better that

way doesn't mean they necessarily come under

Mr. Picard: If your Honor will taste them you

will find—I don't think there is—I have tasted both

of them. I guess maybe those salt-cured ones might

be all right for some people but I couldn't even eat

one. They are absolutely bitter. While that is a

good-tasting olive

The Court: I guess they probably use them for

cooking.

Mr. Picard : Something like that. If your Honor

tastes one, your Honor can't eat it, but you can eat

the other kind.

The Court: That may also be true but still it

does not mean that these all become spoiled because

they haven't been put in olive oil.

Mr. Picard : If the salt were washed from them,

your Honor, if the salt were washed from them and

then they were [136] shipped without being in the

oil, they would become moldly and then spoil. You
either have got to ship them as in ^'B" or No. 2

with the salt on them and not wash the salt from
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them or if you do you have got to put the oil on

them so that the oil forms a liquid in the keg and

preserves them in liquid.

Now your Honor will remember this, that the

lower rate has been charged by the railroad com-

pany; that the burden of proof is therefore upon

the railroad company to establish the higher rate.

Your Honor has argued this as if it were neces-

sary for us to prove that they were within 3800.

The Court : No, I don't say that. The burden of

proof is upon the plaintiff to show which tariff is

applicable.

Mr. Picard: Now, your Honor

The Court: I don't think the burden of proof

means too much.

Mr. Picard: If they came within either tariff,

if the language is such that they could come within

either tariff, we are entitled to the lower tariff.

The Court: I think that is right.

Mr. Picard: We are still entitled to the lower

rate and certainly there is a liquid preserving them

and there is a liquid in the barrel. So whether they

are immersed or not, if your Honor please, I sub-

mit that certainly this is not the type of dry olive

which is provided for in the tariff which [137] says

salt-cured, not preserved in liquid. In other words,

they would have to show that they are not preserved

in liquid.

Now, when the oil is used to coat them and when

they are in the barrel and a liquid forms in the

barrel between the juice or brine from the olive

itself, plus the oil, which covers about one-third of
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the barrel or more, so that it moistens them all and

preserves them, certainly they are preserved iji

liquid.

The Court: Mr. Picard, I must confess, I don't

know what the reason for these differences in tariffs

is. It is a subject with which I am not familiar.

It is an administrative matter. The only problem

is, the question of interpreting the tariff. Now it

may be that in order to get that—when the olives

are covered with this oil, that the seller gets a better

price for them than where the salt is not washed

off them and they are shipped that way and that

there is greater value to the shipment. It may bo

that has something to do with the tariff. I don't

know, I am not familiar with that. But tariff-wise

I am doubtful as to whether or not just rubbing

the olives with the oil, which enables the shipper

to get a better price because of the extra work and

material he used in that regard, would therefore

entitle him to get a lower tariff rate which he could

only get if he would ship it in the way that is cus-

tomary in accordance with, according to orthodox

standards as being a commodity that is preserved

in [138] liquid, in the sense that it is ordinarily

understood.

Mr. Picard : When you follow that, your Honor,

with the fact that a liquid forms between the oil

and the olive itself and that the keg is then about

one-third filled with that liquid, so that that liquid

does preserve the entire barrel, certainly, if your

Honor please, even taking your Honor's most un-

favorable to us reasoning, there is the doubt there.
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and if there is any doubt we are entitled to the

benefit of that doubt on the interpretation of the

doubt to go down to the lower rate.

The Court: I think in a strict technical sense

you could take a glass of olive oil and pour it into

a barrel and there would be liquid in there. But I

don^t think that that is the common-sense interpre-

tation of the meaning of the tariff. I think that

the meaning of the tariff is the way people ordi-

narily regard the shipment of merchandise pre-

served in liquid. That means that merchandise is

in liquid in the common accepted usage of the busi-

ness and the trade and as we understand it, as we

see the commodity preserved in liquid. I think that

is what the tariff is talking about and that it is not

required that there be a technical and scientific or

quantitative analysis of the amount of liquid, and

not to reach a point where in one instance it

w^ouldn't be liquid and in another instance it would

be. And you could carry out the doctrine to the

ludicrous, to the extent that you could put a [139]

teaspoon of the stuff in the barrel and there would

still be liquid in there, so that an infinitesimal

amount of the liquid could get on each one of the

items of merchandise in the barrel. I am not just

saying that to show that I don't think the determi-

nation of the question depends upon that kind of

technical analysis of quantity of liquid. I think

we are talking about—we are talking about the

thing we are accustomed to thinking of and what

they were thinking about when they wrote the
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tariff, the ordinary everyday shipment of merchan-

dise in barrels, bottles and cans, as it is shipped in

a liquid, in which it can be kept indefinitely, with-

out more ado, in a state of preservation, as in a

bottle, a can, a barrel. My grandmother used to

make pickles and they were in a barrel of brine.

Well, they were good in that barrel of brine for

a long time. You didn't have to do anything with

them. The same thing applies to the bottle of olives,

the can of olives that is on the shelf in the grocery

store, the barrel in which they come, in the brine.

That's what we speak of. It is not intended that

—

I don't think they were referring to taking a brush

and putting olive oil on the olive and then putting

it in the barrel, and then in order to get that liquid

on the olive to keep it moving around over all of

the olives and that periodically you would have to

roll the barrel around or do something. I don't

think that is the type of preservation in liquid that

these tariff makers were referring to. They are

talking about [140] everyday experience of ship-

pers. The tariff was devised by reason of the expe-

rience that they have, what kind of merchandise

there was to ship, how was it shipped. From that

they fixed the tariff and the rates.

Mr. Picard: Isn't your Honor carrying it to the

extreme when you hold it is necessary to be im-

mersed ?

The Court: I don't say immersed. I say that if

they are talking about the barrel of liquid in which

the preservation exists, in which the preservation
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technically proceeds while the article is in it, is

encompassed by the preserving liquid.

Now, if it was put in the separate compartment,

in the bottom of the barrel, if there was liquid in

the barrel, it wouldn't do any good

Mr. Picard: Wouldn't the common-sense inter-

I)retation of it be sufficient liquid to preserve, not

necessarily one teaspoonful like your Honor re-

ferred to, or complete immersion, but sufficient

liquid to preserve?

The Court: I don't think that the tariffs could

possibly—would be subject to that interpretation

because there would have to be a chemist and a

surveyor that would have to examine every ship-

ment to examine whether or not there is a certain

percentage of liquid. I think what they are going

by here is just the ordinary common-sense business

experience.

If you would go and take a survey of the man
that runs the corner grocery store in hundreds of

cities in the United [141] States and/or the shipper

or the buyer of merchandise that is shipped, you

would find that his answer would be the answer

that I just gave. They don't make any technical

distinctions. They see a bottle and it has got a

preservative liquid in it and the commodity is in it.

They see a can likewise, a barrel, and it is the same

way, and that's the sort of thing that the tariff

regulations sought to reach. Now it wasn't intended

that you could get by and avoid that tariff regu-

lation by putting a gallon or a quart of liquid in

I
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a barrel and say, well, I have got some liquid in

here and that satisfies this requirement.

Mr. Picard: The railroad itself gave it that in-

terpretation for 25 years, your Honor, the inter-

pretation

The Court: I don't think the railroad gave that

interpretation. It probably was impractical to

understand that situation. That is why it was put

on the bill of lading and the railroad company

never questioned it until somebody came around

and said, ^'This isn't right." That is the way those

things are done. You don't think the freight agent

up in Oshkosh or some place or other is going to

go down and examine every barrel to find out

whether or not or how much liquid there is in the

barrel and so forth to see if it is as specified in

the bill of lading or something else to indicate that

it is not so. They accept the shipper's designation

in most cases. [142]

Mr. Picard: The very thing they interpreted

—

*' oil-cured olives" was on the bill of lading and that

has been on all the bills of lading and it is just

very recently that they first raised this point. Prior

to that time they always accepted it under the

tariff 3800.

The Court: I feel that I have given as much
time to the discussion of the matter that I can. If

thei'e is anything else you want to file in writing

on the matter, I will be glad to have it. My im-

pression is that you would have to apply common
sense, ordinary, everyday interpretation of these

regulations such as in conformity with ordinary
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business practices, in conformity with the experi-

ence in shipping merchandise. If that is what the

tariff makers had in mind, that is the standard we

have to apply, and that your attempt is to apply

—

to get a lower rate to something that is not in con-

formity with ordinary usage and ordinary common-

sense definition of the meaning of the language of

the tariff.

Mr. Picard : I would like opportunity to look up

a little further on definitions, your Honor, and see

if I can find anything that is more closely—more

closely covers the point than just general argument

that I have made.

The Court : Suppose within five days you submit

some additional memorandum that you would like

to file, and counsel have an opportunity to reply

to that in five days.

Mr. Picard: Ten days instead of five'? [143]

The Court: Very well. Ten days, and ten days

to repl}^

(Thereupon it was ordered the matter be

submitted on memos, ten days and ten days

—

June 2, 1953, for submission.)

[Endorsed] : Filed September 30, 1953. [143-A]
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF TRANSFER

I, C. W. Calbreath, Clerk of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, do hereby certify that the foregoing docu-

I

ments, to wit:

Complaint,

Summons,

Motion to Dismiss,

Motion for Change of Venue,

Minute Order of April 24, 1950,

Minute Order of May 2, 1950,

are the original or certified copies filed in the above-

entitled case.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto subscribed

my name and affixed the seal of the aforesaid Court

at Sacramento, California, this 2nd day of May,

1950.

[Seal] C. W. CALBREATH,
Clerk.

By /s/ C. C. EVENSEN,
Deputy Clerk.
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK TO TRANSCRIPT
OF RECORD ON APPEAL

I, C. W. Calbreath, Clerk of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, do hereby certify that the foregoing and

accompanying documents and exhibits, listed below,

are the originals filed in the above-entitled case and

that they constitute the record on appeal as desig-

nated by the attorneys for the respective parties

herein

:

Clerk's certificate (Northern Division) on trans-

fer of case.

Complaint for freight charges.

Summons.

Motion to dismiss, etc.

Motion for change of venue under Rule 12 (b).

Order submitting motion for change of venue, etc.

Order transferring case to Southern Division.

Answer.

Plaintiff's motion for summary judgment.

Affidavit of Amadeo Paoni in opposition to mo-

tion for summary judgment.

Affidavit of Robert E. Davis in opposition to

motion for summary judgment.

Order denying motion for summary judgment.

Request for admissions.

Defendant's admissions.

Notice of motion to set aside submission and re-

open trial.

i
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Order denying motion to set aside submission, etc.

Order for judgment.

Findings of fact and conclusions of law.

Judgment.

Motion for new trial.

Order denying motion for new trial.

Notice of appeal.

Cost bond on appeal.

Appellant's designation of record on appeal.

Order extending time to file Appellee's designa-

tion.

Appellee's designation of record on appeal.

Deposition of Amadeo Paoni.

Reporter's transcript, May 11, 1953.

Plaintife's Exhibits 1, 2 (for id.).

Defendant's Exhibits A, B, C (for id.) and D
(for id.).

In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set my hand

and affixed the seal of said District Court, this 12th

day of October, 1953.

[Seal] C. W. CALBREATH,
Clerk.

By /s/ C. M. TAYLOR,
Deputy Clerk.
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[Endorsed] : No. 14078. United States Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. West Coast Prod-

ucts Corporation, Appellant, vs. Southern Pacific

Company, a Corporation, Appellee. Transcript of

Record. Appeal from the United States District

Court for the Northern District of California,

Southern Division.

Filed October 12, 1953.

/s/ PAUL P. O'BRIEN,

Clerk of the United States Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit.
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In the United States Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit

No. 14078

WEST COAST PRODUCTS CORP., a Corpora-

tion,

Appellant,

vs.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY, a Corpora-

tion,

Appellee.

STATEMENT OF POINTS ON WHICH AP-
PELLANT INTENDS TO RELY, AND
DESIGNATION OF RECORD FOR PRINT-
ING

West Coast Products Corp., a corporation, the

appellant in the above-entitled action, pursuant to

Rule 19 (6) of the Rules of the above-entitled Court,

hereby presents the following statement of the

points upon which it intends to rely on this appeal.

(The parties will be referred to by the same desig-

nations as they appeared in the District Court, i.e.,

appellant as plaintiff and appellee as defendant.)

The rendering of judgment in favor of the plain-

tiff and against the defendant is not justified by the

record and is contrary to law upon the following

grounds and for the following reasons, to wit

:

I.

That the olives in question were preserved in
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juice or liquid other than alcoholic and were not

olives, salt-cured, not preserved in liquid.

II.

That the proper freight charge was that actually

made by the plaintiff under Item 3800 of the Tari:ff

in question, which prescribes no minimum amount

of liquid but simply states ^'Olives, canned or pre-

served, in juice or in syrup, or liquid other than

alcoholic."

III.

That the Trial Court erroneously concluded that

Item 5670 of the Tariff was applicable and gave

judgment to the plaintiff for additional freight

charges on what it stated were undisputed facts.

IV.

That the Court of Appeals is not bound by the

findings of the Trial Court on undisputed facts.

V.

That the defendant is bound only by a fair and

reasonable construction of the Tariff.

VI.

That the burden was on the plaintiff to show

that the olives were of a character which called for

a higher freight rate, and the plaintiff failed to

meet the burden.
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VII.

That the olives being included in more than one

tariff designation, the defendant was entitled to

select the designation which was more specific; and

that where two tariff descriptions are equally appro-

priate, the shipper is entitled to the lower rate.

Pursuant to the aforesaid rule said appellant

West Coast Products Corp., demands the entire

record, including all pleadings, as the record on

appeal.

Dated at San Francisco, California, this 3rd day

of December, 1953.

/s/ ALBERT PICARD,
Attorney for Appellant.

Receipt of copy acknowledged.

[Endorsed] : Filed December 7, 1953.




